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THE ROUTINE 
SINDHU RAJASEKARAN 

 
You sit on the pot smoking a cigarette. Take a sip of hot coffee.  

Your head is numb. You’re not yet awake and your eyelids are half open, dangling between day and dream.    
Today’s the deadline. You are to submit your project model. You’ve spent endless days on it, fixing errors, 

shooting down viruses. And your boss is the sort of prick who’d make you spend another month on the same project 
even if you get one parameter wrong.  

Can’t blame her.   
Your company’s chips are used in automated machines, assembly lines and drones. Discrepancies are not 

acceptable. There’s a lot of money involved.  
And you get paid quite well, too.  
This is not the right time to think about the idea of reality, and what’s really real. You shouldn’t have muddled 

your head up with all those Žižek interviews, Murakami books, concepts of Maya and alternate reality theories. You 
always do this when something serious goes on in real life. You escape to this ‘other’ reality and obsess about 
absolutely unnecessary phenomena.  

What was with that ancient alien series you dwelled on at university? Such crap. You couldn’t resist: gods and 
aliens, weed and cocaine, a mind-blowing combination. 

Been a while since.  
Fuck. Your head’s throbbing. That bottle of Glenfiddich last night wasn’t a good idea.  
You should be in bed now, tucked between pillows. Unspooling thoughts inspired by alcohol, wading through 

the matrix. 
You take a deep drag of the cigarette, rolling the smoke in your mouth, exhaling it through your nostrils, all in 

quick succession. You never thought that all those years of breathing exercises at yoga class would help in this 
manner…  

You let your eyes shut for a second or two.  
 

You sit up with a jolt. The cigarette is about to burn your fingers.  
Shit. 
It’s 7.30. You need to hurry.  
You ash the smoke, leave the pot, constipated.  
Step into the hot shower. Stand unmoving. Let the heat thaw your frozen nervous system. Bend your head 

backwards, run your fingers through your long black hair.  
There can’t be anything wrong with the model. You’ve tried every possible input that could confuse the 

program, but it has proven impeccable. The simulations stand as proof.  
You’ve done your part. 
But they never tell you where your programs are used. You’re at the bottom of the process chain.  

{{A modern day laborer, writes programs that are integrated in the larger  
system; for bigger things that you aren’t important enough to know.}}   

Not that they treat you bad. You have your own corner, desk, chair, drawers, ID card and PIN. You could’ve 
done without having to share the corner with Thomas, but that’s the sort of stuff you associate with fate – nobody 
conspired to assign Thomas a place next to you. Computers randomly assign workspaces. The company is very fair that 
way.  

Fair. A concept Thomas would have a million things to say about. He is one of those people who can have 
whole conversations on their own, speaking for both sides. 
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You wouldn’t necessarily call him counterintuitive, as all his observations only serve to prove his preconceived, biased 
ideas.  

Thinking about Thomas while applying liquid soap to your breast could be perceived as sexual, but come on. 
He is insufferable. Although sometimes you do think his droopy eyes, dirty stubble and lanky frame could be 
considered attractive.  

How long have you been in the shower?  
The last thing you remember is trying to shit.  
Time is a relative thing, isn’t it? You step out of the shower cubicle and roll a towel around your body. They 

say you can bend time and space. Travel to the past or the future.  
Travel to your past? What a terrifying thought.   

 
You get dressed in a pair of jeans and a full-sleeved navy blue shirt. You haven’t waxed in weeks and your 

hair is a mess. You are presenting your work, not yourself. Put some make-up on, at least.  
Wear your hair in a Buddha bun. 
Whatever it is, you can’t dress in dapper suits like your mindless colleagues. They’ve all been consumed, but 

you work for personal satisfaction, not to climb corporate ladders, and clothes are a personal matter.  
 

It’s cold today, more so than yesterday, and windy. You wrap your brown woolen scarf around your neck as 
you leave your gray building. Tuck your fingers in your coat’s pockets.  

The morning air is crisp. It’s weightless, empty, devoid of remorse. That’s why you like to breathe American 
air, however cold.  
Indian air’s thick with a patina of history, so heavy it suffocates you.  

Glad you left that sacred place behind. Dirty clustered alleys and dust thick with loyalties, that’s a loop you’d 
rather stay away from. A loop of allegiance that runs over and over, no logic gates, no effectual algorithms, no end, 
crashes the software.    

That’s not to say that Chicago doesn’t have shapeless garbage dumps and clusters of arrogance. It does – 
Maybe you should move to Switzerland.        

You look at the treetops as you walk. Shriveled branches, snow laden. White all around, glazed roads, frosted 
glass.  

Winter sanitizes people’s minds. Decolorizes the world. Freezes it for a moment.  
There’s space to think in this gloomy, melancholic landscape. Ask yourself the larger questions. Entertain 

strange thoughts… 
What if you’re a mere simulation, a virtual re-creation of humanity’s past, or future? And everything you see is 

a program someone wrote. Even the codes you write are probably part of a larger code already existent.  
Or you’re an animal kept in a zoo called earth by aliens, watched, manipulated.  
Maybe this reality is a dream, Vishnu’s dream, while He sleeps on His serpent of Time in the cosmic ocean. 
If allegories unfold and any one of the above is true, you’re a speck in the larger order of things, useless, 

leading a pointless life.  
But even if you see the ‘Truth,’ what can you do about it?  
Just follow your dharma and simply do your duty, lead a content life. Except: 
<<Watch where you’re going>> an old woman dressed like Queen Elizabeth herself tells you, as she 

smoothens her outfit.  
<sorry> you mumble, as you realize you’ve bumped into her.  
<<Forgot your glasses>> she asks, irked.    
Great. What an annoying way to start the day. Listen to old lady allegories.   
You need another dose of caffeine. Cinnamon flavored.  
You check your watch. It’s 8.15. You have twenty minutes before the next Purple Line train arrives.  
You get off the pavement to cross the road, careful not to skid in a mush of muddy snow.  
You look for the green Starbucks sign, the familiar face of a woman in white. 

 
The girl at the counter writes your name in capital letters on the cup. KALIKI. 
How embarrassing to walk around flaunting your name to the world. But you do, like JOHN, GEORGE and 

MARCY.  
Occasionally sip the searing hot cappuccino. Wade through obese people, patriots, ex-pats, bankers, white, 

black, brown and yellow.  
At the subway station you find an empty seat on the platform, and read emails from your parents back in India. 

The usual: the importance of being married. At least this mail doesn’t have attached photos of potential Telugu 
bridegrooms who live in the US. Must be quite a chore to find men for your daughter that are between the ages of 28 
and 34, and of the same religion, caste, sub-caste, dietary habits and profession. Why do your parents assume you’d 
only marry an engineer from New York, Chicago or Seattle? Why not South Dakota or Alabama?    
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Not that you’d ever let them ‘arrange’ your marriage.  
A train passes by, blowing an expanse of stale air that smells like ammonia. You feel the make-up on your face 

melt.  
A memory of Malati Aunty who said <<dark girls like you must wear make-up, to cover-up ugly pimples and 

zits>>  
Ah. Memories.     
Just the thought of India makes you angry. All those dimensions: riled-up religion, conservative society, neo-

modern family, compulsory patriotism, paradoxical traditions, vulgar values, each with a million sub-dimensions, no 
wonder reality back then had been hell.  

Now you’re practically a hermit. Living in Chicago (Evanston actually) on your own. Sexually and ethically 
independent, you choose. Free will.  

That makes you think of Žižek, again.  
Your life is a classic example of supreme subversion. Your neo-modern, middle-class parents chose this life 

for you.  
Free will has taken a beating. 
Your parents wanted you to become an engineer. They made you leave India and live the middle-class dream 

in the States, their dream.  
Conspiracy – 

 
The train arrives. The automatic doors open. All the worker bees vie for seats. When they don’t get one, they 

pretend not to care and perch precariously, looking into their iPhones, Blackberries and tablets, demonstrating they lead 
important lives.  

They are all so alienated from themselves. Look at them. You’re sure ninety percent of them are checking their 
Facebook/Instagram/Twitter accounts, hoping for updates, for human contact, yet their faces seem so serious, as though 
they are planning humanity’s future.  

The train slows down to halt at a station. Not yours. You hold your cappuccino tight so as not to spill.  
Are you that different from them? 
Maybe those people are reading work mails. How can you tell? They probably have no life, like you.  
You act as though the artless programs you write would contribute to something larger, something meaningful. 

A minor hope that NASA uses your programs lingers in the air. But that isn’t enough consolation for the uselessness of 
your existence.    

Nein.  
[For all you know, your programs are used in killer drones.] 
You don’t have friends, you’re probably borderline depressed, you haven’t had sex in months and every theory 

you read tips over to prove the same: you have nothing to look forward to.  
If the train crashes now, you have no attachments that’d motivate you to survive.  

Non-attachment. Buddhist?  
{{Don’t digress}} 

You take every assignment given to you seriously. Your entire existence revolves around it. Maybe you’re just 
a worker bee with no doctrine of your own, an undemanding laborer.      

{{All life is suffering, said the Buddha. Everything flows on despite you, in a chain of cause and effect. The 
only way to stop the suffering is to annihilate desire. Mercurial DESIRE.}} 

Thoughts of your ex boyfriend pops up in your head. You suddenly notice the couple sitting in front of you, 
the pink haired girl squeezes the bald guy’s thighs and they start to kiss.  

You never had issues with public display of affection; you once stuck your tongue down his throat in front of 
the Charminar. But caramel-eyed Tarun was a coward. Still is. He led you on for five years only to finally realize he 
didn’t want a serious relationship. Suddenly your love became unrequited love.  

He’s fit only to fall in the gutters of an arranged marriage. His mum will find him a nice girl. Virgin. Big 
dowry.  

You think of that nasty letter you wrote Tarun. It has been with you for two years now. You’ve come to realize 
it’s better this way. You remember clearly why he’s a bastard every time you read the letter. You should read it again 
sometime.  
 

You alight at Adams/Wabash. You throw the coffee cup in the recycle bin; do your tiny part for planet earth. 
You stand staring at the cattle class walk past you, armed with branded bags and electronics.  

An orgy of coats, of black, gray, brown, white and navy blue. Some red.  
You wonder whether the caffeine has had any effect on you. Are you fully awake?  
Are you ready to walk amidst all those single-minded, ambitious, cutthroat, angry people? After all, it is the 

age of lay-offs and austerity. You keep your job only if you work really hard at it. There are a thousand engineers – 
Indian and Chinese, some American, and AI, eagerly waiting to take your useless position in the process chain.    
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Would you really miss your job if you lost it? 
You’d definitely miss financial independence. Who would support you if you lost your job? Department of 

Labor? You’re not an American citizen. You’d have to go back to India, to your parents à to an arranged marriage.  
Crap. You need to get a green card. Soon.  
You wait for an empty spot in the continuous swarm of working people, and join their march to the outside.   

 
Should you just quit and go after what your heart desires? (Blue-skinned Krishna wouldn’t be pleased with you 

messing around with dharma), but Freud would ask you to look for your desires in your dreams.  
Dreams? Yours are skewed versions of your everyday reality. Of Java, Oracle and servers, greasy subway 

trains and skyscrapers. You do fall off the precipice sometimes, naked, fly into three-dimensional turquoise oceans. At 
times you see pixels around you. Sperms. Electrons and black holes, the matrix, 0’s and 1’s, polarized light.    

You are so screwed in your head.   
Deadlines and codes determine the nature of your days.  
Not that you think your job has done you any harm. It puts food on your plate and pays your rent. 
But behind the binaries is a void, staring at you, grinning condescendingly.  
Well? 
You couldn’t give a shit about research and development. All those woman hours locked in a room. You 

preferred a fixed 9 to 5 job, and this was the only good company that wanted you, a company with a CAGE code, one 
that may or may not supply chips to killer drones.  

You know you sound pathetic, but it’s important to own up to facts, that you chose this shitty life for 
yourself.  

Your phone beeps.  
An old acquaintance from college has sent you a poster of Julian Assange that reads ‘can’t stop the TRUTH.’ 

You never liked this girl. So full of herself, thinks she is the beacon of hope and revolution or something. 
On second thought, why do you dislike her? Jealousy? What’s to envy? She stays in an obscure Indian village 

teaching poor kids, and spreading dissent.  
She uses the Internet smartly to communicate her ideas though (using programs engineers like you created): 

that’s the important thing to note here.  
Technology has the potential to bring down whole institutions; it can spread revolution, empower the common 

man. 
Technology as Savior, as Hope! 
Damn. 
Look at you, so alienated from yourself. You live such a sham of a life. Are you part of the crew that uses 

technology for humanity’s benefit, or are you a selfish blood-sucking leech that feeds off any opportunity, irrespective 
of its moral leanings? You know you fall under the latter.  

You know your choices lack ethics. 
But this is not what you signed up for, all this confusion.  
The gnawing thought that you’re living somebody else’s life is upon you again. It’s like your life is a dream 

that you dozed into by mistake.  
Like being John Malkovich in Being John Malkovich. In your case, you are you, but you’re not you. Shit. You 

are losing track of yourself, aren’t you? 
You stop at the subway exit.  
Bleak sunlight hits your face. People brush past you on either side. 
After all, you come from the middle class, and there’s only so much you could want. You lead an amazing life. 

People are being evicted from their houses. You have no loans to pay. That’s definitely something in today’s world, a 
small achievement.   

<<hey>> an attractive blonde scoffs.  
You’re in people’s way.  

<<move on, sweet’ art>> a dirty, fortyish looking man says.  
Where is he rushing? Doesn’t look like he’s employable. He has long ginger hair, a hooked nose, and a 

playboy bunny tattoo on his neck. And he’s holding a rolled-up poster, probably of naked children.  
He’s taking right at the fork. Towards the headless, armless iron sculptures, your favorite thing in Chi town. 

Agora. Sort of how you feel at the moment. 
You notice that a crowd has gathered in the park that way. He’s walking towards it.  
Your office is a five-minute walk to the left. It’s 9. You need to be there only by 9.30.  
Many in the crowd are shouting slogans, and the Indian in you is curious to stand by and watch whatever it 

may be.  
You have time. Besides, getting to the office early only means one of two things: you worry about your project 

for an unpaid extra half hour, or you get into a convoluted conversation with Thomas, if he’s in the mood, if he’s there.  
The park it is.  
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It’s the occupy movement. Placards and hoardings read ‘We are the 99%’ 
You didn’t know they protested in winter. You thought they had taken a break. 
Men and women of all colors and shapes, most dressed like you, have put up tents and stalls. The place seems 

to be overflowing with resentment. 
The police are in bunches, armed with loudspeakers and guns, waiting for the protestors to break a law so they 

can act.  
As though to spite the police, many of the protestors are meditating. Braving the cold.  
Students form a large portion of the crowd. You wonder what other sort of people have time to occupy streets. 

Graduates with no jobs, laid-off workers, homeless people, college professors, hippies, intellectuals, punks. You try to 
spot one of each category in the crowd. You think you do.  

<<gold is money, silver is money, green dollars are not money. They’re using inflation as a hidden tact to fuck 
the people. Prices go up…>> a protestor’s shouting into a video camera, held by another protestor.  

You pity yourself. You’re one of those lost souls zinging between ideas. When you read Žižek or Chomsky 
you see their side of things, but you’re not entirely sure how to apply their ideas to your life.  

Thomas would say there’s no ultimate version of things. There is no Truth. The Truth is like the sun. You 
always look at it in a skewed manner. So there’s no possibility of finding the definitive thing.  

{{Buddha says that Truth is in the Nothing, anattā, non-self}} 
Do you really care about this concept of Truth enough to drastically change your life, quit your job perhaps?  
‘dO not bE AFraiD to RealLy wanT wHat YOU dEsire,’ reads a poster.  
Is it the system that has gotten to you and messed with your head? Not that you could ever live in a communist 

country, and you never really understood what a socialist country would be like, having grown up in India’s version of 
it. You come from the world’s largest democracy – the land of political drama. You live in the land of apparent 
opportunities, rude illusions and gold dust.    

You cannot imagine a world after capitalism, without capitalism.  
<<all America exports is guns, missiles and tanks>> a student screams into a video camera.  
How many times have you debated the system within yourself? Somewhere inside you, you know the system 

has caused this alienation in you. Not that you want to return to communes and nature, but you’re sure there must be 
another way for the world to function without burdening the lives of common people with undue dollar related stress. It 
plays with your psyche. Everything you do in life is for money. Fucking middle class mentality.  

You blame the system for making you think this way.  
Maybe you should join these radicals. Help turn the wheel of dharma. 
Do something.  
You could help with your technical skills.    
In a world where things work fair, you wouldn’t have to kiss ass to keep your job. You could be your own 

person.  
For some odd reason, your eyes stray toward your watch. A mental image of your boss reveals itself from 

among the clouds.   
It’s 9.15 already. Time’s so effing relative! 
You could spend your whole lifetime thinking. Intention is not action. You need to do something. What about 

quitting and returning to India, starting your own firm? Help empower people.  
Where would you find money for that sort of thing? Kiss ass all across Hyderabad, all the way up the fucking 

Jubilee Hills?  
What about standing up to your boss if she complains about negligible errors?  
You need to be at the office.  

 
Shit. That’s what you do when you get to the office. Finally. The cappuccino helped.  
It’s disgusting how much you think about your bowel movements. Not your fault, you inherited your 

grandfather’s terrible intestinal predicaments.  
Although, what bothers you most about your ancestors is that if they had made enough money you could’ve 

chilled in a yacht reading philosophy and smoking spliffs on a daily basis, instead of having to worry about presenting 
useless project models to your bossy boss.  

And what’s worse? Your parents, the masters of inception, ingrained in you that an honorable, decent lifestyle 
is one where you work hard forever, for someone, for something. They told you that kids who are born rich are missing 
the whole point of life.  

It’s the system that’s at fault. It has pushed your parents to subservience. 
This whole way of life is wrong.    
You flush.  
Flush again.  
Is that a drop of blood in your underwear? Fucking menstrual cycle. Two days early.  
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You stuff a tampon in your vagina, wash your fingers, and catch a glimpse of yourself in the mirror. Sharp 
nose, dark complexion, camouflaged pimples and zits, you look away. 
 

Your empty stomach grumbles. You stop by the wending machine. Slip a dollar into the slit. Collect your pack 
of Herr’s potato chips. Crunch. Munch. Swallow. 
 

When you get back to your corner in the dreary twentieth floor, you find Thomas standing next to his chair, 
scratching his stubble.  

<<worried>> asks Thomas.  
<no> you say.  

<about what> you add.  
<<presenting, of course>> 
You notice he is the only other colleague that’s not in a suit. You are aware people think something’s going on 

between you and Thomas. People’s perceptions are not part of your reality. Especially not your Indian colleagues, such 
drags. Sit about in America in droves, discussing Bollywood, aloo tikki and the Chicago Bulls.  

<it should be alright,  
how’s yours coming along> you don’t really care.  

<<some debugging left to do>> Thomas answers, as uninterested in his own words as you are.  
Silence.  
He stares into his computer screen. You stare into yours.  

 
The buzz of an ordinary day at work that annoys you, is more so this day. You tell yourself that you do not 

care what your boss has to say. You have done a good job, that’s all that matters.     
If she has a problem, then you’d give it to her. 
How does Thomas reconcile working here given all his profound knowledge of human existence?  
Thomas is a failed intellectual. To be sitting here writing third-grade programs when he could’ve done 

anything he wanted. It annoys you.  
But here he is, sharing your corner. What a defeatist.  

<<Thomas>> you say his name.  
He turns to look at you. His lips hint a smile and a question.  

<they’re occupying the park now. Did you know> you wonder.  
<<bunch of dreamers romanticizing revolution>> is his view. 

<it could happen, you know, there’s a lot of dissent> 
<<the way I see it, the world’s a screwed up place, and if you go on 

fighting for the “right” thing, you’re just wasting your time. Nobody cares>> 
Thomas is like Machiavelli. He’s selfish.  
Or he’s a secret Hindu. He doesn’t question his duty. He does it with nonattachment, for the larger order of 

things.  
What is it about him that troubles you?  
Is it that he doesn’t seem as confused as you are? Is it because he’s so certain of what he says?  
Is he hot?  
Whatever. 
[You have other things to think about.  
If your boss complains, you would not stoop and labor, but retort, strongly. Ask her where your programs are 
used. Or ask her for a raise.] 
You know that if you respond to Thomas’ remark, you’d be drawn into a longwinded debate. You are not 

ready for one.  
[But your programs are fine. There wouldn’t be any need to argue with the queen bee. She stings.]  
If you admit worrying about the presentation, Thomas will judge you. He will stack you in the category of the 

pathetic.  
[Face the fact – Thomas talks to you only because he thinks you possess some version of individuality and 
integrity. Do you want to lose it?]  
You don’t discuss matters of paranoia with Thomas. Period.  
[Oh yeah, periods. You need to take a Pamprin for cramps. It’s already begun, a slow stirring of your uterine 
wall.]   
Anyway, Thomas has returned to his computer screen.  
He never waits to find out if the conversation is over.  

 
You need to change your life.  
But does change come from action or thought? 
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Wait. 
Stop thinking. 

 
You walk into her utilitarian room. Light gray walls and white shutters. A lone gray vase: empty, intimidating. 
The air suddenly becomes static.  
Your knees go weak. Reality blurs.  
She asks you to sit. You feel nauseous, disjointed. Is that a potato-chip-burp you suppressed?  
She checks and rechecks the program with her perfectly manicured fingers. Time becomes relative. It spreads 

out in all directions. This moment is spectrally connected to several others, you’re in the matrix, and the present is a 
timeless instant. Sample it.  

This moment is crucial. It’s the moment when you see reality as it is. 
You hear an imaginary clock tick. Your heart beat.   
Her every movement seems slow. 
Stop, you have a choice.   
This is the moment. Quit. You can break out of the cycle. You can awaken from your slumber. You can stand 

up for yourself.  
But how can you break out of the cycle by rebelling? To rebel is to act, and action is a cause that leads to an 

effect.  
<<Kaliki, this is good>> she says. 

You don’t reply. Everything you hear flies like iron butterflies right through your ears.  
 

Action cannot free you; it will only get you stuck in another puddle, another matrix.   
So do nothing. Sit like a stone.  
Had you done anything, said anything, you’d have messed it all up. 
You sat there like a stone and thought about the Bhagavat Gita, and Krishna, Buddha and the American dream, 

intestinal juices, acidity. 
And she promoted you.  
Did you make the right decision? Did you decide at all?  
You don’t know. 
You did not awaken from the dream either, but if you did awake from this reality, you’d cease to exist, you’d 

disappear from here, this life. Understand that as much as you negate this life, this is all you know, all you have.  
Maybe you’ll never attain nirvana. This, here, now, is the real, your Truth. And that’s all you’d probably ever 

experience.  
Pop a Pamprin in your mouth.  

 
You’re like a moth flapping its wings towards the flame. You realize you’d be branded a hypocrite if you go 

on with your thoughts – you need to act in order to think them.  
 

Two more promotions and the company would sponsor you.  
{{Green card}} 

All those days and nights you spent on this project haven’t completely gone to waste.  
You didn’t find out where your programs are used. And there’s a chance you licked ass by taciturnity and 

submission. 
But most of your reasons for wanting to quit were based on illusive nonsense. Also, you signed a contract 

stating you wouldn’t interfere with the goings on of the company. It would be illegal to ask questions. 
 

But law is the biggest crime.   
How on earth do you know what’s right?  

 
Shame on you, you lie to yourself. Coward. You’re too scared to see the Truth.  

 
Non-attachment. 

Exhale. 
 

You return to your corner after a brief smoke. You don’t tell Thomas about the promotion or the hike in pay.  
<<you know, Kaliki, mankind has an expiration date far sooner than most people expect>> notes Thomas.  
You’re used to this, the way he starts conversations mid-thought. You’d appear less intellectually capable if 

you don’t quickly analyze his strain of thought and catch on. So you do. After all, you speak the same way to people.   
<human beings strove toward a collective good so many times in history. There’s hope> you say, questioning 

yourself. 
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<<mankind’s been trying to destroy itself since man first came into being. We finally just have the tools to do 
so>> 

Tools that cause death to the mind or the body? You want to ask, except, you are looking him in the eye. 
They’re deep blue. You never really noticed that before.  

You both know that to truly converse about such an elaborate subject in the short breaks you take from 
working on trivial but tedious programs is near impossibility. You both know that the normal route of action any other 
member of society would take is to meet outside the workplace. 

But this is Thomas you are talking about. You have no idea what sort of reality he belongs to. And you have 
promised yourself not to get close to anyone unless you’re sure they can’t hurt your feelings. Feelings? 

What bullshit. What’s wrong with you? 
<<what’re you doing this evening>> Thomas asks, with a grim look on his face. 
<don’t know, what about you> 
<<not sure yet>> 
Silence.  



RUPIYE-ANEY-PAI
K.A. Abbas

Translated by Syeda Hameed

(Few torn pages of an account book which were picked up from a garbage dump)

January 1, 1953 
Income 
From Makhan Lal Sahukar after mortgaging the house 500-0-0

Expenditure 
To mother for household expenses 200-0-0
Note book for Household Expenditure: 0-6-0
Glass frame for B.A. Degree: 1-4-0
Tailor for stitching clothes: 45-0-0
Tonga to station: 1-8-0
Rail ticket from Lucknow to Bombay in Interclass: 55-0-0
Coolie: 0-8-0
Books from the Railway Bookstore (Stories of Filmi Fairies, Madness in Youth, Sinful Nights, 
Poison of Love), magazines for reading during journey: 10-10-0
Screen, Filmfare, Shama, Mustana Jogi, 2-0-0
Tea and cake: 0-10-0
Cigarette tin (Goldflake): 3-2-0
Dinner at Jhansi for self and female companion: 3-12-0

4th January 1953
Income 
Balance of money brought from home: 15-0-0
Borrowed from Sher Khan Pathan: 200-0-0
Total: 215:00

Expenditure
Advance monthly interest to Sher Khan Pathan: 20-0-0
Hotel room rent- balance: 25-0-0
Deposit for room rent: 100-0-0
1 bed 1 chair 1 table: 40-0-0
Bus ticket till employment exchange: 0-4-0
Taxi from employment exchange to American Oil Company: 1-2-0
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Gratuity to Peon: 1-0-0
Offering to head clerk: 10-0-0
Cigarette packet (Capstan): 0-10-0
Bus ticket till Novelty Cinema: 0-3-0
Cinema ticket (Anarkali): 1-5-0
Ice cream in interval (for two): 1-8-0
Two bus tickets to Parel: 0-8-0
Flowers and beni for the hair: 0-8-0
Dinner: 1-4-0

March 1, 1953
Income
20 days salary from office: 85-0-0

Expenditure
Room rent: 25-0-0
Electricity and tap: 3-8-0
Railway pass: 5-4-0
Dhobi- 25 items: 3-2-0
Newspaper boy (Screen, Times, Filmfare, Shama): 7-2-0
Barber- haircut, shave, shampoo and face massage: 1-12-0
Barber’s tip: 0-4-0
Puri Bhaji: 0-8-0
Books: 4-10-0
Telephone (to Asha): 0-2-0
Two film tickets (Anarkali): 2-10-0
Ice cream: 1-8-0
Tip to the hotel bearer: 0-4-0
Taxi- from Grant Road to Malabar Hill: 1-12-0
Dinner (for two): 2-8-0
Flowers and beni for hair- for Asha: 0-8-0
Taxi from Malabar hill to Asha’s house: 3-8-0
Bus fare: 0-4-0
Bottle of ink: 0-12-0
Calendar: 0-6-0

3 June 1953
Income
One month notice from the office: 105-0-0

Expenditure
Room rent: 25-0-0
Electricity and tap: 2-8-0
Dhobi- 14 items: 1-12-0
Interest to Sher Khan Pathan: 20-0-0
Newspaper boy: 1-12-0
Tram fare: 0-2-0
Railway pass: 5-4-0
Lunch: 0-10-0
Tea: 0-6-0
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Second hand books: 1-4-0
Two film tickets (Anarkali): 2-10-0
Two CocaCola: 0-8-0
Bus fare: 0-8-0
Cigarette (Charminar): 0-3-0

15 October 1953
Income
New loan from Sher Khan Pathan: 200-0-0

Expenditure
Advance interest to Pathan on the entire loan: 40-0-0
Money order to mother: 25-0-0
Fees for money order: 0-6-0
Newspaper Times of India: 0-2-6
Writing pad and envelops: 0-12-0
Stamps for 20 job applications: 2-8-0
Breakfast and lunch: 0-8-0
Bus until employment exchange: 0-4-0
Tram return from employment exchange: 0-2-0
Rental of books from the lending library: 0-3-0
Tea: 0-1-0
Bundle of bidi: 0-2-0
Telephone to Asha: 0-2-0
2 film tickets (Anarkali): 2-10-0
Chana Mungphali: 0-4-0
2 special teas: 0-80
Tram Ticket: 0-2-0
Beni for hair: 0-4-0
Dinner: 0-6-0

13 December 1953
Income
From the scrap dealer for newspapers, books, and magazines: 3-7-0
Table, Chair, and Bed from secondhand shop in Chor Bazaar: 11-8-0
Sale of old clothes: 13-0-0
Total: 27-15-0

Expenditure
Telephone to Asha: 0-2-0
2 film tickets (Anarkali)- 4-8-0
Taxi till Apollo Bundar: 2-4-0
Dinner for 2: 10-8-0
Tip to waiter: 2-8-0
Flowers and beni for hair: 0-8-0
Tip to flower seller: 0-8-0
Special Mohaba paan: 0-8-0
Tip to pan seller: 0-8-0
Taxi till Asha’s house: 2-4-0
Tip to taxi driver: 0-12-0
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Letter to Asha by mail: 0-2-0
Sleeping pills (full bottle): 2-12-0
Tip to beggar: 0-1-0
Total: 27-15-0
Balance: 0-0-0
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SRIMATHI–UDYOGINI
(WIFE–WORKING WOMAN)

Abburi Chaya Devi 
Translated by Srinivas Rayaprol

Sunday was the busiest. By the time I was done with my chores it was nearing eleven. I looked for a
patch of the sun that was forever eluding my house and, just as I found a corner in which to settle
down with the paper, the bell rang. Damn! Must be the paper carrier with the bill, or the man from
the shop next door to collect the empty bottles. Reluctantly, a little irritated, I forced myself to open
the door.

       It was a new face. A young girl – in her twenties. A folder in one hand and a leather bag in
the  other.  Must  be  one  of  those  girls  who  come  to  sell  soap  or  sanitary  napkins.  My  face
automatically registered boredom as my words came out. “What do you want?”

       She smiled. “I want you.” Pretty to look at, too. “You know Mr. R. Rao. His wife told me
about you. I hope you can spare me a little time.”

       Raghava Rao was a good friend of ours. Still! Have I a choice? I thought, as I opened the
door, and asked her to come in.

 We seated ourselves in the corner, sharing the sun.
       “My name is Sujatha. I am at the university – doing research.” As she spoke, her eyes

sparkled like stars. Young enough not to be married, I thought.
 “Oh, in which area?”
 “Sociology.”
 “And your subject?”
 “You are my subject,” she said triumphantly. “I understand you are a working wife. I have a

few questions to ask. I hope you don't mind giving me the answers.”
 “So...?” Vexation crept into my tone again.

       “I'm sorry. I know I may be wasting your time. But I need these answers for the research I'm
doing. Only women like you can help me.”

 She must have read my doubts and the irritation in my eyes, for the next minute she opened
her bag, took out a file and gave me a piece of paper to look at. It was a letter of introduction from
her department confirming all she had been telling me. I thawed a little.

       “Gathering responses from working wives like you is an important part of my study. You
know, it is not so common in our country for women to work, and it is useful to know how women
are fulfilling their dual responsibilities of being a wife and a working woman, what their problems
are, and how they face them.” She stopped to catch her breath.

       “Fine. It is a good subject you have chosen, Sujatha. I am very happy that you are doing
this kind of work,” I said, mainly to dispel my earlier displeasure and to give her some confidence
to continue. She didn't seem to need any, though.

       “Madam, I'd like to ask you a few questions and I hope you will answer them frankly. Of
course I won't use your name or embarrass you in any way,” Sujatha said.

       I was just about to say, “Ready,” when I heard my husband call me from the inner room.
“Please wait, I won't be long,” I told Sujatha and went.

 My husband was still lolling in bed. “Who is that?” he asked. “I thought I heard voices.”
 I told him.
 “Oh, come on,” he said in a bored tone. “Don't waste your time on her. Make some excuse

and come back.”
       “Sujatha is very sweet. Besides, she is well recommended. The Raghava Raos have sent her.

I want to talk to her. Better still, why don't you join us?”
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       “Hell no!” he said. “You won't catch me ruining my Sunday confessing to some unknown
female.”

       “All right. You think I don't have that much sense. Don't worry. I won't say anything to
compromise our family secrets.”

 “Oh, all right. But come back soon,” he grumbled and turned over, pulling up the sheets.
       I smiled to myself, closed the door, took a couple of Fantas from the fridge, gave one to

Sujatha, and settled back into my chair. By this time Sujatha was ready with her pen and pad and
began her assault.

 “How long have you been married?” she asked.
 “We have completed four five-year plans,” I replied.
 “Twenty years! How old were you when you married?”
 “Never ask a woman's age. But I'll tell you. I was twenty when I was married.”
 “And he?”
 “Let me say he was ten years older.”
 “Was it an arranged marriage, or...?”
 “Neither,” I taunted.
 “You mean?”
 “Some people who knew both of us brought us together. We both agreed and our parents had

no objection. We had a traditional wedding.”
 “How many children do you have?”
 “We don't have any.”
 Sujatha wrote something on her pad and looked up at me questioningly.
 “Does anyone else stay here with you?”
 “No. Just the two of us.”
 “How long have you been working?”
 “About fifteen years, I'd say.”
 “Did you work before you got married?”
 “No.”
 “Does you husband like your working?”
 “...”
 “You mean he doesn't like it.”
 “Oh no. In fact he's the one who made me take the job... But...”
 “He doesn't like it any more... Is that it?”
 “I'm not sure. But sometimes I have this feeling that he doesn't like my working.”
 “Tell me why you took the job in the first place and why you are still doing it.”
 “In the beginning it was because I was bored at home with nothing to do. And now I am

kind of used to it.”
 Sujatha smiled, making notes all the while.
 “Is that the main reason? To help time pass?”
 “I guess so.”
 “You're sure you didn't take the job because there wasn't enough money?”
 “Well, there is never enough money. But I can assure you it was not for the money.”
 “But the money is useful for the extra expenses, you'd say?”
 “I didn't think so when I took the job. But neither can I say that the money has not come in

handy.”
 “Was it to get out of the home – to avoid your mother-in-law or anyone else?”
 “No, no. Luckily, I don't have such problems.”
 “It was to make some new friends – spend some time outside the home with others, I take

it.”
 “Maybe! I got married just after I left college. Five years at home doing nothing was more
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than I could bear.”
 “Didn't you want to make use of what you studied at college?”
 “Perhaps that was one more reason.”
 “Didn't you have any ambitions? To achieve recognition? To become somebody?”
 “Thank heavens, no. It was mainly to spend some time usefully, not to make a name. But

years of working have no doubt given me some stature, a few contacts.”
 “I take it you are happy with your job.”
 “Most of the time, yes – but, then, every so often I get a little dissatisfied with things.”
 “You mean at home, or outside?”
 “Both. Sometimes when I am hard-pressed at the office, relatives descend on the house. If I

spend some extra time at the office, they don't like it at home. And, you know, women aren't such
climbers in their jobs as men are. So sometimes dissatisfaction creeps in.”

 “Are you satisfied with your husband's job?”
 “As far as I am concerned, I am satisfied.”
 “I take it his parents are alive.”
 “Yes.”
 “Do you like your father-in-law?”
 “What kind of question is that?”
 Sujatha smiled softly.
 “It is hard for people to understand the woman's side in many cases. But you didn't answer

my question. Do you like your father-in-law?”
 “Even if I do, can I say that openly?”
 “OK. I'll write here 'Yes' to that. Now, about your mother-in-law. You like her?”
 “Oh yes. I like her even more than I like my own mother.”
 “You are very fortunate.”
 I agreed.
 “Well, what about the others? His brothers, sisters? Do any of the other women in the family

work?”
       “Two of his sisters started working after marriage. One had been working three years when

she got married, but then she gave up her job. His elder brother's wife is also working. Another
brother is yet to be married.” As I said this a thought came into my mind. Sujatha looked away as if
she had read my thoughts.

 “Perhaps part of your happiness has to do with having no children. Or...”
       “When we married, my husband's brothers and sisters were quite young. We never had the

feeling of being without children. The house was always full of children. Anyway it is all in the
mind, I suppose. Happiness or otherwise. Nothing to do with one's wants or hopes.”

 “Yes. But what shall I write here? That you are happy...”
 “What do you think, looking at me? Write what you feel.”
 “OK. Let me change the subject,” she said. “Tell me, when you have some free time, do you

feel like staying at home, or going out, or both? Or does each of you feel differently?”
       “It's a difficult question. But let me see. This is one thing about which we argue. He likes to

window-shop. I like to shop. You know – buy things we don't need. I don't see the sense in tiring my
legs and my eyes walking past shops. And then, on holidays I feel like going to a movie or a play or
a concert. He wants to eat to his heart's content and lie in bed with a book. After he tires of that, he
takes aimless strolls. If I suggest inviting friends or relatives over, he starts arguing, and, finally, we
end up going no place and wind up on different sides of the bed, each with a book –”

 “Is there anything else you do together?” Sujatha broke in.
       “No. I don't think there is anything we do together. No, wait. We write. I dabble in stories.

He writes poetry.”
 “Do you discuss your problems with your husband?”
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       “Many times. Sometimes he listens. Sometimes he gets into a rage, and I suffer in silence
and tell him about it long after the crisis is over. Oh yes, we do discuss our problems with each
other...  As  long  as  I  don't  hurt  him,  as  long  as  our  arguments  don't  create  misunderstandings
between ourselves.”

 “And does your husband tell you his problems – does he open his heart to you?”
       “Yes, he tells me everything about our family affairs, our relatives and so on. But he is silent

about his work and his problems there.”
 “What I mean is, does he confide in you? Are you quite satisfied?”
 “Oh yes... If anything, he loves me too well and not too wisely. He worries about me all the

time. If I have to go out alone, he worries. I am old enough and can take care of myself, but he
won't agree. I often ask him to leave me to myself and do you know what he says?"

  “What?” asked Sujatha eagerly.
 "Well", he laughs! "How can I leave you?"

       “Well, I supposed you are quite happy and satisfied,” Sujatha wrote. Before I could speak,
she asked, “And he? Is he satisfied with your love?”

 “You should ask him that,” I said.
 “But I want you to tell me,” Sujatha insisted.
 Goodness, this girl is something, I thought. How can I tell her everything – everything in my

mind – even if it is for her research?
 “Oh yes,” I said simply, hoping she'd stop.
 “Do you and he have any differences of opinion, you know, on important matters?”
 “You might as well ask me whether we eat everyday,” I said.
 Sujatha laughed and stared, noting things down again.
 “I want some more details – if you don't mind.”
 Oh God, I thought, What have we been doing so far? Aloud, I said,  “All right. Shoot.”

Maybe this will give me an idea for a story.
 “Do you have different views on what you should spend on the house?”

       “Oh yes,” I said enthusiastically. “I want to buy curtains. He prefers old coins. 'Why waste
money on curtains? The ones we have are OK,' he will say.”

 “What about luxuries?”
 “He has none. He can't stand shopping. I've already told you that. And he hates picnics,

parties, card games, and the like.”
 “Maybe he prefers religious functions?” 

       “No way,”  I  said.  “He hates  all  such ceremonies.  The year I  was married  I  wanted to
perform the Sravanapuja, and you know what he said? 'You are an educated girl. Don't indulge in
such meaningless things.' I like to arrange my collection of dolls for the Sankranti festival. When I
was  young  my parents  stopped  me  because  it  would  interfere  with  my studies.  And  now my
husband  tells  me  that  it  is  childish.  I  wanted  to  have  the  neighborhood  ladies  over  for
Varalakshmipuja and he put on such a face. 'Imagine all those women in this small house,' he said.
And that was that. You name it. He has an answer for all my desires.”

 Sujatha seemed disturbed.
 “I am sorry. Am I boring you with our petty squabbles?”
 “Oh no,” she said, embarrassed.
 “And what about friends? Do you agree there?”
 “Yes,” I said.
 Sujatha looked at me eagerly. “Please tell me more. I don't understand,” she said.
 “I mix with his friends from the office and their wives. But he keeps his distance from

mine.”
 “Why?”
 “Perhaps he doesn't want to feel that he is just someone's husband.”
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 “And that hurts you, no doubt.”
 “Definitely, yes.”
 “I suppose that means he doesn't accept you as equal to him.”
 “Of course. What man will accept a woman as his equal?”
 “And you agree?”
 “No, no. I say we are equal. And he says, 'Look I'm older than you, taller than you. How can

we be equal? You have a frog's mind.' And I...”
 “OK. Do you at least agree on the chores you do at home?”

       “I don't deny that he helps me in the house, more than most husbands I know. When he helps
me in the kitchen, he leaves cigarette butts in the sink, dumps refuse all over the place. Costs me
more work ultimately, so I let him go. I'd rather he did his own work.”

 Sujatha abruptly changed the subject.
 “What are your views as a dutiful daughter-in-law?”
 “Well, we are both happy with my mother-in-law. But when it comes to his...”
 “You mean...?”
 “Yes... He has this feeling that after marriage I should have broken away from my people.

He doesn't say it in so many words, but I know he wants me to keep away from my people. I don't
think men will ever change in relation to this, do you?”

       Sujatha stopped a yawn – not too obviously. But her fingers were busy taking the notes. And
then, “What are your views, I mean both your views, on showing your feelings – your affection
towards each other?”

       “Well, if he doesn't like the food I prepare for him, I think he doesn't love me. And if I don't
like the sari he has brought for me, he gets the same feeling about my love for him.”

 “No, what I mean is the more physical part of love.”
 “Oh that,” I laughed. “You want me to tell you the truth?”
 Sujatha blushed and turned her face away. Before I could answer, I heard hisvoice calling

me from the bedroom. I jumped out of my chair.
 “Wait. I'll be back in a minute.”
 I entered our room. “Oh, you have awakened, finally, dearest,” I said, sarcastically.
 “As if I had been sleeping! One day a week, one day I get when I can lie down and relax.

And there you go yackety-yacking, clucking like a couple of birds. God! Is she still here?” he said
with irritation.

 “Look. Why don't you come and sit with her for a while? I'll make some coffee for you.”
 “Never mind. I'd prefer you to finish with her. Then we can have our coffee here in peace.”
 “You know, there's something nice about that girl. I feel that she would be good for your

younger brother Srinivas. Shall I broach the subject?”
 “God! You are out of your mind. You hardly know her,” he said, and settled back in bed.

       I returned to the veranda, where Sujatha was fidgeting. As soon as she saw me, she shot out,
“Doesn't your husband call you by name?”

 “No,” I said, “he feels that calling me by name is rather formal. Like between friends.”
 “But he could call you by some pet name.”
 “You mean like a cat or a dog? What's in a name, anyway?” I said shyly.
 “Yes, of course.” Sujatha referred to her notes for the next question.

       Oh yes, I was asking about your love for each other. You have no differences of opinion,
I'm sure.”

 “No,” I said briefly, to cut her short.
       “Let me ask, when you disagree on something, one of you has to give in – or do both of you

stubbornly hold on to your views?”
 “It could go either way. Depends on the situation.”
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 She wouldn't give in. “What happens most of the time?”
 “What can a woman do except give in,” I said resignedly.
 “Oh,” said Sujatha. “Here, I've listed a few qualities of husbands. All you have to do is

check off the ones that correctly describe him.”
 She gave me a list with a series of items.

1. Argumentative
Right. Of course, I am no less.
2. Narrow-minded
Right. He'll eat only what he likes. If I make something I like, he won't even touch it.
3. Fault-finding
Right. He sits at the dining table like a Supreme Court judge dishing out verdicts.
4. Frowns all the time
Right. But his anger never lasts more than a few minutes.
5. Spoils the children
Doesn't arise. Thank God!
6. Secretive
Not very.
7. Jealous
Right. If I wear the sari my father bought me, he can't bear it.
8. Chatterbox
Only with his friends. He has nothing to talk to me about.
9. Has a roving eye for other women
Which man hasn't?
10. Lazy
Right.
11. Forgets his promises
Right. He tells me at night that we'll go to Kashmir this summer, and forgets it the next

morning.
12. Selfish
Right. Sits in the bathroom for hours with the morning newspaper.
13. Smokes like a chimney
Right. He feels that his manliness will suffer if he doesn't.
14. Suspicious
Right. Just now when I told him about Sujatha, he was suspicious of her.
15. Irresponsible
Right. Couldn't care less even if the tap were leaking away to glory. Won't even help me

carry the shopping bags.
16. Doesn't care about children
Right. As if he even cares about me.
17. Not interested in anything but his job
Right. That's what he says about me, as a matter of fact.
18. Impatient
If I am ten minutes late coming home, he gets all excited. If I don't answer the doorbell at

the first ring, he gets excited.
19. Doesn't believe in tidiness or order
Right. You must see our room. Papers and books all over the place. Cigarette ashes and

butts. If I try to clean up, he gets upset because I have 'disturbed his books'. If I say that the place is
like a pigsty, he says that's how intellectuals live. Can't stand my making the beds. If I say, 'How'll it
look if somebody sees this mess?' he'll say, 'Why the hell should others come into our room?' And
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so on... Endless, really.
20. Gambles
I don't think he knows how many cards there are in a pack.
21. Doesn't worry about the home
Not if he has his friends with him.
22. Doesn't like to go out with me in the evenings
Hates shopping. Likes walking.
23. Comes home late for meals
Especially when I'm feeling hungry.
24. Doesn't like me to work
Won't say it aloud though.
25. Miserly
No. Rather the opposite.
26. Won't open his mind
What's the use?
27. Can't stand my talking about the neighbors
Gossip, that's all women are capable of, he says.
28. No ambitions
Not even for me.
29. Uncivilized boor
Ever since coming back from America, he slurps his food up and belches aloud. It is a sign

of satisfaction, he says.
30. Isn't particularly bothered about the state of his home
No.
31. Doesn't treat me as his equal
Right. How can he? I'm two inches shorter.

 “Seems to me you're fed up,” Sujatha said. “Quite an exhaustive list.”
“I've never been cross-examined so thoroughly before,”  I  confessed.  Her  next  question

stopped me short.
 “Have you ever thought of separating?”
 “Yes. I have often thought of it. But never seriously.”
 “How many times have you two quarreled this year?”
 “I haven't counted, but quite a few times.”
“But  why haven't  you taken  the  step  to  separate?  After  all,  there  seems  to  be  enough

reasons.”
 “Why don't you get married, Sujatha?” I said seriously. “You won't understand this strange

chemistry  that  keeps  a  man  and  woman  together  in  spite  of  all  their  misunderstandings  and
incompatibility. Besides, there is room only for two persons in a marriage. Others should keep out.”
I didn't mean it as a hint to her, but my words came out in a rush. “You need a sense of humor to
make it go.”

 “Do I take it that you love your husband, or the opposite?”
 “Well, a little bit of love, a little bit of respect, I think,” I said, mostly to myself.
 “And what does he feel for you?”
 “Love and authority.”
 “Is there a difference between the first year of your marriage and now?”

       “Of course.  Then it  was just  infatuation.  Now it  is  love born out of understanding and
togetherness.”

       “One last question. If you were to marry again, would you marry him, or someone else, or
not at all?”
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 “Of course I'd marry him. Only him,” I said fiercely.
 “And what would he say to that?”
 “'No, I won't marry you again,' that's what he would say. Of course, he is a man, you know.”
 Relief at last, as I saw Sujatha sorting her papers, closing her shop.
 “I can't tell you how grateful I am to you for giving me so much of your time and patiently

answering my questions. I'm sure it'll help my research a lot.”
       “That's all right, Sujatha. Actually, all these lurking thoughts and feelings – you and your

questions have brought them out of me. Really,  it  is I who must thank you. I see myself  more
clearly now. There's something else I want to ask you.”

 “Yes,” Sujatha leaned forward expectantly.
 “Never mind,” I said. “You'll know of it by and by. I must go now. I think I hear him call

me.”
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LUNCH WITH BOBBY UNCLE
 Shahnaz Habib

Chicken breast with mashed potato?  I’ll take that. Thank God I can eat chicken again.  You
know, Lent ended yesterday. I put on 10 lbs during Lent, eating your stupid vegetables. Potato curry,
fried potatoes, potato cutlets. Yes, I know there are other vegetables but they all taste like water. I
am just relieved I can eat again. 

Oh hello. Nice to meet you. You are co-workers? Very nice.  I am a family friend of this
child’s. Her mother and I are from the same village, back in India. And I used to work here too.
Retired now. Executive office of the    administrative division of the United Nations Department
for…. Wait a minute, let me try that again. Executive division of the United Nations Department
of… Oh my God, I am really enjoying my retired life. I forgot what department I used to work for.
Have a good day.

So, kutty, are you happy in your marriage? He’s good to you? Not all Americans are bad.
You know, people like me go to church and join the Malayali Association and teach Malayalam on
Sundays in the church basement, all so that our children won’t go and marry Americans. I know this
doesn’t sound good, but wait, wait. This is not a bad story. So yes, people like me jump through
many hoops to make sure our kids have Malayali friends and they will grow up with good values
and won’t go marry white people. But nowadays so many of our children are marrying outside the
community and I must say, these Americans are not as bad as I thought. In fact, I sometimes suspect
that Americans are seeking out Malayalis to marry. Hahaha. No, even I don’t think that is true. But
you know what is true? Our Malayali girls are definitely keeping an eye out for American men
because they don’t want to marry a Malayali boy who is going to sit and read the newspaper in the
living room like daddy does while mommy washes the dishes. Who can blame them? I haven’t
lifted a finger to help Meena at home all these years but when I think of Jessie wasting her time
cooking and cleaning for some moorachi, my blood boils.

Now, my son. It would be very nice if Joe decided to marry a nice Syrian Christian Malayali
girl, but look, I may have lost my hair but I haven’t lost my brain. We told our kids – you are free to
choose your spouse, but as your parents we have certain expectations. The first thing is, marry a
Christian. That shouldn’t be too hard. We are not raising them in Saudi Arabia. The second is, he or
she should be employed. No need to explain that one. The third is – please, not someone from a
broken home. I don’t want my kid to spend the rest of his life playing therapist. Fourth, Malayali.
Yes, fourth. Not first or second or third. Fourth. That’s how far I have come. There was a time when
all this was non-negotiable. But one great thing about retirement is that you know you are no longer
in control. I have given up.  Completely given up. Very lenient about everything. Sometimes after
church, my son will say, “Dad, I am not joining you guys for lunch.” In my thirties and forties, I
would have said, “Get into the car this minute.” But a man in his sixties is a man who knows he
can’t order his son about. It’s okay. There’s still my daughter and wife to order about. Although
even that… I am just a tiger without teeth now.

Kutty, retirement is the best part of life.  Seriously. I am enjoying myself like I have never
enjoyed.  I keep myself busy. Cooking. No, not at home. Meena refuses to let me into the kitchen.
Did I get discouraged? No. I went to the church and said, I want to do a cooking show for Xmas
eve. The Secretary for Social Activities is the cousin of my former roommate at Madras Christian
College. He said “Bobby chetta, have you even peeled an onion with your hands?” And I said,
“Anyone can peel onions. How many people can make Italian biriyani?”  Very good recipe, my
own. Do you know orzo? Marvelous thing. Like rice only. Kutty, don’t eat too much rice if you
want to keep your figure. Many people enjoyed that show. Afterwards, this couple came to me and
said, “Bobby Uncle, very good performance. But nothing will taste as good as that chicken curry
you brought to our house the day after we arrived in America.”
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I used to do that. As soon as I heard that some new Malayalis had come to our town in New
Jersey, I would tell Meena, chicken curry, matta rice, lemon pickle, naadan yogurt. I know exactly
what someone wants to eat after eating bread and peanut butter for two-three days.  When I landed
in the US, I had eight dollars in my pocket. That was it. The Indian government didn’t let you bring
any more. So when you landed in JFK, you had to wait for someone’s cousin to come and pick you
up. Not anymore though. Nowadays the people who come are not like that. They have software jobs
lined up, they want to go out and eat a croissant from Panera on Saturday morning. So now I go
give food to older people whose kids have moved out. Even last weekend, I went to this couple. He
had a heart attack last month and not to be outdone, his wife got chicken pox. This is the kind of
thing that makes you wonder about God. I have never believed in God. Yes, I go to church every
week so that my kids will find Malayali spouses from good families. But there are earthquakes and
heart attacks every day. Where is God when all that happens? Sitting happily in church watching the
candles burn. 
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THE CEREMONY OF PARTING
Praveen Aldangadi

Papa, always moving south, dragging me along. Always packing, dismantling, leaving toys behind.
New schools, same standard, different city. Far, far away from Delhi. That's where she was. With a
family of her own. We were just complications for her, practice, in her quest for an ideal family, I
was told. Adrift, we ran, testing distances, further and further from the epicenter of pain.  City after
city.  'She's  dead'.  'Car accident'.  'Cancer'.  'Heart  attack'.  New lies, for each new city. Elaborate
stories that my aunt conjured up, and I believed them too. Eventually replacing memories, easier,
the further we moved. 

I was about eight when we reached Poona. Majid chacha - the watchman; a package deal
with the house. I wanted a dog. I hated him already, this intruder, just like my aunt. With her lies,
her under-arm pinches and ghastly cooking. Always tagging along, voicing her unwanted opinions.
Messing up my adventures. Dad's sister, Sheetal aatya, slaved, starved and lived like an ascetic to
raise him, educate him. We owed her, I was constantly reminded. Papa had failed her, spectacularly.
I had to make up the difference. And she collected.  My likes were rationed, doled out as rewards. I
fought her every step of the way. 

As our Fiat pulled in, I saw the previous occupants - perfect family, two children and all.
Blocking the way with a bigger car. Saying one last goodbye to the house. We stopped at the gate,
half-in half-out. Technically intruders. My Dad got out; I hoped he would ask them to leave soon.
But he took out a cigarette and even offered one to the other dad. Sheetal aatya followed, torn
between admonishing Papa about his habit and satiating her curiosity. I placed both my knees on the
seat, put my head out of the window and glared at them. Willing them to leave, hoping they would
disintegrate. Eager to explore my new house. They were wasting my time. And the fault lay with the
youngest occupant- bawling, clinging to an old man.  

That's my first memory of Majid Chacha. This bald man, white beard, like a goat. Attired in
a frayed, checkered multi-colored lungi, shades of blue and green. A half-sleeve kurta or was it just
a shirt, once white. A child clinging to him, like a growth on his leg. While he stoically balanced
himself on his staff. Lathi, standard issue. I would have used it on the clingy child.  
I can still remember the anger I felt towards this kid.  Ridiculous, what was that idiot doing? You
are not supposed to do that, you dumb-ass. You pack, you leave, you forget. Stop creating a scene.
Easy enough with toys and comics to occupy your time, you forget. You are not supposed to cling.
It's wrong. All wrong. I never did this, all this clingy stuff.  Why is no one stopping him? Why does
he get to do this? When she left, I never hugged her - that woman, my mother. 

She did though. Hugged me, I mean. Smothered me. But I just stood there, motionless. Five
years old. Why didn't I cling to her? Was I told not to? Was I conditioned not to. I did cry, I think I
did. But I wasn't even sure of the reasons. I was told not to make a scene by my aunt. Scared, I
obeyed. My questions, unanswered. But mostly I took my cues from Papa. Stony face, smoking
away. Detached.

Eventually they pried the kid of Majid Chacha's leg. But still the good-byes continued. Hugs
by the children,  handshakes by the adult.  Tears too.  Gifts were given.  On and on it  went.  Not
wanting to get out, despite having been told twice. I watched, soaking in this display.  Fascinated,
despite my irritation. Why did they have to drag it on for such a long time, this long good-bye. Like
they didn't want to leave. So, why were they leaving? Why not stay and avoid all this. Or was this
how it was done? Was this the norm? Frosty good-byes was all I had known. In some cities there
were none. I was proud of it, doing the right thing. The more I saw, this open display of emotions,
the more doubts crept up inside me. Was this the correct way? Was I wrong?

I looked at the old man's tear streaked face. This Majid chacha, as they kept referring to him,
must be someone special. A watchman, now made a member of their family, an uncle no less. What
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an elaborate good-bye had been prepared for him. Should I corner the kids and ask them - Is this the
way? Too late. Just like that, it was over. The end. The house was officially ours. Must be a time-
limit based thing. Papa was an expert at avoiding my questions. My aunt had perfected a stone-face,
one I knew not to push beyond. One person would know. Majid chacha. 

A bungalow- a first for me. New smells, new settings for new adventures. That delicious
thrill of discovering and claiming things left behind. My own room, small, tucked in a corner at the
back. Framing the backyard, a huge window with vertical bars, spaced apart, enough to get my head
through.  An  escape  route.  One  I  would  often  use  when  Sheetal  aatya  locked  me  after  I  had
disappointed  her  again.  My favorite  feature  of  the  house  though–  a  huge  tub  in  the  gigantic
bathroom attached to  Papa's  room.  So much water  it  could hold.  My mind exploded with  the
possibilities of the elaborate sea-battles I could stage. 

Mission Majid chacha forgotten, till I bumped into him the next evening. Playing out one of
my elaborate Mahabharata war scene. Immersed, in the midst of battle, I reached the gate and the
tin shed next to it, which served as the watchman's quarters. Chair and chacha the lone occupants. I
stood, watching him eat in that dim yellow light. Relishing every bite.  My desire for food had left
with her. And being force fed by my aunt on variations of the one curry she knew had practically
put me off food. But watching Majid chacha eat, my hunger returned, satiate me it said. The aroma,
familiar. So very familiar. 

He noticed me then, standing by the door. Carefully placing the dabba on the chair, curry
still dripping from his hand, he stood up to greet the young man-of-the-house.

“Arrey chote saab, did Sirji send you to get me, does Sirji need anything?”

I shook my head. And then like an idiot I just stood there. Salivating. 
He looked uncomfortable with me in his space. Unsure whether it would be polite to attack

his dabba with me watching. 
“What are you eating?” 
And before he could reply, I blurted out, “Can I have some?” 
He picked up the dabba and sat down. Eventually he smiled and said, “What baba, why do

you want to eat a poor man's meal? I'm sure your aunt would have prepared something nice for
dinner, something much better.”

“But I want that.” I pointed to the dabba.
He shook his head, the smile slowly disappearing.
“Baba, see, this is not... It's not something you people eat. Now run along.”
“Why can't  I eat it,  you have so much, just  give me one bite.  God-promise I  won't  tell

anyone.” 
“This I can't do baba,” it was more of a plea than anything.  I just stood, rooted. 
“Now be a good boy and go home, it's late and young boys shouldn't be playing outside at

this late hour.” And he started eating. 
I lashed out, kicking, my instinctive retaliation for every time someone denied me. Out of

kicking distance, he ignored me. I picked up a stone. Making that gesture, the one I scared stray
dogs with. Not even a twitch. I threw it then, full aim and all. It hit the shed. He stopped eating then.
A small victory, maybe. Was that a growl I heard? Would he reach for his lathi? Would he hurt me
now? I ran, shame and fear trickling down my face. I might have yelled something, cave-man like,
to eclipse the fear. Running to safety, indoors. I didn't complain, just got to my room and scream-
cried.  My only hope for answers, now my mortal enemy.

New city, new master villain. Elaborate plans were made, inventive torturous ones. But he
was devious, always smiling at me, polite as ever, as if nothing had ever happened. Unlike my aunt,
he never ratted on me. Never pinched me when I was alone with him. Opportunities were plenty
too, especially when my aunt went out for her temple runs. My battles shifted indoors, difficult, as
my aunt hated loud noises. She had also stopped my water battles. Spending an inordinate amount
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of time in the bathroom was perverse she said. So I played on the veranda, stealing glances at his
shed. Sometimes I dared myself to go near.  'How close can you get to the shed?' was the game.
Touch it once, dash back, sprint like your life depended on it, scream, yes, scream, it kept the fear at
bay.  

School started, and I had new enemies to deal with. But I kept a close watch, especially on
his eating habits, still curious about that food I was denied.  He had stopped eating in the shed you
see,  devious.  No  dabba  accompanied  him  now.  He  ate  outside.  Always  sneaking  out  at  an
appropriate time. And on one particularly boring evening, I followed him. There they were, sitting
underneath  a  dim  street  lamp,  on  a  make  shift  bench,  a  granite  slab.  Spoils  of  an  unfinished
municipal contract. The girl probably older than me. Eating and talking animatedly. It felt sacred,
like they were sharing a secret. I hid and watched. He probably saw me on his way back. But said
nothing. So I formed a routine, he went out and I followed. They ate and I watched. Curiosity about
the girl eventually got me over my fear. And one day, I just walked up to them all nonchalantly, as if
I was still immersed in a game, you know, just passing by. He must have been upset. But he smiled.
“Arrey chote saab...”, this time I didn't ask him for food, I just sat down next to him. Awkward
silence. 

“This is my... Ameena, she's in sixth standard, English medium school, just like yours.”
She gave a half-smile and muttered something. There was a challenging look in her eye, probably
daring me to speak in English. She had misread my look. My thoughts, I had finally found a way to
get  the  information  I  needed.  Joining  a  class  mid-year,  always  difficult,  friends  and  alliances
already made. I craved for a friend. I needed a friend. 

“Hi. I am Kabir. Which school do you got to? You want to play...,” I blurted out in a rush.
She smirked, and looked at Majid Chacha for approval. He smiled, nodded and that was that. A new
partner for explorations, an ally in my battles. But more importantly someone from whom I could
get my answers.   

***
“...And then can I go and fight the bad guys.”
“No, Kabir. No more fighting games. I hate fighting. And you hit my hand the last time, just

when I was winning. You never let me win.”
“Ameena, I said I was sorry, and I put tiger balm on it too and gave you that pencil-box you

liked.”
“Accha fine. Just, do like I tell you. Look, it'll be fun.”
“So, I go to the office, come back, you make me get the vegetables, we have dinner. We

sleep. What's the fun in that?”
“Look, just let's play this once and if you don't like it we will play your stupid war games.”
But I did. The make-shift tent made out of an old blanket, draped over a clothes-line, held

down with bricks, stocked with toys and comics, the floor - a torn razai. That close proximity -
whispering, revealing secrets, laughing, sharing food. I liked it all. A forbidden feeling. She rationed
this game on a weekly basis. A day picked in advance. The other days were often filled with games
based on her moods - tree climbing, under-rock explorations, and badminton, till we couldn't even
see the shuttlecock. Sometimes she'd just want to sit and read my comics. 

My comics, and especially my toys fascinated her. She cleaned them, organized them and
named them. Her favorites became mine. I would wait for evenings, for Majid chacha(dabba back
in tow) to bring Ameena. Those three hours was all that we had in a day. But those were the only
moments I remember from those days. Each game we invented, number of times we fought, and the
toys she named. 

“Dad, when I grow up na, I'm going to marry Ameena.” A line I voiced a whole lot that year.
The first  time, he laughed it  off  like he normally did.  Hugging me, ruffling my hair.  My aunt
watched, stone-faced, knitting one of her sweaters that would be eventually forced on me. They
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made me itch. And as I left the room, I heard her mutter, “Like father like son. Their women, even
the little ones, the same. Ensnaring our men.” 

It upset me, not her words, that tone. I had heard her use it often when she discussed 'that 
woman' who had left us. 

“But you call him Abba. He's not your papa is he? So where is your real papa?” My doubts were
never cleared. Majid chacha remained a mystery. She'd always counter with questions about my
mother. That's how our fights normally started. She was taller and probably stronger than me. But I
had learned about pinching from the expert. We'd often be separated from each other by Majid
chacha, in tears, always in tears. A few days apart and we'd drift towards each other picking up our
unfinished games. 

The  seasons  turned  and  our  games  got  bolder.  Especially  that  special  one  of  happy
domesticity, the one without a name. Hidden in the tent, we'd hold hands, Ameena would kiss me,
often on the lips. She said that's what married couples did. And for the first time in a long time my
dominant memories before going to bed were no longer of the woman who had left us. I forgot
about my mother and those questions on why people leave. 

More than my aunt, Majid chacha was a constant irritant when we played this game. With
uncanny frequency he'd turn up during key moments. Disrupting our setup. He'd poke his head into
the tent and always ask, 'So what are you young folks playing at?' And the game would remain
incomplete.  In an instant he would jump to the top of my most-hated list.  But unlike the long
standing hatred for my aunt, with Majid chacha it would always remain temporary. The next day
when he returned with Ameena, all was forgiven. 

Papa was always polite to Ameena. And despite my aunt's disapproving noises he would
invite her into the house. He'd even slip her a set of crayons, sweets or a pencil box when my aunt
was not looking. Often I'd sneak Ameena in through my escape window while my aunt took her
afternoon nap or when she locked the house,  away on her temple runs.  Ameena never seemed
comfortable in my room. Unsure, awkward, she would be fidgety and would often want to get back
outside. Every time I tried to hold her hand, she would gently push it away and say 'not here'. 

“Do you wash your  clothes  in  this?”,  she  asked when I  showed her  my most  precious
indulgence. 

“No stupid. This is a tub. You have a bath in this.”
I let the water fill to it's brim. Pride filled me when I saw the look of envy on her face. 

“So much water. So much”, she kept saying. We sat on the edge with our feet in. Splashing away. 
Whenever we fought I always held the tub to ransom. I knew she wanted to glide into it, head and
all.  Soak in  it,  with  a  million bubbles,  just  like  I  had  described.  The hand-holding and kisses
definitely dried up when the topic of the tub surfaced. 

Eventually I gave in. For days we plotted and schemed. I even borrowed my dad's Casio
watch to time my aunt's temple run. 

She must have heard our splashes and shrieks. The door opened and in she walked. A look of
utter horror filled her face. I waited for the screaming and shouting. As the seconds passed, fear
crept  followed by guilt.  I  had  enough knowledge of  violence and probably Ameena did too.  I
noticed she was shivering, trying to cover up. It was a toss-up on who would get hit first.   If I ever
wanted my frequent  wish of  time-travel  powers,  this  would be  the  moment  for  it.  She moved
towards Ameena. I wanted to yell -'It's not her fault', I wanted to move in front of her, protect her,
be the hero. But I just moved further away. My aunt noticed me then. Stopped, turned, grabbed a
towel and handed it to Ameena and led her away. Must have been the water, I hadn't noticed tears
gushing out of me. That's the last time I saw Ameena or Majid chacha. My dad silent as always,
didn't question me about the incident, ever.  

For a long time I wished that my aunt had hit us, pinched us or even screamed at us. On this,
she mimicked my dad. Stony silence, no pinching or hitting. From that moment I obeyed, I owed
her. Or at  least  I tried. I ate her food without complaints now. Instead, I thought how Ameena
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always relished it. The times when I would sneak it out to her in my tiffin-box. That curry, rice and
veggies, all mixed. Somehow it tasted better, sharing it with her. The tent was there, but I never
entered it, never looked at it. In this – I was my Papa.
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MRS  MITRA
Ambika Sivadasan

It was all over too soon. One moment, he had been lying in front of her, his body wrapped in white,
muslin cloth while the Hindu priest had conducted the prayers and now, he was burning in the
funeral pyre. Mrs Mitra’s eyes smarted, but not from the tears. Her tears had long died inside her
when her husband had passed on a few days ago. She had cried uncontrollably until they had to
subdue her with tranquilizers. 

The hot winds from the Bay of Bengal fanned the flames higher and brought the smell of
burning wood mixed with the saltish scent of the sea closer to her. Mrs Mitra dug her feet deeper
into the golden sands, the grains gathering around her toes. Yes, this was real, she thought. She
wasn’t dreaming at all. 

She  had  gone  against  everyone’s  wishes,  including  her  son  Sanjay’s,  and  insisted  on
watching the last of the funeral rites. Indian women were hardly ever present at the funeral pyre.
But Mrs Mitra had insisted on accompanying her son and the other male relatives, defying custom
and tradition. She wanted to be there for her husband. He would have wanted that, she knew. Now,
she stood watching the angry flames in stoic silence. She wasn’t going to break down and upset her
son.

Mrs Mitra watched Sanjay turn away from the flames and walked towards her. The heat was
unbearable. Beads of perspiration clustered around her son’s forehead, a couple of them running
down the sides of his face. His dark hair, usually unruly, lay flat on his head like a piece of wet
cloth. Like the other male relatives present, he was dressed only in a white dhoti. His tanned, half-
naked upper torso glistened with perspiration. 

“We got  to  make a  move now,”  he said,  clutching his  mother’s  fleshy arm with gentle
pressure. 

Mrs Mitra kept silent and did not resist. She knew Sanjay was afraid she would make a
scene or become hysterical if they stayed too long. 

They walked on until  they reached the family car and the private bus chartered for the
occasion. The male relatives got into the bus while Sanjay opened the car door and waited for his
mother to get in. Once inside, Sanjay signalled the chauffeur and they were soon on their way
home.

As the car manoeuvred around circuitous roads, Mrs Mitra watched the rice fields go by
with thin, dark women in saris working between them. How hard their lives must be, she thought.
Toiling under the sun and heat each day, but they seemed to take it in their stride. 
Mrs Mitra considered herself a blessed woman. Married to an engineer, she had always lived a
comfortable life. Her parents had made sure of that, securing her a partnership with a well-to-do
family. There was no time to lose if one had a daughter; if a well-suited proposal arrived before she
entered the university, then getting her married should take priority. Mrs Mitra married Mr Mitra
straight after high school and never looked back.   

It was late in the evening by the time Mrs Mitra and Sanjay reached their double-storey
home. “I’m going to shower now,” said Mrs Mitra, and headed straight to the stairs leading up to
the master bedroom.

Dinner was served by their live-in domestic helper, Mala, a stout, middle-aged lady with a
toothy grin and dark hair tied neatly in a bun. Mala had been with them for over twenty years. 

“Mother, I know this isn’t the right time but we’ve got to talk,” said Sanjay with hesitation.
“I’ve told you I don’t want to go to Singapore.”
“It’s not that simple, Mother. You’ll be alone here.”
“There’s Mala.” Mrs Mitra shrugged.
“I can’t keep flying back here. The kids have school and Annabel is working full-time. Why
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can’t you see that?”
She didn’t want to. She had heard well-meaning relatives discourage her from leaving. They

promise to take care of you, but they don’t. They’re just too busy; you’ll be left alone in the end. It’s
a miserable life – look at Mrs Vijay next door. Didn’t her son promise to take care of her in Canada?

And now she’s back. Mrs Vijay won’t tell the truth but we know why. 
“I don’t want to trouble you or Annabel,” she said. 
“You’re no trouble. I’ve got an idea. We’ll try it out for awhile. Six months, how about

that?” 
 “And what about Mala? And this house?” 
“We’ll let her keep house for us before we make any final decisions. Don’t worry, things

will work out for the best.”

* * *
Mrs Mitra hung the clothes on the bamboo pole and secured it into the pole holder. This was the
strangest thing she found living in Singapore – hanging the laundry out of the kitchen window.
Although she had been in Singapore for three weeks now she was still amazed the locals did not
feel shy displaying their undergarments in public.

An occupant from the opposite block of flats was dragging a huge, red container out from a
kitchen cabinet. It was time for that lady to scoop flour and make chapatti for dinner, Mrs Mitra
knew that. Yes, that was another thing she had discovered – there was no privacy living in a flat.
She hated it.

A horn blasting from the car park below startled Mrs Mitra. The kids will be home soon. She
hurried downstairs to wait for the school bus. She had sent Ida, the Indonesian domestic helper, to
the supermarket to get the groceries and had volunteered to do the laundry and pick up the kids. The
school bus drove up to their block of flats and the kids jumped out with much excitement.

“Yay, Grandma! It’s Friday. No school tomorrow,” said five-year old Kyla, jumping up and
down, her little curls dancing in the late afternoon sunlight. 

“And for the next two months,” said Tara, her dimples deepening in her cherubic-looking
face. She was a year older than her sister.

“Yes,” said Mrs Mitra laughing. She ruffled the two girls’ heads and gave each a peck on
their cheeks. 

They took the lift up to the tenth floor. Although it was a double-storey maisonette, Mrs
Mitra found the flat relatively small compared to her home in India and felt as if she was living in
some kind of a  matchbox.  The living room, the largest  area  of the house,  was decorated with
antique  ornaments  collected  from  holidays  abroad.  The  dining  area  was  situated  opposite  the
entrance to the kitchen. A large marble table with eight wooden chairs occupied that space. There
were three  bedrooms upstairs  and a study room downstairs  which had been converted into the
servant’s room. There was no prayer room, much to Mrs Mitra’s disappointment. She needed to
speak to Sanjay about that. 

“Go upstairs and wait for me in the bathroom,” Mrs Mitra told the two girls. 
At that moment, Ida came in with bagfuls of groceries.
“Hello! Oh, Ma’am the girls are back, I see. I’ll shower them quick,” said Ida, hurrying to

the kitchen with the groceries.
“No, you cut the items I left on the table. I’ll shower the kids,” said Mrs Mitra, her eyebrows

puckering. 
After the children had their shower, they settled down to watch the television. Mrs Mitra

began moving about in the kitchen, dragging out a Teflon-coated pot and a red-bottomed wok from
the cabinet and settling them on the stove top. This was her favourite part of the day. 
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* * *
“Oh, Mother! You shouldn’t have cooked so much food.” Annabel shook her head, her dark

hair swishing in gentle waves about her shoulders. “It’s not even Sunday.”  
“It’s no trouble, I enjoy doing it. Besides, Ida helped me out.” Mrs Mitra smiled, revealing

small, tea-stained teeth.
Annabel dished out some mutton gravy onto the children’s plates and scooped some for

herself. “Mother, if you keep doing this, we’re going to get fat soon.” She flashed a polite smile at
her mother-in-law and glanced at Sanjay.

“Nonsense, you’re too thin and so are the kids. Women in India are much plumper. It’s nice
to have a fleshier waist, especially when you wear the sari.”

“But I don’t wear the sari.” 
Mrs Mitra ignored her daughter-in-law’s comment; instead she turned her attention to the

kids’ incessant demands for extra fried chicken.
Annabel  glared at  the two girls.  “You haven’t  finished what’s on your plate  and you’re

asking for more?”
“Stop fussing,” said Mrs Mitra, piling their plates with extra meat.
“Annabel is worried the kids will be sent to the fat club in school,” said Sanjay.
A bewildered look settled on Mrs Mitra’s face on hearing this strange information. 
“What a mad government! Why are they so interfering?” The strange things the government

did here never ceased to surprise Mrs Mitra; she had recently found out chewing gum was banned
in this country. She spooned more gravy onto her rice. “Whatever it is, I don’t think Annabel should
worry too much. I fed Sanjay with such food, he was never fat as a kid. Look, he’s still slim now.”
Mrs Mitra beamed at her son.

Sanjay grinned. He stroked his stomach as one would with a baby. 

* * *
The  stuffy  and dank air  enveloped  them as  they made  their  way along the  gravel  path

leading to the park which was teeming with late-night joggers. Children played ‘catch-me-if-you-
can’ while mothers, faces in complete bliss, looked on with pride as their precious toddlers went
down the slide. 

Sanjay linked his arm through his mother’s, but Mrs Mitra gave a self-conscious smile and
removed it gently.

 “Don’t link arms like that. Someone might see.”
Sanjay’s eyebrows rose an inch high. “Who do you expect to see, and does it matter? We’re

not in India, for God’s sake, Mother.”
“I know, I know.” She patted his arm. “I’m not used to this, dear.”
“C’mon, Mother.” He placed his arm around her ample shoulders and gave her a hug. 
Mrs Mitra paused in her stroll, and stared at the full moon in the midnight-blue sky. 
“He must be watching us,” she said, her eyes moistening. She swallowed, her throat felt

tight but she busied herself by tucking a loose strand of hair into her bun.
“I’m sure Lord Shiva is taking care of him.”
“That reminds me, there is no altar in the house. I haven’t been praying since I came here.”

She looked up at her son’s face. He had a firm jaw and high cheekbones just like his father’s except
he had no moustache.    

“There’s hardly any room in the flat for that. Besides,  we’re not the praying kind,” said
Sanjay, waving his hand in mid-air as if shooing an imaginary fly.

“Shush, don’t say that! The Gods might hear.”
Sanjay kept silent.
“Could you fix an altar for me?” asked Mrs Mitra.
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Sanjay nodded. “I’ll find a way, maybe upstairs, along the hallway to the bedrooms. I can fix
one in a corner, if that’ll make you happy.”

Mrs Mitra nodded. “Yes, but you must get a priest to find the direction to the East. The altar
has to face the East, you understand?”

Sanjay gave a resigned expression. 

* * *
Mrs Mitra lay wide awake in bed in the early hours of dawn. She hadn’t had a good sleep for two
months now. Her thoughts in the silence of the nights often drifted back to her home in India; she
missed everything about it, the front courtyard, the backyard with chickens, the gardens, and the
familiar routine of daily living. She recalled how she used to wait in the dawn for the milkman who
delivered the milk on a bicycle to all the houses in the neighbourhood. Once, she had scolded him
for delivering watery milk, she couldn’t make thick, creamy yoghurt, she had complained. From
then  onwards,  the  milkman  daren’t  cheat  her,  and  Mr  Mitra  had  nicknamed  her  ‘chilli’  in
amusement. She smiled a little wistfully;  she missed listening to him read the paper aloud and
telling her stories of his childhood every evening while they ate peanuts, toasted fresh over hot
charcoal, bought from the man who sold them on a pushcart. She never got tired of those stories
even if she had heard them a thousand times.

Here, she only listened to the sounds of the television and the radio blasting in unfathomable
languages or to the neighbours’ noises. At this moment, the neighbour upstairs was about his daily
religious routine, struggling, with vigorous attempts, to spit out his congested phlegm. 
She was tempted to lie in, but chided herself.  Her mother had taught her that a good wife and
mother rose in the dawn before the rest of the household members. As a young bride, she used to
drag herself  out  of  bed at  unearthly hours,  shuffling  to  the  dark,  damp kitchen to  light  up the
kerosene lamp before sweeping the backyard and preparing breakfast for Mr Mitra, his parents,
grandparents and the younger siblings who had lived with them. Now that she could sleep more, she
found herself unable to do so – the habit of rising early was ingrained in her and she found it
difficult to shake it off at the snap of a finger.

The bathroom was empty as it would be at this time of the day. Mrs Mitra brushed her teeth
with the minty tooth-paste that was so different from the herbal toothpowder she was used to. She
discovered brushing her teeth was a painful process, her gums bled each time. She chucked the
toothbrush aside, squeezed some toothpaste onto her finger and brushed her teeth. Why hadn’t she
thought of this before?  

She showered and scrubbed her body and face using the soap bar she had brought with her
from India. Annabel had bought a special facial cleanser for her. Soap is too drying for your face,
Mother, use this cleanser, she had said. But Mrs Mitra had been scrubbing her face with soap bars
all her life and her skin was still in good condition. In fact, she thought it was better than many
youngsters whose faces were often dotted with angry, little pimples. 

She was back in her bedroom soon enough. A large, single bed occupied the centre of the
room, flanked by two bedside tables with two night lamps on them. The room, lit up by the lamps,
had a warm, inviting glow. She enjoyed relaxing here and being alone in her thoughts.
She chided herself for wasting more time than usual in the shower and hurriedly dressed in a fresh
sari,  counting the number of pleats  before expertly  tucking them neatly into the middle of her
waistband. She had worn saris all her life, so why did Annabel and Sanjay insist she dressed like
them? Annabel even bought her a blouse and a pair of slacks, and Mrs Mitra had tried them on in
the privacy of her room. She flushed as she recalled how the attire had clung to her body and
outlined her drooping breasts and buttocks. 

When she was done, she made her way to the newly-built altar situated in one corner of the
hallway. The altar, lined with various Hindu Gods which she and Sanjay had purchased from little
shops in Serangoon Road, was spotlessly clean. It was her pride and joy, she wouldn’t let Ida touch
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it, let alone clean it. Still, the altar back home in India was the best. It was much larger than this and
was housed in a special room. Not like this one, placed in an isolated corner as if it was the least
significant thing in this household.

Striking a match, she lit up the oil lamp and picked up a tiny, gold bell and gave it a few
gentle shakes. The entire flat resounded with a hollow, ringing resonance. She shuddered to think of
the number of weeks she had missed saying her prayers. Surely, the Gods would understand her
plight, and not punish her or her family. 

Sounds and movements were heard from Sanjay and Annabel’s room as Mrs Mitra finished
saying her prayers. They must be awake, she thought. She’d better hurry down to prepare breakfast.
She couldn’t entrust Ida to do a good job in Indian cooking. Mrs Mitra sighed, Mala would have
been so much better.

Ida was already in the kitchen, filling the electric kettle with water from the faucet. She
greeted Mrs Mitra with a chirpy hello. Mrs Mitra turned on the gas stove and placed the thosai pan
over it.

Sanjay and Annabel came downstairs, both hurrying into the kitchen and throwing cheery
greetings  of  “good morning” to  Mrs  Mitra  and Ida.  Mrs Mitra  greeted  them back awkwardly.
Strange  custom,  this  morning  greetings  among  family  members,  she  thought.  Maybe  it’s  the
Singaporean way. Mr Mitra, his parents and grandparents had never greeted her in that way; just a
nod from them and she would nod in return. 

Annabel slipped into the kitchen chair while Sanjay said he didn’t want any breakfast as he
was in a tearing rush but wouldn’t mind a cup of tea. Mrs Mitra wondered why he couldn’t have
woken up earlier  but  didn’t  tell  him so.  It  was not her  place to question him, but  she thought
Annabel was negligent in her wifely duties. 

She handed him the steaming masala tea boiled with bits of cardamom. “Are you sure you
don’t want breakfast? Masala tea goes well with thosai and coconut chutney.”  

“It’s okay, Mother. Coconut chutney has too much cholesterol, anyway.” Annabel butted in
with a little apologetic smile.

Mrs Mitra stifled her irritation. “How about some bread?”
“There’s no bread, Ma’am, you said no need to buy bread,” said Ida, reminding Mrs Mitra.
“Ladies, please, don’t fret over me, I’ll live,” said Sanjay, laughing. He took a few sips of

his tea and handed the cup to his mother. He bent down to give Annabel a hurried peck on her lips
and left.

Mrs Mitra quickly turned away at this open display of affection. It embarrassed her that the
youngsters had no sense of discretion in front of the elders. Surely, Annabel, being the woman, is
aware of  decorum? But  then again,  she is  not  of  pure Indian upbringing,  Mrs Mitra  reminded
herself,  so  this  whole  confusion  when  traditions  are  mixed.  Mrs  Mitra  knew  it  was  her
responsibility to set things straight – her grandchildren, her son’s lineage, should not be confused.
Her  enthusiasm  returning  over  her  new  duty,  she  flipped  the  thosai with  more  pressure  than
necessary and it landed on the floor, much to Ida and Annabel’s amusement.

* * *
Mrs Mitra was a little baffled by the television programme; they were watching a comedy show
spoken in a mixture of English and local dialects, and everyone else was laughing at the jokes
except her. Even Annabel’s mother, Mrs Mogan, a Chinese lady in her mid-fifties, was laughing.
Mrs Mitra couldn’t help but be distracted by the lady’s decayed tooth wedged deep inside the back
of her open mouth.

Mrs Mogan had told Mrs Mitra to address her as Elizabeth but Mrs Mitra found the name
too much of a tongue twister. Afraid she might mispronounce the name and offend the lady, she
decided she would simply address her as Mrs Mogan. After all, she thought, there was nothing
wrong in  addressing  a  woman  by her  husband’s  name,  was  there?  A woman was  her  father’s
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property before marriage and her husband’s after marriage. 
The show was over soon, much to Mrs Mitra’s relief. Ida brought in a tray of tall glasses

filled with chocolate ice-cream.
 “Mother,  you could have asked Ida for a smaller serving,” said Annabel, as soon as the

helper left. “Have you forgotten you’ve got diabetes?” She had her lips screwed in a tight line while
Sanjay quickly nudged his wife.  
“How can I when I take my medicine every day?” Mrs Mitra’s voice rose a little.
Mrs Mitra had never questioned her mother-in-law before, not even when the old lady had

lost one kidney to diabetes and still insisted on having three teaspoons of sugar in her tea every
morning. Now she, approaching sixty, with two healthy kidneys was being interrogated as if she had

committed a big sin. 
The  awkward  silence  was  broken  when  Tara  started  chanting  the  Gayatri  mantra,  with  Kyla
imitating her sister. “Om Bhuur-Bhuvah Svah, Tat-Savitur-Varennyam, Bhargo Devasya Dhiimahi,
Dhiyo Yo Nah Pracodayaat.”

Mrs Mitra, forgetting her annoyance, clasped her hands and beamed at Mrs Mogan. “Aren’t
they clever? Only three weeks of teaching and they have learnt them by heart.”

Mrs Mogan, however, squirmed in her seat and flashed a look at her daughter whose mouth
was now wide open.

Later that night, just before the family retired to bed, Sanjay came into her room. 
“Please, please, take a seat,” said Mrs Mitra, patting the empty spot next to her on the bed. 
This was a rare treat – having him come to her room like this on late nights. 
Sanjay sat down with an awkward smile. “Mother, don’t get upset when I tell you this.”
Mrs Mitra waited.
“Annabel  and I  had promised each other the kids will  not  be taught any religion,”  said

Sanjay in a rush, eyes fixed on the opposite wall. 
Mrs Mitra drew in a sharp breath. “How could you? Without religion, you’re nothing.” She

clasped her hands tightly in her laps. “Have you forgotten what I’ve taught you? All the stories from
the Ramayana and the Mahabharata?”

“No, Mother, but you must try to understand. Annabel is a Christian.”
“But her father is a Hindu. Surely she understands?”
“She does. But we agreed to let the children decide for themselves when they get older.”
Mrs  Mitra  did  not  understand  this  strange  Singaporean  custom,  this  freedom  given  to

children to decide their religion. She remained silent while Sanjay continued explaining. But her
mind was not on his words, it was, in fact, in a whirl with a new-found knowledge. Much as she
adored her son, she was,  dare she say it,  disappointed with him? A true Indian man would have
insisted his wife and children follow his lineage.

“Yes, yes, I understand. Now, will you please go? I want to rest,” said Mrs Mitra, pushing
her son away from the bed and putting on a weak smile.

Sanjay held his mother’s hands and said goodnight looking a little relieved. “You’ll be all
right, Mother?”

Mrs Mitra nodded. There was a slight tingling sensation forming at the back of her head and
it was threatening to rip her head apart like an open jackfruit. All she wanted was to lie down and
lose herself in deep slumber.

* * *
Mrs Mitra hadn’t noticed the subtle changes in Annabel’s behaviour at first. As she sat there knitting
in her room, she tried to recall exactly when it happened. It seemed Mrs Mogan, out of nowhere,
had taken to her head that she wanted to spend more time with the grandchildren. Mrs Mitra had
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stifled her discomfiture, chided herself for being selfish and, later, pretended to be generous about
it. Annabel and the children were to stay over every fortnight but recently, they were spending every
weekend there, leaving Mrs Mitra and Ida alone most of the time. Sanjay would spend the entire
day at the Mogans’, too, returning home late and going back the next day. 

At least Kyla and Tara were here during the weekdays, Mrs Mitra consoled herself. Besides,
Sanjay also spent time chatting with her after  dinner.  Still,  she couldn’t  get  rid of the niggling
feeling brewing deep inside her; Tara had told her Mrs Mogan had been bringing the kids to church
every Sunday. Didn’t Sanjay say the children will not be taught any religion for the moment? 
Mrs Mitra tried to concentrate on her knitting, but right now it was a hindrance to her running
thoughts. She pushed the wool aside and rocked herself harder as she tried to analyse Annabel’s
changed behaviour. Ah! Annabel! How she used to praise Mrs Mitra’s cooking, but now she ate
only – what did Annabel call it? Salad? – raw vegetables that Mrs Mitra would have fed Pushpa,
her neighbour’s black and white spotted cow, back home in India. And when Annabel returned from
work,  she  rarely  chit-chatted  with  her  like  she  used  to.  Instead,  she  busied  herself  with  the
children’s homework, or watched one of those never-ending Chinese and Korean drama serials with
English subtitles,  or  holed  up in  her  bedroom with  a  silver-metallic  box called  ‘laptop’.  Busy
working, she said, but Mrs Mitra knew better. 

Mrs Mitra jolted when the front door slammed shut. They must be back from the Mogans’.
She jumped up, forgetting the knitting gears on her lap and they landed on the floor. She grabbed
them in one quick movement, stashed them away in her chest of drawers, patted her hair in place,
glanced at the looking-glass opposite her bed and straightened her sari. 

“Grandma,” screamed the children, running to hug her as soon as they saw her. Mrs Mitra’s
heart soared. If anything at all,  the children’s eagerness to see her alleviated all other anxieties.
Annabel, drawn and pale as the curtains in the living-room, handed the weekend’s dirty laundry to
Ida, flashed her mother-in-law a cursory glance before mumbling a polite good-night and headed
upstairs with the children. Sanjay, after turning down his mother’s offer of masala tea, followed suit.
Somewhere  deep  inside  Mrs  Mitra’s  heart,  the  little  joy  she  felt  earlier  dissipated,  and  some
inexplicable pain and loss engulfed her as she watched the family trudging upstairs. 

It was past midnight when Mrs Mitra woke up feeling thirsty. As she shuffled her way past
Sanjay’s room down the hallway, the sound of rising voices from his room halted her tracks.  

“Didn’t we agree on this?” 
“Who started it? Your mother ... teaching the kids mantras and what not. How do you expect

my mum to react?”
“Shhh ... I’ve talked to her. You talk to your mum, too.”
“You think I want to stay there every weekend? We could have avoided this mess if your

mother hadn’t been so interfering. She cooks all those cholesterol-rich foods. It will make us sick
one day, wait and see. She prevents Ida from doing what she was hired for, teaches the children
mantras, wakes up the entire household with her early morning prayers even over the weekends. I
don’t feel comfortable anywhere, not a moment’s peace. You think I like this?”

There was complete silence for a few minutes. Mrs Mitra listened to the thumping of her
heart which was unusually loud in this stillness.   

Finally, Sanjay spoke. “Please, Annabel, she’s old and she’s only got me.” 
“I know. Can’t we do something about this? Can’t we find a rental flat for her nearby and

bring Mala over to take care of her?” Annabel sobbed. 
“Hush, dear, don’t cry. Please don’t suggest that, I’ll talk to her.”
They were  murmuring now. Mrs Mitra  stood facing  the  shut  door  and the  blank walls,

willing them to close in on her, to squeeze out her last living breath. Her mind raced in a whirl
while her breath went short and shallow.  Somehow, she managed to drag her heavy legs back to her
room in that darkness.    
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* * *
Mrs Mitra  ate  her charcoal-roasted peanuts while  watching the  rainwater  drip down the

walls of her front courtyard. The peanut seller and the milkman were delighted to have her back,
and so were the others. Including Mala, who now came in to give her a steaming cup of masala tea.

“Ah,  Mala!  How I  missed your  tea.”  Mrs  Mitra  beamed as  she  took the  cup from the
helper’s hand and repositioned herself comfortably in her seat.

“You tell me that every day.” Mala gave a hearty laugh.
The telephone rang. Mrs Mitra sprang from the reclining chair, spilling a little tea over her

sari. She wiped it with the ends of her sari in irritation as she rushed to answer the call. 
“Yes, yes, Sanjay, I can hear you now.” Mrs Mitra strained to hear her son’s voice over the

crackling sound of the long-distance call. 
“Soon, dear, soon. Give me a few weeks more. It’s only been two and a half months. Yes,

yes, I know, I promise.”
She chatted with him for a bit more, then with her grandchildren and Annabel before she

hung up the phone and returned to her reclining chair. 
“Did Sanjay ask you to go back to Singapore?” asked Mala.
Mrs Mitra nodded. But she wasn’t in a hurry to return, although she had promised her son

she would do so every three months. She never mentioned to him what she had overheard that
night, and she never gave him the opportunity to express any of their unhappiness;  instead she
insisted she be given the freedom to travel between here and Singapore as long as she was able-
bodied. She knew Sanjay was right – her health would eventually decline as she aged and she would
need looking after, but she wasted no time worrying about such matters. Only the foolish worry, she
told herself, and she was no foolish woman. 

The monsoon rain ceased, leaving the grounds in her courtyard with muddied water. The sky
was a bed of tiny stars as she sipped her masala tea and breathed in the sweet, musky scent of the
red earth. She knew her place, where she should be at this moment.
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TEA AND TREACHERY
Avrina  Joslin

For those three minutes the world was green. She stood under a growing banyan – whose trunk,
branches and prop roots seemed green – not looking but aware of the glow of the green sky. A paler
evening glow. It  wasn’t  in her to look at her fingertips, see if green blood had surfaced to her
translucent skin. Around her, in incessant coiling and uncoiling were green snakes. But to her, in her
green world, they were black strings – numerous, helter-skelter or even with a purpose – going
round and round, all around. She was the centre of this circle whose radius could have been five
metres and the number of snakes a thirty. But to her, there were a thousand black strings in a two
mile radius, she the pinned centre. Their convolutions were a ritual of circular worship at her feet.
They’d come as  close  as  they could,  to  her  toes,  think about  touching them with  their  forked
tongues but turn away. As if there was only so much they could do, only so much was allowed in
worshipping her.

    The reverie ended when her father rushed out of the house, closely saw the melee in
which she was stuck and picked her up from under the banyan. He shut the door behind them and
took her to the dining table where he put her not on a chair but splayed her on the glass topped
table. 

‘They aren’t venomous,’ he said, breathing as she ought to have in that centre. ‘Are you
okay?’ 

The girl was silent, lips swallowed, leaving a straight line below her nose. Her hands and
legs were loose. There was no sign of an attempt to talk or get up from the table. She wasn’t sure if
her father was real. Where had the snakes come from? One minute she was playing with an offshoot
of the banyan and the next minute they abound. 

‘Green snakes. I think we call them keelbacks. They must have come from the construction
nearby.’ 

Could it be that her father came from there too? 
After ten minutes, she pulled herself up from the table. The father was seated near her feet

and rubbed them with his palms as she woke up, drying on them his sweat. He was still shaken. 
‘Are you okay?’ 
‘It reminded me of the thing I saw under the microscope in school,’ she said. 
He nodded reluctantly,  encouraging her  to keep talking,  wanting to  keep the transaction

solemn and not wanting to show his eagerness. She stopped the correlation, seized his wrists and
looked at him straight. 

‘Where did you come from papa? How did you know?’ 
To which he said, ‘Why didn’t you call out to me. Weren’t you afraid?’ 
‘Where did you come from papa?’ she raised her voice. 
He stood up at this but his wrists were still with her. ‘I was going out.’ 
    ‘Did they papa… did they do something to you, too?’ 
At this he grew more concerned and held the child by her head to his chest. 
‘Of course not. Are you okay? Did they do something to you?’ 
Before she could answer, he began to undress her. He undid her blouse and ran his hand

across her chest, turned her around and all over her back. Removing her skirt, he did the same but
did not remove her panty. 

‘You said they weren’t dangerous,’ the child said, pushing his hands away from her skin and
buttoning her blouse. 

Her left fist was closed tight on five tiny droplets of gold she had stolen. 
‘I thought I’d made a mistake.’ 

 That night, before he could sleep, she told him that she now knew what it was like to stand
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in the centre of the petri dish she’d seen under the microscope at school. 
‘What else?’ he asked. 
‘I think we were all one. One organism with one cytoplasm. The thousand snakes and I, we

were parts of a body.’ 
‘No, there were only around thirty. What else?’ 
He wasn’t fully awake when she answered and to her, that was the most important part – that

for a while now, colours were changing. They looked different. 
‘It’s not the first blood, not the snakes. I think it’s because mamma’s gone and everything

looks so different. The colours are all inverted papa. I don’t know if the change is good.’ 
He began to snore and she patted him twice on his hairy chest. 
‘I can’t choose. Help me choose papa.’
 All this happened six days after her first period or her first blood, as she called it. 
 A week ago, her mother had left for Yemen. They sent her off at the airport and the child –

whom the mother called Leila and the father called Laila – tried to break the barricades of the
visitor’s area by pushing against it, all the while whimpering from the bottom of her stomach. The
father cried as they drove back and Laila slept, a hand curled around the gear mistaking it for the
father’s thigh. The very next day,  Laila complained that she might have a serious case of food
poisoning. She held her lower abdomen and sat on the floor behind the door embracing her own
body.  It  helped  the  pain  when  she  did  not  breathe.  When  the  father  saw this,  he  gave  her  a
paracetamol and a glass of milk with two slices of bread. He worked the night with a few papers
and spoke to her mother in Yemen but all through this, Laila was behind the door. When he got up
to sleep at four in the morning, he saw her bed to be empty and looked for her in the living room.
There she was, wrapped in herself, sleeping, head against the door. He didn’t notice it when he
carried her to the bed but she had left behind a red puddle. Her blood didn’t once meet his skin but 

they fell down to his slippers, missing his toes. 
    When she woke up in the morning, she woke up in dried blood. For those three minutes, the
world was red. She went back to sleep not wanting to believe that she was dead. Also, now that she
was dead, she wouldn’t have to go to school. He came in to wake her up and his world became red
too. He stood at the door with her cup of Complan watching her from her red feet. He called the
child’s mother in Yemen but she was already at work. He let the child sleep all she wanted. He did
not dare to go in, past the door. Once or twice, it occurred to him to leave her the Complan, next to
her bed so that if she woke up she wouldn’t call out to him but drink her milk and fall back to sleep.
But he didn’t. 

When she eventually woke up, he knew what to do or was told. The mother spoke to Leila
over the phone. 

‘Leila, God bless you.’ 
He asked her what the mother had told her and she repeated only this one sentence to him.

Not that she was uncomfortable to share what the mother had said but she felt obligated to keep
this, the secret of womankind, to herself. Not telling him also gave her the silent joy of belonging to
a cult – a blood sisters’ cult. They were the elites. He the commoner. 

He said the same to her, ‘God bless you Laila,’ and placed his palm on her forehead for a
mere three seconds. 

He threw her clothes in the wash, shut the door of the washing machine only to retrieve the
clothes without washing them. He brought a few black disposal bags, dumped the clothes in them
and covered it with more black bags, tied a knot and went out to throw them in the dump seven
blocks away from their house. He walked without talking to anyone because to him, they all knew
what he was carrying. She showered for three hours.

The next day, Laila was up and about early in the morning. She saw new things around her –
a dustbin in her toilet, ten black panties, five black petticoats, three black under shorts, two bags of
sanitary  pads  wrapped in  newspaper  and what  looked  like a  thousand black  disposal  bags. He
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brought her Complan and asked her to sleep some more. 
‘I’m late for school,’ she pointed to her alarm clock. 
‘Oh no,  you can’t  go to  school… for the next  two weeks.  I’ll  talk  to  your teacher  this

evening.’ 
‘Why?’ 
‘At least not for the next five days.’ 
‘Why?’ 
‘Drink your milk.’ 
Why?’ 
‘Your mother said so Laila.’ 
 The girl stayed home that day but was prepared to go to school the next. She realised that

her new position had made the father more awkward than he originally was and even to a thirteen
year old, this fragility of his looked like a gold mine she could easily dig. 

‘Don’t stand under trees. If something goes wrong, tell the teacher. Tell her to call me. Don’t
play with boys for the next two weeks… at least not for the next five days.’ 

‘Why?’ 
‘Don’t ask me, ask your mother… Now, keep this’ – he handed her some money, two black

panties, black bags and a newspaper covered roll containing sanitary pads. She dropped them all
into her bag at which he ran to bring a black bag and filled them with these things. Then finally he
gave her a bunch of keys. 

‘What are these for?’ 
‘Just for safety. It’s good to hold on to iron on your… period’ 
‘Why?’ 
‘Keeps away the bad spirits.’

 He was waiting at the school gate in the evening. She almost didn’t see him and kept walking 
with some girls when he called to her and told her he’d give her a ride back home. She

clasped her lips together with all her fingers and stomped where she was paused. For a minute there
he thought she was just going to keep walking and that he’d have to pull her to his bike just to not
feel embarrassed in front of a few thirteen year olds. But she was on the bike in no time, waving
away her friends. He knew he wouldn’t do it anymore, not even once more. 

  He called out to her, that he’d made tea. Just a week ago she had asked to be given a cup of
tea and he had declared that only adults, no, only elders were allowed to drink tea. When asked
why, he told her that only adults had the capacity to handle the excess bile tea caused their bodies to
secrete. He liked the days when he answered her questions, especially the bold why. Nevertheless
when she came to join him for tea, a cake and three samosas, he didn’t have to try hard to forget the
pressure the absence of his wife caused him. 

He presented her with a velvet box. Placed it on his end of the table and slid it with his index
finger all the way to her side.  She opened it  and looked inside, as if  the box was deeper.  She
couldn’t  judge which  was more difficult  for  her  –  that  she was allowed tea which supposedly
belonged to the domain of adults, no elders – or that she held a box with what looked like an
expensive piece of gold jewellery. 

‘Try it,’ he said. 
She unhinged the necklace and carefully hinged it around her neck. It fit. 
‘It fits. It fits,’ he laughed throatily amidst swallowing the tea as if he hadn’t believed he

could do anything right anymore. 
    For the next two days, gold kept coming in. Her aunts, uncles, cousins and grandparents

visited,  prayed  over  her,  congratulated  her  coming  of  age  and  gifted  her  gold.  She  received
garrulous earrings, about seven or eight of them but also received one tiny pair which she liked and
wore in front of her gifters. The father did not rush her back into her room with the excuse of
studying but kept her there in the gatherings, where she sat flummoxed, smiling with all her teeth
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showing or counting repeatedly the months of the year, of which she was certain her father had
forgotten to teach her one. If the gathering of adults fell silent, she’d propose the father tell her all
the months of the year, which was enthusiastically counted out by a relative whom she did not
correct for missing out a month. She knew adults were easily embarrassed and took it to heart. She
saw that he stored the jewellery in his cupboard but gave her the dress materials and other simpler
gifts she received. 

Next to their house where construction for a school building went on, mountains of cement
and sand were arranged in alternation. She climbed a mountain of sand and slept on it frequently,
till one of the workers woke her up and sent her back home. It was on one of those days that she had
come to sit under the banyan tree. In her hand she had five pieces of gold. She had broken them
from the largest necklace she had received – a necklace lined with ten hanging pendants. She had
broken five of them before handing the necklace to her father. He hadn’t noticed a thing. Minus the
five pendants the necklace was still a necklace. Not a half necklace but a necklace. She decided to
break the rest when he showered. It was at this thought that the snakes came to abound, around her. 
After the incident with the snakes, she felt more entitled to tea and treachery. Before leaving his
room that night, she plucked out the other five pendants from her necklace. She did not know why
she did this nor did she know their worth. But it seemed to her that her gifts ought to be kept in her
cupboard. 

The next day being a Sunday, she stole two red bricks from the construction site and took
them to the back garden. She brought some wood and charcoal, lit a fire and squatted in front of it.
She wanted to see if the colour of the sky changed to crimson. But then, it being noon time and the
sun burning on the top of her head, it all looked crimson alright. It would have, even to her father.
The father peeped out and asked her if she was cooking something. It had been long since she
played cook. When she heard his bike come to life and remembered his Sunday game at the club,
she brought out her old cooking set and sat down to work. She added two fistfuls of rice to a clay
pot, poured in double the amount of water and let it rest on the two bricks. She sat waiting for the
rice to boil. But soon began to fill the pot with other things. She added a fistful of sand. She scraped
paint off a wall nearby and dropped it into the pot. Scratching her head, she looked around for other
things she could cook along with the food. She plucked out three strands of her black hair and broke
them twice before adding them. She added garlic from her cooking kit before adding sugar, salt and
pepper – all from her cooking kit. She used her coconut shell ladle to stir the contents of the pot.
She didn’t like the paleness of it all. Colour. Colour. She frantically looked around for colour. She
dragged out a half burned piece of wood from her makeshift stove and stirred the contents with the
burnt end thereby making the pale white colour of her food darken and disappear. For the first time
after her mother had left her, the father saw the child smile. 

She sat staring at the boiling food just as she had stared at the snakes swarming around her.
The father  watched her  from the  terrace.  He saw his  thirteen year  old  seated  legs wide  open,
contemplating the poison cooking in front of her. He waited. Like he had waited before running to
pluck her out of the circle of snakes. Before waking her up to wash the blood of her first period off
her. Now, to see what else the girl would add. Would she add a little of her blood? Or would she add
something more serious? Perhaps a little of the kerosene he stored in the garage. Or the Lizol whose
cap the mother had found her chewing when she was on the toilet weeks ago. 

He remembered his last nine years spent watching her. Watching this child along with his
wife. From ruins to rubble to dust, the child deteriorated. Whether people knew or not he did not
know. The neighbours might have seen. Some children had complained. But in crowded places she
was quiet. Weirdly enough he didn’t remember the last time he had taken her to the market or to the
church. He liked her in private. It was in private that she performed. 

A lonely green keelback, shorter than his forearm made its way towards the fire. The father’s
grip on the banister tightened and he raised his frame higher in excitement. The one thing she made
sure he had enough of. For that and that alone, he would never give her away. The sand made it
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difficult for the snake to move. It appeared to be walking in the same spot till the girl noticed it. He
thought he saw her cower into her squat. But in minutes she was on her feet and he knew before she
took another step, he knew what she was about to do. Was the time to stop her, now? 
The child carefully picked the snake up and brought the tail to the level of her eye. It wriggled. But
not so much. She tried to scrape away the black patches on its head, one hand holding its mouth
shut, the other scraping. The body of the snake hung down on her. She wasn’t yet confident but
soon held it with both her hands, one at each corner. She stretched it taut. Stretched it for long.
Stretched it against her knee. Broke it. She did it not out of anger, not out of remorse but curiosity
beckoned. Besides, the food needed meat. 

By the time the ritual was over, he knew when to stop. He had drawn the line. She had
taught him where to draw it. Right when the coconut shell ladle was scooped out with her food, he
shadowed her and carried her back into the house. This time she let her father remove all her clothes
and wash her under the shower. 

‘Didn’t you feel hot? Your head is burning.’ 
‘It was all so crimson.’ 
‘Yes, I saw.’ 
‘Where were you papa?’ she demanded. 
‘I just got back.’ 
He gathered her blood stained clothes in a black bag and walked seven blocks to throw it

away. As for the food in the back garden, he wanted to make someone eat it. But didn’t know who,
so dumped it across the road, in front of the house. He wanted to see if anything or anyone would
eat it. Anyone but Laila. 

He made her tea. She brought out the pieces of gold, added five in his cup, five in hers. 
‘Did you wash it before?’ he asked. 
She nodded. But it was him who had the first sip. She taught him to bite his teeth together so

the  tea seeped in  but  the  gold  stayed out.  The child does  have  common-sense he  thought  and
chuckled with marginal love for his daughter. 

‘Your mother won’t come back,’ he said. 
‘I know papa.’ 
‘How?’ 
‘I watch you too.’ 
That evening he called his wife in Yemen, ‘I will keep her. I want to keep her. I’ll claim full

custody,’ he said. 
The child was  squatted behind the  door  scraping her  dried blood off  the  floor.  So,  she

thought to herself, Laila it is. 
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TWO POEMS 
RACHEL ADAMS

DOG AND SHADOW

The red-yellow dog
against the landscape of the fence —
its wood smothered to darkness
by rain and shadow of clematis —
moves in a stammer, a golden form
along the line of lawn,
bright and slow.
It and the bush — pulsating orange
like the sun lives inside it —
are rooted in the washed-out afternoon,
and the whole waterlogged world
is turning itself around to face them.

HABITATION

From the kitchen, the light agains
the table folds and undulates,
white against dark brown. Newspapers,
brittling, are stacked on the chair
near the living room, and a used teabag lies, 
dried, on the place mat,
in front of an empty red mug.
My father is upstairs. As he walks, 
searching for a book, the floor above
whistles, air escaping from its crevices.
Everywhere, the building is resting in its heaviness,
paper, stucco, and furniture not quite silent,
muttering to one another.
The table is our oldest possession.
Afternoon sun falls into its lines — 
evidence of knives cutting meat, 
the rolling-out of bread, the weight
of metal pens pushing into paper,
leaving inkblots behind.

I sit and place my fingers on the tabletop,
its surface like the rough walls of a cave,
and hear my father coming down the stairs,
book in hand. 
Human movement resonates
through the beams around the door frame,
and the house drives itself into the wet autumn ground.
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TWO POEMS
  Lee Landau

JAZZ NOTES 
1945-2001

Rocking chair--paint peeling, 
ladder back with cane seat, 
The porch’s wide slat pine floor
creates its own music
to rock away the blues—
My sister hears the harsh rasp
of bass and trumpet, interspersed
with honey from a tenor sax. 
She imagines foreign spices
like mainlined drugs, a younger time--
eager to cut a rug, sway her hips. 
She hears jazz musicians, 
working solo and together moving
sound from tempo to profound liturgy
better suited to church than clubs. 
On this hallowed ground
their creations rise up
with my sister, aging husk, 
Kernels of music from her adolescence, 
more comfort in the familiar.
The horns cry out inviting listeners
to the cerebral edge
of the engaged—
Each musician
creates his story, 
elements on a theme
to puzzle his way home.
My younger sister
rocks her broken chair
Memories of clubs and concerts
make her come alive, the rest now
just the history of deterioration -- 
Progressive like the music
of jazz greats.
She meditates on
the hunger of a woman
dying alone.
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BROOKLYN JEWISH AND POOR
To Bubbe-Grandma

Elevators smell like horse urine.
Body odor permeates her apartment door.
Pots and pans live in the bathtub—share
space with laundry drying on a rack 
On the stove a huge pot of chicken soup
no matzoh balls, a sixty cent addition.
Chicken feet and unfertilized eggs
swim to the top of boiling broth, skin saved,
part of her breakfast dish, 
fried eggs for the next day.
The bedframe iron with bars
for the headboard, sagging mattress, 
twenty-five years of stains
label her widow dependent
on social security, stuck in a violent, 
changing neighborhood—
The ghetto.
Too proud to move, too sick to stay
Bubbe lingers among crack
and cocaine dealers.
Saving coins in a glass ashtray, she
pays protection to the ten year old
down the hallway—
nickels for her life.
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TWO POEMS
Lana Bella

THE ELUSIVE MERMAID

Secrets in their tiny boxes, dreams sleep in glass,
occasionally you fish them out to swim among
the ordinary stones, hoping to catch a glance
of her floating hair and beryl-colored scaled
fins. Before sleep, you walk on coral reefs of
deep orange, emerging through murmuring
inlet where current is heavily stocked with fish.
Any moment the skies may darken and the seas
spew billows in great ascent, and through the
narrow slit of the mist she may rise, when the
open earth, rumbling air, and sheer stone walls
of spray collide. She may walk to shore, peeling
free the briny coat, flesh molds over bone, the
moon churns gold on her tresses. Then how will
you explain the way your thoughts slide beneath
the half-light and the ghosts of birds rasp your
voice in pained cackle--when the head knows
not what the heart speculates. You will need to
speak the language of the sea, of a midnight's
wail that breathes beneath the underbelly of the
words, one part air, the other part earth. And
maybe, just maybe, as her limbs morph back
under the waves, memory will carry the part of
speech where delicate shift in barometer will
remind her of your refrained whisper, and some-
where in the midst of liquid depths, the tracing
of your vanishing leaves itself on lime-rich shales.

CALICO WATER

Paradise lies at the skirt of calico. Like wisps of cloud
spanning across a flat sky. Drifting into small brooks
and riverbeds, riding miles on the halos of plume, wear-
ing the skin of summer crops. I watch teardrops from
the heavens break over blue masonry walls. Almost at
once a fluid motif free fall to its reservoir, in sequence
of colored glass and tropical rinsed green. Shapes turn
into a template of lakes, flowing away and back from a
whisper of the dying wind. And colors upon loose petals
press a coat of rose dye as pink fish eggs, with tips rise
and dip at the tears of water. Swarms of dots, perching
there where the ankle of lights flirt in the dream-let
pilgrimage. Life moves languidly, pale grey about the
brick rocks and moss sprouting weeds. A fluid map of
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childhood games drawing the score of new breaths. This
dream of water, under the bevel of glass, tinsel acrobats
cut with jewels, curl their limbs on the bottom stones. 
Brain to matter, matter to earth, earth to water, all glow
from colors of rhizomes spilling and spinning through
millions silver lights. Waiting to die and be born.
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THREE POEMS 
David Ishaya Osu

DEATHDAY GIFT

mama bought       
for me       
a pair       
of brown boots       
and said: now       
you can travel       
to anywhere       
in the cities       
of your mind. it was       
on my seventh birthday  
the same day       
she left the house to see 
God and her pussy.       
she didn’t return       
– the news read: Woman disappears
after eating a slice
of apple pie

NIGERIA

Nigeria       
has never changed       
its moon before;       
except during the wars 
when the sun evolved

into a chameleon and       
the flowers needed       
to menstruate and masturbate

to get new eggs       
whose shells will have 
no ash colour       
nor need bloodjazz       
to hatch
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RESONANCE

trickle your pianis 
simo trill over       
my nerves:

the poems       
smoothing on

your eyes

the blues       
lick swimming     
in your cornrows

a feast of       
your flavours

and films;

I want to 
dance out of

this night netting

sniffing at       
the ice-cream soda 
of your voice
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THREE POEMS 
 Joy Ladin

REMEMBRANCE

Her mind is going – where does it go?
Untrimmed August grass
greens the long bleak block
where 34th Street ends.
I'm far from home, but I know where I am.
I can answer most questions, I know when I forget,
but I don't know what I've forgotten,
or whether I've forgotten who she was
before her mind began to wander
too often for rage or accusation.
Boats slide by on the sliver of river
beyond the honking traffic.
I dial her number,
trying to call up who we were,
to remember calling when I could call
and know that she would answer.

MINT CONDITION

September 2014

Because it too will soon be gone, notice the dew
pixellating the 1980-something Corolla.
Mint condition, 27K on the odometer,
autumn chill stiffening seats
stitched decades before ebola began to epidemic
and boys revived the art of severing neck from head.
Blood drips, blood spurts,
but the Corolla literally purrs,  
leaping forward as though nothing has happened
since the '80s plushed its uncrushed seats,
as though history were only an occasional pressure,
a minor depression every few weeks.
Lives and deaths, terrors and their isms,
come in loud and clear
like preset radio stations
once or twice a year
when, to keep the battery charged,
one of the bodies that come and go
fires the ignition.
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DIY GENESIS

Screw light into darkness, heaven into earth,
everything that's finished and good
into time's electrifying sockets.
Time is always a problem.
Set it aside. Concentrate on surrounding stars
with planets, comets, asteroids. Uh oh –
too many days and not enough night, too many stars
for a sky this size.
Time to review, time to regret, somehow time
has leaked all over our hands.
Are we in or out of time?  
No way to tell, not yet.
Remember to assemble love before pain –
this time, make them different colors.
Scribble initials in unexpected places,
so our creatures can discover
they were created on purpose. Try not to get too angry
when they don't understand.
Heaven and earth are finished, and good,
every blessed creature waiting
to eat one another, and love.
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FOUR POEMS 
 Lauren Camp

INSIDE EL CASTILLO, CHICHÉN ITZÁ

From worn edges 
    of the pyramid,
I say a word to you and hear
    whisper-wrinkled 
dialects scatter 
    in the long shaft 
of shrinking light
    as transient visitors 
tumble forward 
    in sweat-soaked shirts 
through the hard 
    eye of history, 
navigating blackened steps
    to an interior grave 
and inlaid jade.
    We head back down 
from high and dark
    within the cloudy tomb,
a hundred tired soldiers
    marching slowly 
through the centuries.
    On calcified landings,
the rubber suck 

 of sneakered feet.

KITCHEN

My mother was able — with instruction. But
my grandmother buried her hands in each singing dish. She
never gave recipes, just mysteries. No one could imagine more
than tomatoes, pistachio seeds, the papery membrane of garlic,
the capture of sweet, the rigorous heat, a chicken bleeding —
Describe what you do. 
She turned her back. On the table, pots and dishcloths, cumin.
She left Iraq and shaped it in her palms.

BUTTER AND PRAYER

The girl’s father is the divinity of a pomegranate, a pith capping the slow mantra of seeds and the
rich sweat of juice. He is a fried egg on a plate, simple and circular, a feast of pistachio and apricot,
a pot of rosewater tea. She walks with her father toward banquets of meatballs, platters of rice,
toward tables stacked with a surfeit of buttery hope. She grows her hunger to suit him, and thrives at
his side. He is a platter of tripe. His love can be tasted. She doubts nothing eats everything with a
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rigor of claiming her parent. But where the sacred spread of food ends, so does the taste of her
father. 

LEAVING THE DOCK IN A DREAM

In dreams, I keep stepping 
from a sinking house in the ocean’s domain, 
swimming toward town, my soft skin stripped
of all argument, salt-sated. What difference does it make
that I have to leave
without shoes, without the outline of ground? 
I keep trying to get off a floating house,
to capture a lone cow careening across a field.
Another quiet
crawls toward me: the pitch 
and bully of night. I miss what I miss
and lie on the bed like a beggar.
I’m traveling through a narrow strip of sand, taking steps
backward on a map I found in my mailbox:
roads of barnacles, a town in vests.
A map is a human face. (I need to observe you.) 
A map is relief and portrayal. (I need to touch your neck and cheekbones.) 
Tragic hours of night
withdraw till dawn. All I can manage
is the wrist
of ocean slapped back to itself. 
Seeing is neither a language nor tolerance,
but a temporal form. 
I could sew other shapes.
On this map, where do I focus, which receding sunset? 
Please don’t hold it hard, but I have erased you
for now — or you have vanished. 
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TWO POEMS 
Laura Madeleine Wiseman

NAGS AND WHEELBARROWS

You keep asking about the red wheelbarrow, the one my dad gave me with a bent wheel and cement 
dust lining its metal mouth. Why? I say knowing you want to fill it with bottles, not rain, to push it 
to the ocean cliff, not around the yard beside the chickens we don’t have, weeding and hoisting up 
dandelion with our forked tool. I can make tea or salad, I might say if you did that, brewing up the 
root, rinsing the dragon tongued leaves. You say, No reason, to me and because I’m learning the art 
of evasion from you, I say, When are you going to mow the lawn?

AFTER YE YIAN, AFTER YOU’VE LET SOME GO

At the Botanical center in Des Moines, you offer bottles for the koi pond. Dozens of golden wet 
creatures circle the glass gift, nudging it back to the waterfall, the lily pads, the rock wall slick with 
humidity and vines. I don’t tell you that once I freed bullfrogs here, caught by hook and line from 
Easter Lake, or tree frogs cupped by hand at a creek at Ledges State Park, or a toad pair I’d kept as 
pets until their bones began to show. I don’t tell you my sister’s friend five-finger-discounted here, 
that it used to cost a quarter, or that I got a free tree once. Cinderella is not my story, not bluebeard, 
not any thing by Nicolas Sparks. I’m quiet on this adventure, each bottle a prayer to the bones of a 
fish, a spirit we roasted, fed on, of what might be before us.
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TWO POEMS 
 Linda Tomol Pennesi

WINDOW SHOPPING AT HEART CHARMS

She wants the peacock to pierce her  left ventricle.  Eighth notes to  grace her  right  atrium. The
ballerina  to  step  her  ascending  aorta.  A car  small  enough  to  negotiate  the  great  cardiac  vein.
Snowflakes to cool the longitudinal sulcus. A tambourine to jangle errant rhythms into song. An
angel already dangles from her superior vena cava. From her aortic arch, a train always plunges. A
salmon spawns in the space between chambers. In the walls of her inferior vena cava, the goddess
won’t stop prodding a pomegranate with her tongue.

THE VIADUCT

It separated her town from the rest, so without realizing it, she grew up with the word. It didn’t
scare her like  bridge  scared her, the Susquehanna rushing beneath Sunbury or Danville, carrying
dead or dying branches and leaves from those towns’ trees into foreign places. Beneath the viaduct,
Mr. Goleski welded car parts and lawn mowers, and just beyond, Savitski’s Coal Company snaked
its way into the ground near the house her father had grown up in. Though she did not often walk
from Maurer’s Dairy to the Avenue of steeples and crosses, and would not often look beneath to the
paths  and tires  and  crows  among the  weeds,  on  game weeks  as  the  boys  stayed celibate  and
practiced passes, she and the other girls would tie white and red streamers to the viaduct’s rail so the
away teams would understand just whose territory they were crossing into.
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THREE POEMS 
Ronnie  Stephens

METAMORPHOSIS

I was born a wet and ugly thing.
My own mother cried at the red bulb
screaming itself blue on her chest.
I tell every lover this story
eventually. Give them an image
to hold when I name my war:
Bipolar.
My bad days are a black
black sea forever too dark
save the hard bright of life
that is not mine.
Everything is glowing
except me.
I have eight arms and three hearts;
nothing I hold close wants to stay.    
On the other side of the planet
I am a busy garden. My arms
are heavy with passion flowers.
My three hearts knock
against my soft belly
like old friends.
Everything is glowing.

TREE

the tire is from an old El Camino
grandpa used to haul firewood up the hill

the dress is from a linen table cloth
great grandma used for church potlucks

the stain is from the china her father brought
when they left Sweden for America

the tear is from the pink depression glass
mom keeps in the corner curio cabinet

the arthritic hand is from the cotton fields
that kept three generations fed

the swan dive is from the day she burned
all the blackberries to the ground
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the swan dive is from the day
she burned

DRYADS

It was always in your nature to appear
collectively, two round bodies on the ultrasound
machine at five weeks old. Your mother feared
the vanishing twin, refused to name you both
until we saw your hearts beat, watched you
bend around each other like a forest.
We had so many reasons to be scared:
the hole in your heart;
the hole in your other heart;
the tear in your lung;
the weeks you would not stay inside;
But you have strong hands, wide feet
and long bodies. Daughters born twelve years
after the doctors said I would never be a father.
You are ash tree. 
You are Meliae.
You are myth. 
The Greeks gave you an infant prince
and you gave back the father of the gods.
What gods will you raise this time?
What weald will you become?
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FIVE POEMS 
 Shittu Fowara

A ZEN OF SILENCE

You are a pond of water, a fish sleeping
stilled in the shape of calm,
free from perturbation and ripples
effing/blinding of surrounding horns.
no clatter, no natter but a serene conquer
of decibels;
the one that forms you into a quiet,
moulds you into tranquil behind dropped curtains.
spared the bam bang bark of bulldogs,
the blare blast boom of bullhorns
and the brittle-brattle of braying mouth-breathers.
saved the babel of pitiable patrolmen and punters
prying plumbers, prating pros and
potty-mouthed-politicos – all abusers of the male-voice box.
you have listened to the outside,
in your non-speaking,
the outside listens to you too, listen to it
and enter in to its balmy whirr, tweaking.  
silence listens to the wonders of here,
to the inaudible spectacle of now;
of you, all within the cadence of reverent silence
–It interlinks you with figures of self and being.
who says meditation isn't in chewing
the cud of your mind,
of when the trees are too sated
to move a twig or thumb of leaf
or of when the wind's only memo is;
"I am/I know you are too"
and sets out, for elsewhere,
without stirring a scene.

CORPUS DELICTI

Ask Oscar if Pistols and Pistorious are allies
or simply related by virtue of "P"
ask Ayo Arowolo how to grow balls,
chant Jesu! Jesu! Jesu!
after 76 stabs on his missus.
Still ask any detective if burglars
have a thing to do with toilet tissues
ask why a rat gallops over a cat,
smilingly, 
in the quasi-awareness that the pussy has lost its teeth
ask Jude,you can kill your neighbours,
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threaten your landlord's wife,get his sister heavy
if all you fear is the orbed-evidence of 9-months
ask the dodgy marabou whose recitals turns to
moans for no known reason. Allah!
ask those wide-nethered market women in Mokola
what follows, when exclamations enter
into vowels.
ask the Engineer, how he applies Pythagoras
to acquire a wife and uses
theorems of ex,why & zed to feed stomachs.
ask the Webstress,how much healing
she derives from 'likes', 
'comments' and 'shares'
ask the assemblage of hoary confabees
what has God to do with lucre-induced
baloney they cough out as supplication.
ask why poets are this way and that,
munching language and mumbling tropes
messing words up,
thinking everyone a Thinkist.
ask all these,but never you ask evidence
as to why a man thinks himself man.
Nuts?

WHERE THE MUSIC CAME FROM

That the blind
cannot
behold beauty,
forgetting the mind
got its own
eyes.
...But you know,
the deaf could sing?
whence do they get
their lyrics?
A blank memory
or from
the deep
within,
where a harmonium
tick-tocks to life.

THAT WHICH MAKES UPS HUMAN

Cigars, our inherited rolls and tacos,
the bigger, the merrier,
the singular cinder of fire
from where exon-smoke flare
Human, because we like our things covered,
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our secrets concealed in pass-codes,
hearts, wrapped up with ribbons of promises,
wrapped minds with gifts and sealed with fondness
Our bodies, enwrapped with duvet of surprises
and hands and something of tufty fur
that torches the tinder of our souls.
making coats out of verses, to offer those
who’d become stateless, undressed by conflict. A song,
embroidering the lips of language
and blotting out myths/tearing off the eyes of the world
and swapping it with lanterns.
Our objects, garbed to conceal the sturdy growth
of subjects, the pain of the swell, the resistance
to levitational pull; taut aches we seal up in pressed blae-suits
to keep us blasé and not bland as bonobo pygmies
in forested swamps of Zaire
Only humans be conceited enough, O well, cynical,
Sometimes sarcastic, if narcisstic, knowing, not sharing, 
Self-believing in self in power of challenging shapes with patents,
Of sealing ideas in copyrights,
here is why we sandwich our bacon with artful implications  
Our A-to-Z-ness, of horse sense,
on dusty paths of vexations,
of probing undistilled responses
of criticizing for the point of criticizing,
as people are wont to/incurring bile and burst
and serving jail-terms for analysing language incorrectly
what makes us human? Oranges and its seeds.
the places upon where we plant them –roots,
the ones we study – the iteration of our ancestry,
fruits,that which we compare in juicy sizes;
melons, pawpaws,plums and all the meanings it takes up
on magazines, billboards and endless soap operas
laden and leaden with imports,
our bodies/spirits machine into exhaustion
then wears its parts, with sleep then sometimes slips
and our ability to fart exhaust fumes, permanently halted.
to this, our tribes converge
and howl dirges and murmur requiems
to wrap again our rotting mysteries
into dust and detritus of solid ground.

VERMILION HOPE

To its wit,
a condo swells by its seams
and gave up
under the pull of thermo-bombs.
Rescuers meet screamers,
a car's horning about to hit a deaf flock
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of visually impaired monks, meditating.
A phone's ringing
in a broken toilet
where no one could answer it.
A bird's accidented and stuck
on a tree, howls loud
yet no hand could get to the branches.
A baby's crying salt
under the rubble
where no salvager could reach.
Then a firefighter mother's praying
to a god lost
in the thrill of jazz and Mozart.
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THREE POEMS 
 Talin Tahajian

THE GAS STATION ON ROUTE 6 IS FULL OF FLOWERS

and no one knows about it. The man who fills your tank each week: He is a gardener. He had two
sons. He knows fruit the way butchers know meat.
*
Consider the garage beside the pump. You imagine it stores hammers, iron washers, car parts. Loose
marbles, tumbler locks, rotting mice. Like massacre snow, they used to be white. But now are red.
Why am I talking about the mice. It is because they are dead, something familiar or it is because
there is a garden in the garage. There is a type of fruit that only ripens in the dark. It is like a lemon.
But it is white. Like the Japanese lychee, disassembled for its pulp. There is a man who grows
lychees in his backyard. He is Japanese and he is your neighbor, but you do not talk to him because
there is a language barrier. And the Japanese man is not the man who grows white lemons in the
dark.
*
In November, he wears wool gloves so that his hands do not grow blue with cold. He fills tanks,
collects dollar bills. A girl drives through. She is small and her skin is transparent as lychee pulp.
She does not matter to the story. But she proves he is still human. She reminds him of lemons. He
admires her breasts and she closes her window, drives away. He is not sad because it was worth it.
He thinks of the tarp that covers his citrus trees in the winter. It is thick and blue. Like the flesh of
his palms. He forgot to put on gloves.
*
I wanted to tell you about the flowers in the gas station on Route 6. He plants sage in the grassy
areas between gasoline pumps. There are only three pumps, and wild clover sprouts between cracks
in the pavement. I am certain he planted those, too. There are very few things of which I am certain.
When I am thirsty, I drink. I would give up water for you. This is all for you. Lick the rain from my
palms. They are blue with cold. I am sorry. I forgot my gloves.
*
The fruit in the garage. There is a gas station filled with plants. Imagine the Hanging Gardens of
Babylon, but smaller and on Route 6.  Now imagine a Shell  gas station with some wild clover
growing from cracks in the cement, some covered trees in the automobile maintenance garage. They
are lemon trees. They are not white. They are green, and sour. Perhaps they will never ripen. Or
perhaps they will turn into oranges and we will eat them like candy, pick apart their flesh with our
canine teeth. What it’s like to taste a girl’s
*
I said she wasn’t important. But I lied. The man at the gas station sighs, fills a tank, plants a lily. His
mouth moves the way it did when his sons were like mice and snow. Tossing them to the soil like
lemon seeds. As if he ever forgot.

URBAN GHOST STORY

It begins with a pair of swans. They are broken, and they are crushed into a gutter. On the other side
of  the  city,  an old  women rests  in  a  claw-foot  bathtub,  eyes closed.  She braids together  swan
feathers, working slowly. Everything is white. She pretends to be a swan, lights some fine cigar. The
drain is choking with ash.
*
After there are seven children in the obituary section, everyone decides to stop reading newspapers.
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They roll them into fat cigars, throw them at the bakery. Something sweet about the odor of bread as
it burns, vats of sugar exploding into storm clouds.
*
The man in the bakery knows that he is burning. He backs up against the glass countertop, decides
that he identifies with the Bundt cakes. The icing is melting. The cakes burst into an eclipse of
moths. The man burns until he is reborn as a swan. The woman in the bathtub begins to sink.
*
All of the newspaper children are at a lake. They sit in the shallows and shout at different intervals.
The lake makes noises that sound like them. They can feel the heat of their bodies, but they don’t
understand what that means.

I HAVE NO GHOSTS 

Glory to the ghosts & all those sleeping cows. Glory to the tree that looks like a bruise. Glory to the 
alcohol & the chapel. Today I ran into the street because I don’t care anymore. I ran in front of a 
bicycle. Teaching everyone the true meaning of suicide doesn’t work. I know you care. I know you 
care too much. I know it’s hard to sleep alone. I try to pray. I try to pray but then I remember that 
sometimes we have to be civil.
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AFFLICTED BY SPIRITS 
Brenda Mann Hammack

Forest of Pendle, County of Lancashire, 1612

“Yes. All my family are witches,” Jennet met Mr. Nowell’s eyes with steady grey ones.
Unusually small for being nine years of age, the child stood on a table for all in the courtroom to see
as she testified for the prosecution.

For once, Jennet knew she could be seen and was surprised to find that those stares did not
leave her wriggling or shivering,  despite her  awareness  of the black cores  at  their  centers.   Of
course, the child’s lice-infested rags had been replaced with white smock, woad petticoats, and real
woolen stockings. Despite this radical change in fashion’s fortune, Jennet managed to keep from
smiling, if only because the state of her teeth could not be transformed by earnest rubbing with alum
and sage. But her dark curls gleamed, though not more brightly than her gaze.

Initially, the glint had been caused by tear-threat when Mam had to be carted, kicking and
blaspheming from the room. The last coherent thing Elizabeth Device had ever said to her youngest
daughter, before being hauled away in leg-irons, was that the child “meant more harm than any
witches.”

Mam had always been intent on keeping Jennet from any real magic when even her brother
James had his own familiar, a brown dog that answered to “Dandy.” And everybody said that the
boy,  though older by ten years,  was simple as boiled mutton though to Jennet’s  ear,  his  laugh
sounded less like a sheep than a donkey.

Everybody also said her older sister was a slut. Whether Alisoun actually had a fairy creature
to do her bidding was up for some debate since witch finders arrested the elder Device girl and their
grandmother before an official naming ceremony could be held at Malkin Tower. But Jennet had
seen  the  black,  boney  dog-frame  skulking  in  the  underbrush  whenever  her  sister  had  capered
beyond the disapproving bounds of Mam’s scrutiny. How much did a name matter? The dog might
have been one of the nervous village boys who found reasons to loiter whenever Alisoun bossomed
into market or tavern.

Jennet had no one to love, or no one to love her. At least no one who would cater to her
whims with Mam being so bent on eradicating whimsiness of any kind. If she caught Jennet so
much  as  receiving  a  head-butt  from  Grandmam’s  cat,  Mam  went  nearly  apoplectic,  throwing
everything in reach at that blur of speckled fur.

Mam carried  on  so  you’d  have  thought  she’d  been  fairy-struck herself,  Jennet  thought,
instead of that old peddler Law that Alisoun was supposed to have cursed for not giving her needles
when she’d sidled up to him on the road to Trawden, too foolish to know that a man could be too
old to notice her dimpled smirks. Oh, Alisoun was sorry for the temper she’d momentarily lost so
that she really couldn’t say if she’d shouted “you’ll rue the day” or “be damned you rutless worm”
before Law collapsed on the road to Trawden. But, then, Alisoun always was apologizing, even for
things she hadn’t done.

Sometimes she only meant to get Jennet out of trouble, taking credit for whatever spill or
clatter the younger girl had accidently brought about by what Mam called dawdlery. But blame-
taking did not mean the older sister loved the younger. Maybe Alisoun felt bad for being the pretty
one. More like she could not stand to be cheated of any attention, good or bad. Whenever Alisoun
was present, Jennet might have turned to tree bark or leaf shadow.

Most times, Jennet felt invisible, unless Mam were there to be looked away from. Although
Jennet was sure that villagers noticed the way Mam’s left eye bulged, like market carp’s, from the
side of her face, they always seemed to direct their gazes toward Jennet whenever forced into barter
or  consultation.  She  couldn’t  say  if  they  actually  saw her  as  they  blanched  and  twitched  and
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sputtered. Jennet felt sure they were all afflicted with the sweating plague or quivering ague.
She knew it was mostly Grandmam that folks came to see, but,  since the old woman could no
longer focus beyond her own shimmery eye sockets, Mam opened the door and forced merchant or
widow into naming his or her business with the cunning woman. Was it tooth-ache or heart-ache
that wanted curing? Whether a ribbety toad in a muslin sack or a holey stone strung round their
necks, they all wanted something they could touch now that priests could not “hail-mary” their
troubles away.

Jennet suspected those cassocky old men were probably squatting, knees about ears, praying
for deliverance from some rich ladies’ privy hole, but “more afeared of hanging than any stink.” At
least, that’s what Grandmam used to say with that coughsome cackle that seemed more birdlike than
human.

Demdike, as the old woman was known, had fearsome powers, though Mam insisted her
charms were about as real as “Scratch’s honesty.” And, though Jennet knew Mam meant some other
devil,  she couldn’t  help looking askance at  the cat on Grandmam’s knee. That creature seemed
neither offended, nor otherwise impressed by any implied insult to its character.  
Jennet wasn’t entirely sure whether she trusted that cat or not. Grandmam’s wrists often bore little
nicks and bruises. And she sometimes complained of its keeping her awake with clambering, with
sudden pinches and bites. In the morning, her hands looked twisted as if all her fingers had been
subjected to thumbscrews overnight.  

Grandmam often answered back to the beast’s mewsome chatter as if she heard words. And
sometimes Jennet was almost sure she, too, could understand the familiar’s vernacular, though she
was mostly half asleep when she comprehended its wailing over indignities suffered at the tongue
of James’ dog, the all-too-amorous Dandy.

Later, not long after Jennet had been questioned about the gatherings at Malkin Tower, the
girl  had  wondered  where  that  cat  might  be.  Would  Tibbs—as Grandmam had called  him—be
wailing at the news of the old woman’s passing in Lancaster gaol?  
The one time the child had been permitted to visit after her entire family’s arrest, the cat had crept
just outside the cell bars. Its eyes, which Grandmam had likened once to starshine, now seemed
dim. The vervain that had been strewn about the stone floor might have damped its candled gaze,
but iron also forced fairy creatures to keep their distance, or so Grandmam had reasoned, though
with the gaoler’s wife only just out of earshot and the old woman’s voice so broken with hacking,
Jennet couldn’t be sure if she’d heard correctly.

Mam had snorted that anyone might be surprised at “that animal’s infidelity.” She acted like
she could not see the distressed familiar or Jennet for that matter.  

And that was before the child testified against her mother and siblings in court.
“She only wants to protect you,” Alisoun had whispered to Jennet. She’d meant Mam, not

their grandmother. Or, perhaps, she’d meant the gaoler’s wife who hastened to pull the younger girl
away after what seemed only minutes.

Jennet  hadn’t  had time to ask what she should or should not tell.  But,  she’d heard that
Alisoun and James both backed Grandmam’s confession. Mam’s vehement denials baffled the child.
How to account for the frenzy that Jennet’s mere presence in the courtroom had inspired?
Hadn’t  her  mother  always  insisted  that  honesty  was  the  strongest  magic  of  all?  And,  though
everybody knew that confessed witches might be forced to stand in stocks for days on end, Mr.
Nowell said, forgiveness could be had if witches were sincere in telling of sabbats at the Tower and
encounters with imps. And, besides, Jennet had not even been allowed to keep so much as a liver-
spotted puppy or a daffodil chick despite her lack of friends. And whose fault was that?  
If the girl sometimes got confused as to which neighbors had attended banquets when dogs and
hares and cats served rosebuds and gillyflowers, gooseberry foole, and fricassee of lamb’s blood,
then Jennet knew she could turn to Mr. Nowell for that subtle twinge of eyebrow that reminded her
of who the authorities already knew was guilty.
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Surely, it had not been his fault that Grandmam’s lungs had filled with fluid. She was old.
Older  than  anyone  Jennet  knew  excepting  the  other  cunning  woman,  Chattox.  Although  their
friendship had turned rivalry more bitter than rue-water over the years of competing for customers
in need of charming and counter-charming, a truce had clearly been reached in that gaol cell as
Chattox had actually rested Grandmam’s head on her lap the day Jennet had been brought to witness
her family’s condition.  

Now Jennet wasn’t entirely sure if the visit had been meant to remind her of the suffering
that could be hers if she hadn’t been entirely honest. The gaoler’s wife had seemed so very kind
when she’d told Jennet that little girls could not be “culpable” for their elders’ lack of wisdom. But,
Mr. Nowell said if Jennet “were a good girl, all would be forgiven.” Hadn’t he?

When he’d told of Grandmam’s death, Mr. Nowell’s eyes had looked more mournful even
than Dandy’s after he’d been kicked and her brother James had been dragged from bed, sobbing that
he’d only eaten communion bread because he was hungry. And he’d claimed to have called out to
Our Father Who Art in Heaven as soon as that devil dog accosted him on the roadside.  
Did he mean Dandy? Jennet could not be sure, but the draggly cur wasn’t fool enough to stick
around after James peed himself, promising to confess to anything they wanted if only the men
wouldn’t hit him anymore.

So, James had been truthful,  Jennet  was convinced.  And this  wasn’t  Scotland,  after  all,
where witches might be burned, where King James said witches kept tailed demons to do their
bidding.

And even if Grandmam and everyone else in the family kept magical animals, neither Dandy
nor Tibbs struck Jennet as particularly evil. Even when she’d been feeling light headed—and had
watched them through one of those hag stones.  

Those  stones,  which  some folks  dangled  from doorways  or  wore  as  pendants  on  neck
strings, were meant to cure fever and snake bite, but were also held to dispel evil eye as well as
glamour wrought by “fair folk” that were known to haunt the shadows of Pendle Forest.  
Mam had tried to rid their cottage of Grandmam’s lot as soon as word came of the older daughter’s
confession and subsequent arrest. Still, Jennet knew where extras were kept and had managed to
stash a handful into pocket before Mr. Nowell’s servant led her away from the cottage.

Although the child didn’t exactly understand what Alisoun and James had said to deserve
their eventual verdicts, she suspected Mam must have turned them away from conscience.  

And, now, Jennet  was staying in a proper bed while,  each morning, Mother Covell,  the
gaoler’s wife, prepared her a bit of pottage with peas, aniseed, and even bits of bacon, slathered in
lard.  

Still, it was hard to eat knowing that Grandmam and Alison and James and even Mam would
never swallow anything again in this world. Sometimes, the girl near strangled when she thought of
how frightened her brother must have been when he’d been half carried up the scaffolding.  
How different Morecambe Bay must have looked from the gallows. None of the Devices had ever
seen the sea before—and Jennet had kept her gaze on the jewel blur of it, unable to watch anymore
though she knew neither Alisoun nor James nor any of the other accused witches could see through
blindfolds as they wavered—unsteady as candle flames—on the scaffold.  

Only Mam stood entirely upright like one of those Hoar Stones set in the dark soil of Pendle
Forest.  Jennet did not like to think of how Mam’s one steady eye had seemed to settle on her
youngest daughter’s face in the crowd before that cloth, lop-sided, had blocked her gaze. Strange to
say, Mam seemed more relieved than angry or even anguished.  

Still Jennet would never wear any neck-cord, not even to suspend a charm or hag stone—
and not because she feared Mr. Nowell or Mother Covell would think worse of her for following
pagan superstition. After all, the latter kept horseshoes tacked above door frames—and the presence
of those iron crescents was sometimes comforting to Jennet, especially when she  thought of Tibbs
and Dandy and all the other family animals that had peered from various perches in the courtroom.
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Yes. She’d seen them there though Mr. Nowell hadn’t. Of course, he hadn’t her grandmam’s gift of
under-seeing, had probably never looked through a hag stone. And once Jennet had, she sometimes
caught glimpses without focusing through a grey ring, a magical monocle.

There was Tibbs in his ash and nut-brown jacket, pretending to be a human child of no more
than three years old. He’d crouched upon a railing, feet bared despite the cold. And Jennet noticed
his toenails were much too long.  

And hunkered there, beneath a table, she saw what looked to be a dog for only a heartbeat
until she recognized Dandy in all brown clothes. Still barely in control of his tongue, the small boy
kept twisting his neck as if to gnaw at haunches, though he couldn’t quite reach. Jennet suspected
he couldn’t remember what fingers and elbows were for. Dandy had never been long on memory—
and, so, the girl suspected he wouldn’t long hold a grudge.

No.  She didn’t fear Tibbs or Dandy in human or animal form. Nor did she worry overmuch
about Ball, that lump of mutt with distended eyebrow. Even Mam sometimes fed that excitable runt
whenever she forgot to be mad. Jennet didn’t even fret at that slink of black dog that had followed
Alisoun the  day she cursed the  peddler.  Jennet  saw both  animals  take their  fairy forms in the
courtroom. The former had actually scrambled about on the floorboards, gnawing and pawing at
spectators’ hems or shoe laces, while the latter kept studying various vantages as if deciding whom
to shoot with his quiver of child-sized arrows.

Only one of the accused witch’s familiars worried Jennet and that was Chattox’s Fancie. The
other cunning woman’s wolfhound had not been part of the Device household, even if he was ever
lurking around. No. That creature was larger than any of the other spirits that often crept about the
treeline—and, sometimes, folks who weren’t practiced in the art of underseeing caught glimpses of
that fairy spirit and took it for a velvet horned stag with too-big eyes, though none would ever
mistake it for a natural being that might be hunted and served at table.
Even the other familiars had been wary of Fancie until Grandmam died and, then, Chattox and Mam
and all the others had been hung on the gallows for plotting malefice at  Malkin Tower. Jennet
hadn’t looked, but had seen—as if through hag stone—what reminded her of kittens strung upon a
clothesline.

Now, the last Device child was often sleepless as Grandmam had ever been. Jennet listened
hard for tail-swish and nail-scrabble outside of her bedroom door at Mother Covell’s.

She didn’t like Tibbs complaining to Fancie of all the  wronglings the girl had done him,
bemoaning:  What  hugs  and  kisses  lefts  us  to  the  biteful,  naughty  light.  All  mothers  gives  us
neverfillingness. And Jennet certainly did not want to hear Tibbs insisting that he might fit into her
pocket if she’d only let inside his squirmful dawdleness. If she’d only scoop him into lap nest, he’d
haunch, a cuddled sigh.  

But, the child is not kind, Tibbs intoned. 
To which, the wolfhound assured him—loud enough so Jennet would be sure to hear—That

child cries too much to merit spirits.  
And, yet, there they always were “at the daylight gate,” as Grandmam called twilight.
And, though Jennet knew that Fancie sometimes appeared as such a handsome lad with skin

“so fine” Chattox had sworn to Grandmam that “it were but glow,” Jennet always found his figure
more terrifying than even Mr. Nowell’s threats of hellfire.  

She knew the beast had been but a little, toothsome imp when first he’d leeched on Chattox.
He’d bit into a pustule that turned into an extra  teat on her rib cage—and would not be cast away
until he swelled plump with blood pap.

Now, both familiars seldom kept to one shape for long whenever Jennet looked at them. It
was as if they thought to tease her into constant dizziness with their bodily make-shiftness. Jennet
couldn’t comprehend how her new guardians, the Covells, could not  hear Fancie climbing up the
wall to snuff the candle’s tilted flame-head.  

Or  Tibbs’ song  delivered  with  astonishing  tunelessness:  Crackabone  and  Bloody-Head
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steals bad girlings from their beds. If they tattles, if they lies, who will saves them? All has died .
To which, Fancie hoot-owled, then responded in a voice like a strangling hen: What shall we

gives her that hasn’t any griefs? Let’s take our broom-sticks and knocks out all her teeths.
And though Fancie often kept hackles raised, even when promising he only wanted to play,

Jennet found him even more disturbing when he seemed reasonable, even philosophic. Sometimes
the girl felt her head had become root-wad or hag-thorn when the gentle looking dog blinked at her
from just outside the window.  

No animal ever had such beautiful eyes, fringed with fluttery lashes. The green irises were
gold flecked about their too-dark centers. Jennet might have been looking through two fairy stones
into another world where branches twinkled and her sister asked in the most forgiving voice if
Jennet could hear the rainwater music, and even Grandmam ran after the flickering of Tibbs’ leaf-
meal coat across barrow, field, and hollow.

Only when Jennet would jerk, full awake, to shout “and lead us not into temptation,” the
dog-boy would look weary sad before retorting that  her  tongue was  full  of  needles in want of
spitting.  And,  then,  he  would  lope  away  on  four  limbs  that  seemed  much  too  long  for  any
wolfhound.

And when Fancie passed from morning light into shade, Jennet would momentarily forget
how she’d lain in bed for hours, sure her neck must be stiff enough for twisting.  

She half feared that Fancie would return and half feared he would not for she still wanted to
tell Alisoun that she heard no music in the plonking of raindrops, which were almost as annoying as
James’ braying, Mam’s complaining, and Grandmam’s coughs. Jennet could not understand why the
old woman never hacked up so much as a hair-poppet for all the pins and needles she was supposed
to have  magicked into others’ bellies.  Why would Mam ever have  wanted Alisoun to wheedle
needles out of the peddler if metal splinters were so easily come by? Jennet felt she was forgetting
something true.

She couldn’t  be certain who to trust  with so many eyes winking in her direction as she
walked with  the  gaoler’s  wife  to  church.  Sometimes  the  villagers  reminded  her  of  featherless
chickens until she looked directly at them. When had the ground become skewed? Perhaps she was
simply unused to  the feeling  of  cobbles when fitted with  newly stitched shoes.  Why even Mr.
Nowell’s wig seemed unsettled whenever she saw him, which wasn’t so often. A magistrate’s work
was  never  done,  Mrs.  Covell  told  her  with  much  solemnity,  the  world  being  so  fraught  with
demonologie.

Jennet fancied mysterious fingers were responsible for the teasing that pulled Mr. Nowell’s
wig-tail out of order no matter how dignified the stance the justice adopted. One moment the tail
had slithered down the winged collar only to be plucked hastily out again as if it might attach little
fangs between shoulder blades if allowed to wander. The next moment, the wig-tail set to wagging
side-to-side as if attached to Dandy’s backside. One day, Jennet noticed a bare spot just above the
queue that brought to mind an arrow-head. The girl couldn’t help hoping that Tibbs had stolen a
hank for a charm and would eventually transfer the torments of night time to one more deserving
than a little girl who’d only meant to be honest.

Jennet knew it was sinful to wish such ill spirits on any other and, so, each morning prayed
to be forgiven for this transgression and any others she might commit in future. And when Mother
Covell called, the girl presented herself at table, her face, fiercely scrubbed, though never quite
white as her pocketed skirt. And now and then, her fingers slipped into pocket to check for coolness,
for the hag stone she kept like a mourning ring, or promise that truth  could  be glimpsed if she
wanted.
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A SINGULAR WOMAN
Anannya Dasgupta

There is a box inside a box and inside that another box. And so many more inside every box you
open that  you can  keep opening them,  like  doors  to  rooms through rooms that  you hope will
eventually lead you outside but they don’t. You realize you are not Alice and there is no wonderland
waiting to be discovered outside a door too tiny for you to reach. Though there are sunlit apartments
overlooking vistas and streets that seem to go distinctly away from where you are, every morning is
the same as the previous one. If you look hard enough, you will see the scenery for the wallpaper in
the box in which you lingered for longer than usual. There is no escape till you find your way to the
last box. Till you become the box. Till you inhabit the wood, the lid, the hinges. Till you settle as
slight rust on the metal lock. Till you evaporate with the varnish.

 The living room is a cheerful and risky combination of bright colors that seem to be getting
along in gracious compromise. The balance is so delicate that even a small dab of additional paint
could become a touch too much. On one side of the wall on a large comfortable couch, laptop on
her lap, cup of steaming coffee on a bright orange coffee table, intently typing and muttering to
herself, is Medha. Her curly hair is scrunched up in a ponytail; her glasses are glowing from the
computer screen reflected on it; the sleeves of her sweatshirt are rolled up; there is a pretty  razai
thrown over her feet. Given that there is also a heater blowing next to her, Medha is about to go
from toasty to hot in a few more minutes. She is not thinking about that. She also doesn’t know that
at the moment there is a car pulling up at the front gate of her apartment complex that has people in
it that she is not expecting to see and who will interrupt her life a little more than she would have
deemed convenient at that moment.

 Medha starts to feel hot. The intercom rings. She gets up to answer the call. “Madam ji, yeh
Avinash sir aaye hain,” the security guard announces the arrival of her ex- husband. Medha holds
her breath for a moment longer, exhales and then says, “haanh bhej dijiye,” asking him to be let in
when what she really wanted was to make up an excuse and go back to working. And why is he
here unannounced? He hasn’t  actually come visiting since he got married.  And that was,  what,
almost a year ago? These thoughts race through her head as she quickly shuts the laptop, gathers her
papers and deposits them in the study. She folds up the razai; straightens out the living room; frees
her hair from the pony tail and shakes her head in the hope of some semblance of a more cultivated
look than she had planned for her Sunday by herself with a dangerously close submission deadline.
Her old sweatpants, frayed shirt and oversized sweatshirt, sleeves now pulled all the way down to
her wrist, don’t make her look as finely turned out as she might have been with a little more notice.
Her therapist’s voice echoes vaguely in her head – always dress smartly and neatly. How you look
has something to say about how much you are in control of yourself.  

The doorbell rings. She opens the door to let in Avinash and sees instead, to her surprise, a
woman  –  Avinash’s  mother.  Teary-eyed  Mummyji  holds  open  her  arms.  Medha  steps  into  the
embrace and lets herself be hugged. “Kaisa hai mera beta?” Mummyji asks after her with such
affection that Medha is powerless to resist. “Theek hoon Mummyji” she answers tightening her hold
once before letting go and pulling Mummyji inside the apartment, “where is Avinash?” Mummyji
wipes her tears and says that he has left and will come back to pick her up when she calls him. She
has asked for some time alone with Medha.

Medha leads her to the couch pleased to see the woman she has had genuine love from
though still in shock at this sudden intrusion. “Chai?” she asks awkwardly reaching to pick up her
cup of half drunk coffee. “Sit with me for a bit first” Mummyji replies. Before sitting down next to
her, Medha turns the heater towards Mummyji who is looking around, taking in the colors of the
living room and of the translucent view outside the balcony. “I want to stay with you here for a bit,”
she says without any preamble and without any hesitation.
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On the coffee table is a lacquered blue Chinese box. Mummyji has picked it up and opened
the lids of each of the six boxes that sit  nested inside.  “You brought  this  with you!” she says
sounding reassured though Medha hasn’t yet replied to her sudden and odd demand.

 This box was Mummyji’s gift to Medha some fifteen years ago on her birthday soon after
she and Avinash had married. Six years ago when they separated and then divorced more amicably
than most people do, it was no less in part because Medha had refused to lay any claim on money or
property and had left with her few belongings. This blue Chinese box was among them. Avinash’s
intimacy with a colleague at work was the convenient excuse that she was waiting for to put an end
to a marriage that had left her so lost. She had been so closed to Avinash, so inaccessible that she
didn’t even blame him for drifting to someone else for the closeness that had inexplicably eroded
between them. With nothing to point to as the obvious reason for this dissolution, some reasoned
that it was the inevitable result of childlessness, others speculated about her depression and left it at
that.

Only Mummyji was shattered.
Too wrapped up in  herself,  Medha couldn’t  reach out  to  Mummyji.   She knew that  the

reserves she had built to step out of the marriage in one piece couldn’t have withstood Mummyji’s
expectations of her. Mummyji too withdrew wordlessly. They would occasionally ask after each
other through Avinash but neither had made an attempt to be directly in touch over the last six
years.  Avinash, though he never expressed it to either woman, was puzzled by the dynamics of cold
rejection that played out between them. Medha and Avinash had, in the meanwhile, found a working
peace between them. Avinash had been instrumental in Medha acquiring this apartment about two
years ago. Located in an isolated end of Delhi’s extended suburb, here real estate was beginning to
be developed with the hope that someday it would be nearer to the city for the city having moved
closer to it. For now its distance was something Medha both needed and could afford. Medha had
moved away and embraced the distance to move closer to herself.

 “Mummyji, why do you want to stay here with me?” Medha finds her voice. “Why did you
just leave and go away?” Mummyji counters with a question of her own.

Medha was like a daughter to Mummyji and Mummyji made no bones about it especially
when it  came to complaining about  her  uncommunicative though dutiful  son.  The year Medha
suffered a severe bout of dengue and landed in the ICU, she had rushed to Delhi and tended Medha
with such care as Medha’s own mother was left speechless. Medha had grown to love her mother-
in-law deeply and gratefully. It had occurred to her that may be she had stayed married to Avinash
for as long as she had because of Mummyji.

Mummyji lived alone in a flat in Lucknow. She had lived there by herself ever since Avinash
had moved away to go to college and then eventually as he got a job as a lecturer of English in a
college  and settled down in Delhi.  She had her  garden and her  kitchen and the library in  her
neighborhood where she worked as a librarian. She had refused to come and live with Avinash and
Medha except for the month or so of vacations that they would persuade her to spend with them.

Whenever she visited them from Lucknow, she would take such evident delight in Medha’s
company that even Avinash complained of being left out. They would cook together; Medha made
demands for things to eat and helped with the preparations as Mummyji cooked up the delicacies.
Though an accomplished cook herself,  and quite  possessive  of  her  kitchen,  she loved it  when
Mummyji took over. She’d dutifully peel, chop and wash, wait for instructions to stir or steam, and
obediently taste for salt or sugar when Mummyji held to her mouth a little teaspoon of the food
being cooked. Mummyji indulged Medha to her heart’s content and Medha wrapped herself in it.

Medha’s affectionate reciprocation of attention let Mummyji be herself in a way that she
never had a chance to be before. She found herself opening up to Medha and talking about herself.
Medha loved to listen to Mummyji’s endless stories from her years growing up in Amristar and
about her parents who had moved there with her at the time of the partition. About relatives lost and
found, about Avinash’s father who died before Avinash learned to walk and about the terrifyingly
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lonely days of raising a young son by herself.
Sometimes Medha would write out embellished versions of stories that Mummyji told her

and  send  them  out  to  small  online  literary  journals.  Some  of  them  began  to  be  published.
Encouraged, Medha began planning a novel on the aftermath of the partition met in the loneliness
of a single woman raising a young son in Amritsar.  She began reading about the partition and
searched for narratives and testimonials about the partition of Punjab to populate a story in which an
imagined version of Mummyji would make exile, loss and the determination to survive palpable.
Though Mummyji wasn’t entirely enthusiastic about being the subject of Medha’s enterprise, she
trusted that the fiction that Medha would weave would keep her unrecognizable. Obsessed by her
research, and bored by her job when Medha decided to give up her day job to become a novelist,
Mummyji,  thoroughly  supported her decision and said that  she was looking forward to  having
Medha’s book on the shelves of her carefully minded library.

Never convinced of Medha’s talent as a writer, Avinash had tried to talk her out of quitting
her job but Medha’s heart was set.

The writing didn’t take off for Medha. It was, as if, the big story that she was meaning to
tell, the one that she was anxiously waiting to write, while working her mind numbing desk job at
an NGO, had shriveled and closed up. It had gone beyond her reach. Avinash had warned her that
this might happen and she found her self-worth dwindling in the days she spent in front of the
computer or with a notebook and a fountain pen fighting the blankness that was slowly swallowing
her  whole.  Though he  never  said  so  openly,  Medha  had  a  sinking  suspicion  that  with  all  his
academic credentials of being a professor of English, Avinash was actually deeply embarrassed by
her ambition of producing worthwhile literature. He had made some patronizing noises when the
short stories were published, and mumbled something inaudible about the uncertain literary value of
online magazines. Hurt, Medha had decided not to talk about her writing with him at all.

Something had gone terribly wrong and she wasn’t sure what. She used to steal time out to
read earlier, but now with the whole day open wide she didn’t feel like reading the books that she
had bought and piled on top of her desk. It was like she knocked on her heart and opened its door to
be led into an empty chamber with a  door to hopefully another place where her heart  perhaps
resided. She followed the doors determinedly first and then with an increasing frustration that she
could not communicate to anyone at all. Medha had come undone in her overwhelming sense of
defeat. It was a defeat that put an unbridgeable distance between her and Avinash. It was a defeat
full of a sense of having failed Mummyji.

What could she tell Mummyji about why she left?
“I  am sorry  Mummyji;  I  was really  unhappy and it  wasn’t  because  of  anything you or

Avinash did. And anyway Avinash seems much happier since he has married again,” Medha says,
wanting to make light of a situation that she is uncertain how to deal with. “It has been six years
Mummyji,” she says, but it suddenly doesn’t feel that long or that relevant as Medha hears that
confidently begun sentence trail off unconvincingly. Mummyji has tugged more deeply at her heart
and in a way only Mummyji can. Medha begins to lose ground to the affection that Mummyji has
always held out. Mummyji strokes back Medha’s hair from her face and softly asks, “did you finish
writing that book beta?” “Nahi Mummyji, I didn’t have a novel in me then, but I did find a pretty
good editor in me. I have been editing other people’s novels.”

“Are  you  happy  beta?”  Mummyji  asks.  In  response,  Medha  puts  her  head  down  in
Mummyji’s lap and crumbles. What can she say? She is happy on some days but there are other
days when the walls close in without warning. She has rebuilt her world and painted it in bold
colors so it speaks on her behalf and leaves her and her doubts to herself. Patting Medha’s head
reassuringly with one hand, Mummyji, holds out the other that Medha draws under her cheek; this
effortlessly remembered old gesture of affection had comforted and bound the two women together.

“Don’t think that I am angry with you because of the divorce. I always thought Avinash
didn’t understand you. But you cut yourself off from me,” Mummyji soothingly runs her fingers
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through the curls of Medha’s hair, “it took me the last six years to realize that there was no good
reason for me to lose you. I leave for Lucknow on Tuesday. I have a bag packed in the car that
Avinash will drop off when I call him. I really would like to stay here with you today. It has been
too long. I am getting too old.”

Head on Mummyji’s lap, basking in a warmth she has not felt in a while, Medha is looking 
askance at the furniture by the wall across from her – a yellow bench and a white bookshelf. She is 
looking at the blue lacquered Chinese box on the orange coffee table. She is wondering if this is 
what it is like to have reached the last box in the last room.
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COSMIC WRANGLER
Jennifer Christie

It’s a workplace garden I maintain, not a personal one. I didn’t know a thing about gardening
until the county’s Worksite Wellness Committee politely forced an eighteen-plot initiative onto us
thirty-five desk workers. A woman with her hair in a smart ponytail attempted to entice our group
with potential morale-boosting names like the United Gardens Coalition, or the People’s Gardeners
United, or something United something.

 She needn’t have worried about morale or interest—in a private aside by the coffee machine
I suggested we go by the name Cosmic Wranglers, and we’ve been in friendly competition ever
since.

“How about the yield on that vine, Dan?”
“Did you see the blossom on that squash?”
Some of us didn’t quite understand the majesty of a squash blossom until it was right there

under our noses.
This is what I’ll miss most—the squash blossom, the effortless camaraderie with a group of

people I knew but never considered friends. But, I didn’t sign up to be part of the applicant pool
with a mind for nostalgia. When I heard about the Mars mission, I couldn’t get it out of my head:
turning around to see Earth dangling in its elegant orbit to the backdrop of the cosmos. That’s the
only kind of looking back I want to be capable of.   

I told everyone the news as if I had just won a million dollars—that I’d been chosen out of
three thousand international applicants to be considered out of one thousand. If I get chosen out of
that group, I’ll be among three hundred. And out of that, I’ll be one of four.

Celia asked why I applied at all. I told her I don’t know—I never thought I’d be entering
data samples for the Office for Disease Control as a living, you know? As a living.

Two weeks ago they called from Amsterdam to set up a video interview.
Yesterday an aerospace engineer asked me the same question Celia did, even though I’d

already answered it on the application form. He was wearing a shirt with the decomposed host from
Tales from the Crypt on the front. I wondered if he thought going to Mars would be a scream. I
didn’t ask. Maybe this is what distracted me, so that when I came to, I found myself telling him
about seeing a spirit.

“Like ghosts?” he asked.
“Well, my grandmother did, right before I walked in the room. She was in bed and told me it

bit her. I know what you’re thinking, but we pulled down the covers and found a real human tooth
with the roots and everything.” I was very animated when I told this story.

“Wow,” the engineer said. He wasn’t writing any of it down, which I have decided is a good
thing, though perhaps there is a recording somewhere for posterity.

“She hadn’t had teeth for a decade,” I finished. “And there was a bruise on her arm for
weeks.”

He asked me if  I  had any religious  affiliations,  and I  told him no, I don’t  think we go
anywhere when we die.

At work Celia wants to know the logistics. The human logistics, forget about science. We’ll
be weeding the kale and she’ll say, “And what about sex? Won’t you want to feel some kind of
physical satisfaction or comfort out there, so far away? You’re still a human being for Pete’s sake.” I
tell her that for months we will be more focused on survival, but I suppose at some point it might
come up. I figure that if, say, the scientists take all biological needs into account they could choose
a group consisting of two men and two women, roughly the same age, but probably, I tell her, this
isn’t top priority for the first colony on Mars. Celia looks at me like I’m crazy.

So give in to it. I tell her I’ve watched interviews with married couples who applied together
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because one couldn’t go without the other. Celia and I dissect the situation. What if the trip put a
strain on the marriage,  we wonder,  and they ended up falling out of love and wanted to get a
divorce, but legally couldn’t because there were no Mars lawyers yet? And anyway, wouldn’t they
feel ashamed for something so petty and emotional tainting the global space exploration effort and
the research they were entrusted to perform for the good of human existence? And so what if they
pretended everything was fine to preserve the integrity of the revolutionary experiment—a kind of
noble suffering? Suddenly Mars becomes a cold and hostile planet in more ways than one.

We are in the lounge now, drinking Diet Cokes with our dirt-rimmed fingers, thinking in
mutual silence of the pity of it, subdued by our—as my brother Joshua would have called them—
thought experiments.

We don’t even bring up the prospect of space babies. Not today.
Celia always wants to know what I’ll miss. As if she believes I’m a sure bet, that I’m going

to get the green-light any second.
“Start packing strategically now. Bet you don’t get to take much with you to Mars.”
Since I came about the Mars application, I have started to think about the question of what

I’d miss more and more. I can’t help it. I make a point to sit on the porch of my childhood home
with a glass of lemonade and watch the sun set over the cornfields, the fireflies and stars coming out
one by one, lazy, ancient twinkle lights, until they’re all the light there is. I never did this before. I
put on my grandmother’s old records, my mother’s wedding ring, study the lace of a doily found in
a kitchen drawer.

The day I learned about the Mars One mission was the same day I bequeathed our wellness
club with the name Joshua used for our two-person stargazing operation. Our mission, way back
then,  was  to  map  out  the  constellations  and  recreate  them with  glow-in-the-dark  stars  on  his
bedroom ceiling. It was in this same room, years later, our grandmother was bit by the ghost. No
one—read: me—has bothered to take down the stars.

I didn’t decide to apply right away. It wasn’t an impulse, this desire for interplanetary travel.
I let it stew. I found myself up in the middle of the night reading articles and interviews. In this way,
I learned one of the main colony tasks will be maintaining a “hydroponic plant production unit” to
grow food crops for harvest.

What did I feel when I read that?
Joy? Something close? I can’t be sure, but there was this thing that spread from the center of

my chest to every extremity, every crevice of my body, until it, whatever it could be, was buzzing at
the outer limits of my being.

Perhaps the Cosmic Wranglers are to thank for that.  
I tried not to analyze it too much. My mother once told me I get into my head and stay there.

So I filled out the application, licked a stamp, and put whiskey in my lemonade. Watched the stars
come out to the purr of some classical movements on the old victrola.

 My grandmother once told me, before she had no teeth—just so you get a feel for how long
ago this happened—how the composer Robert Schumann lost his mind to auditory hallucinations.
For years he thought Schubert and Mendelssohn were sending him compositions from Heaven; this
haunting beauty slowly turned into a constant plague of droning so loud he could barely function.
But at night—sublime, inexplicable angel songs came to him from instruments undreamed-of on
Earth. He’d get up to write down what he was hearing, and this sweetness would shape itself into
demon horns blasting the single, dreadful note of A.

He tried to drown himself in a body of water to escape. She didn’t tell me that part, for
obvious reasons (Joshua’s picture hovering right there on the wall), but I looked it up and found out
anyway.

Those constellations on the bedroom ceiling have stayed put all this time. The glue has held,
but that’s all it is—cheap glue from the ‘90s.

From my brother’s old bed I trace Orion, Pegasus, Ursa Major with my finger. I think about
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going to Mars and growing geraniums and sugar snap peas and pumpkins from seed. About looking
backwards from a rocket and seeing Earth, the most pristine image a creature ever might see, and
the comfort of leaving something irrevocably behind.

But—can you? That’s the thing. Does the divine, the heaven music, the hell, stay put, or
does it follow us deeper into the unknown? How long does it take for madness, for any small slight
at all, to seep in?

 What I’m really saying is this:
 Who of us will be the first to find the ghost tooth hidden in the sheets of our bed? Who will

be the first to be bit?

***Artist’s Note: The author would like to acknowledge and thank the podcast Love + Radio for
their  episode  titled  “Hostile  Planet”  and  the  Mars  One  website  Mars-One.com for  providing
inspiration  and  insight  concerning  some  details  within  this  story.  Additionally,  she’d  like  to
acknowledge Marjorie  Sandor’s  memoir The  Late  Interiors:  A Life  Under  Construction  as her
source for the anecdote on Robert Schumann’s life.***
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RETIREMENT
Darshi Ranmuthu

Things  changed  in  Dr.  Sunila’s  life  when  the  renovation  started.  The  new  hospital
management apologized and said “we hope you find a better place to live.” A tile from the roof fell
with its good bye note and the mimosa fell asleep under the farewell feet of Ruby, Tommy,  Blackie
and Neko. Sunila’s odyssey began, interrupted by the sundown. Her canine and feline companions
did not mind. A roof, walls, a shade from the sun was what she was after. The arid zone was not
much blessed by the rainclouds.

This part of the district, where there were just a few occupied houses scattered randomly like
 air borne seeds of an exotic plant, hardly allowed any room for an extra person. All unknown,
unfamiliar and not even a hope of seeing anyone familiar. And it had been more than fifteen years
since she saw a patient and met with appreciation for her kindness offered in all occasions, either
side of the signboard saying District Hospital. She had to leave the old quarters in which she had
been breathing in and out for past years until the renovation started. She decided to move anywhere
like a waif with her companions.

She stayed in the bus stops, community halls hardly noticed or cared by anyone. It took days
and weeks to find that abandoned storage cabin, ideal place for her and the company. It welcomed
her as if she was related to a piece of storage goods. She did not care about the legal concerns of
occupying an abandoned state property. The area was gifted by nature, although it could be at the
bottom in any development index. For Sunila, it was another retirement to be ‘settled’ in a less
populous quarter of that remote district.
    T he abandoned storage cabin used to be a shelter  for the goods belonged to an irrigation
project before it sheltered Sunila and her companions. It had been unoccupied   for a period long
enough for the creepers and vines to sneak in. It was an achievement for her, after so many days of
search and relentless effort, that she found her solace in that and in serving the sick and aimless
waifs again. Her feeble muscles were less supportive and it was a struggle between her intention
and strength to get rid of the wildness lumbering around the cabin.

Nobody would ever think that four walls, a roof, and a door to exit were spacious enough to
breathe  for  another  decade  (she  knew it  could  not  be  more  than  that).  She  ordered  her  three
companions to settle. They meowed and yelped in return.

She started a mission tending wagging tails, timid eyes above whiskers, limping limbs and
oozing pus. Their starvation and pain was like Sunila’s loneliness, emerging from its source and
creeping through the whole self.  They followed her into the inky dark ‘bedsitter’ and willingly
embraced its mustiness, knowing that the feeling would never go stale. While their yaps and purrs
would still not be what her ears admired, her heart stood in its mighty form of compassion for them.
She was unaware that there were more to come.

It was surprising for Sunila to see, with every sunrise and every twilight, how more and
more yaps and purrs crept in to her dwelling, hesitantly as if responding to an interesting paper
advertisement. Her companions were not always ready to welcome them unless Sunila intervened.

She named a few of the waifs that became friends with her long term occupants. Bernard
soon turned out to be the guard on his own will. It was hard not to think why there were so many
ramblers in such a desolate quarter. Maybe due to the abundance of freedom for breeding or maybe
this could be a dumping ground for unwanted offspring. She loved the existence of them, that would
make her last decade feasible.

Several times a week she emptied her purse at the store nearby. Bernard and Tommy had
already taken over chaperone's role and seemed to adventure on chasing iguanas and monitors.  All
the wagging tails and whiskered faces began their chorus of excitement when the grocery bags
released the tight grip of the mottles and stretches of her hands.   
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She remembered the time she had made the decision to leave the marbled floors and high
ceilings to feel the nature’s erratic behaviour after being widowed by Victor.

“Sunila, do you think you have taken the right decision? We are here sister, don’t think that
you are alone, even if it is hard without Victor. Think about it, you are going to the other end of this
country where you find nobody known to you.”

That was her sister, Renuka, who willingly secured the keys and the deeds of the house after
Victor’s death.

“You have no children so it is a wise decision you made about the house.” Why did Renuka
say that? Others may wonder.  

She had embraced the people’s hearts that were submerged in the hopelessness, in place of
her own bloodline looking for advantages of her heirless property. She had things to donate after
gifting the house, in her heart for them. It was like the last piece of firewood in a kitchen in a
hopeless winter.

Soon the arid and barren milieu had been dampened with drizzles of her healing. And her
hands  had  not  cared  what  day  and  night  meant.   Dr.  Sunila  was  well  aware  of  the  growling
stomachs,  sickly breaths  and some wishes for  better  living.  There was evidence to  believe  her
generosity, or welcoming rumour in the community about it.

Over  time it  came to bid farewell  to  the  memories of the people about  her,  and to  the
stethoscope that picked many heart beats; she was hesitant. Where to from here? She was allowed
to stay at the quarters for a longer period as the next person to replace her was thoughtful of Sunila.
And her permanent and visiting companions filled the space in the backyard without much fuss.

Dr. Sunila used to totter down to the nearest store, which sold the minimum, and was able to
cook enough for the whole pack. Each day was a challenge, bringing water from the stream, quite a
distance from her dwelling, cooking for the day, just one pot meal, and weeding. Weeds found their
way all around the place, leaving no space for the earth to breathe. Creepers were like tentacles of
hundred  octopi.  The  heavy clouds,  snakes  and gaps  in  the  door  shook her  nerves.  She  nearly
worshipped the sun god when the sky was about to crack in between grey bundles of clouds.

One day she was sitting on her bed, felt something soft and cool under her feet and she
started to feel it a bit more. Suddenly she felt it moving. She removed her feet to find a grey colour
snake and waited until it moved out. Everybody was out and she called Barnard that was a good
hunter. He came closer to the door and got the snake after a heavy fighting. That cast Sunila a terror
about where her life remained in the seventh decade.

One afternoon on her way to the store she had to rest a few times and the walking stick
almost refused to burden   her weight.   The days started to become too long for her and the pack
became restless to see her sedentary lying which signaled an imminent peril for them.

The sun was not the same everyday and  she realised her vision was getting blurry, and felt
her agility declining. Dr. Sunila had to believe in senile decay, and in the factual knowledge she
grasped in scholastic reading. Sooner or later, her eyelids would close to open a passage to the
world beyond.  Sunila knew it, her healing hands could not stop it, not anybody else’s. That is the
furthest it could go, faster or slower. 

One  morning  Dr.  Sunila  saw  a  shadowy  figure  moving  in  followed  by  Tommy’s  and
Bernard’s curiously unwelcoming barking. Her eyes were blurred and did not dilate to make out
who that was, as if they had been dazzled by a neon light. A womanly figure entered, got closer to
Sunila. Dr. Sunila stirred trying to sit up, which she could, feeling hard to believe a presence of a
visitor, a human being, a woman. She had forgotten her language and stayed flabbergasted.

“I am so sorry to see you like this Madam, I came to ask if I can help you a bit.”
Dr. Sunila’s memories started to fumble to find that figure. There was one standing at her
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desk, vaguely visible. And there were so many of them. So she shook her head accepting the failure.
The woman was Nanda, according to her self-introduction. Nanda had heard the news about Dr.
Sunila only recently. In that milieu it was uneventful outside their household and nothing much
happened that would give them opportunities to see the world beyond the vicinity. Some women’s
lives could be harder than the others fulfilling  family’s expectations. Besides it was not long ago
Dr. Sunila found this dwelling further concealed from the road.

Nanda had been attached to a workplace where Dr. Sunila’s service was needed.  For some
time, they were immersed in the tidings of the past and made each other known.

“You need some help until you feel better.” Sunila had to agree with Nanda and they left for
Nanda’s house followed by Sunila’s long term companionship.

Nanda entered her house and helped Dr. Sunila to settle in a chair. Dr. Sunila noticed that the
house was no exception from any other in this nondescript quarter and it welcomed sunlight and
drafts coming in, with delight. Sunila felt she was breathing for the first time.

Nanda’s weary face was lit up at the flames of the furnace in the corner of the kitchen. Her
hands were like runners warming-up, moving from one thing to another, in and out of the kitchen.
She could see the fire outside with a cauldron of water on it and a big pail was sitting beside, ready
for lukewarm water for a refreshing bath.  

Sunila was sitting in between the kitchen and the middle part of the house. So the smoke
from the kitchen fire did not smother her too much. There was someone’s whimpering coming from
behind her, but Sunila’s ears had difficulty to grasp it clearly.
She was thoughtful for a moment to feel the depth of another woman’s soft-heartedness, which she
never thought would come in return.

“You have children?”
“No Madam, fruitless, they say.”
“And husband?”
“Yes, inside.” Nanda  kindled the fire and sparks sprang like fireflies. “I have to bathe him

and feed him too, that was already done.”
Dr. Sunila’s mind lumbered in the memories of men she used to know, pampered and cared.
Nanda came back to Dr. Sunila and squatted on the floor next to her.
A bit of smoke nearly smothered both women and was waved away. The wind in its youthful

vigour whirled, curling clouds of smoke on and off, scattering the smell of freshly cooked rice.
Nanda managed to slacken off the intensity of the fume as the rice did not need high heat any more.
Sunila   could not  help inhaling  involuntarily   the smell  a  bit  by bit  while  Nanda was scraping
coconut for ‘Pol Sambal’.

“The last time he got out of bed by himself was last August, …..”
Sunila felt the echo of those words, prickling in her, stupefying her senses, just the same way when
she heard Victor’s last moments, just after she celebrated their tenth anniversary. Dr. Sunila could
not really explain the exact feeling that sprang out from inside. The thick coat of silence pierced by
that whimper letting Sunila sink more into the world she had known for past four decades. She put
her arm around Nanda’s shoulder with a slight squeeze. The two women shed a tear together, in the
blaze of the firelight, to cool off.
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KASHGAR, 2013
Bradford Philen

    When he speaks,  Abdul sounds like an American,  but he’s Chinese. He tells  me he learned
English at university while living with an American exchange student. I knew it. There’s no speck
of rote learning in his voice. No,  Iamfinethankyouandyou. No stutter or mumble to my southern-
drawled,  “hey, how you doin’.” He sounds like he could be from somewhere like Bethesda  or
Denver or L.A.: places not necessarily known for accents. Abdul is medium height and pudgy. His
hair, dark and thick; his skin, the color of bourbon, but Abdul doesn’t drink. “I’m Muslim,” he says
with resolution.

Abdul has applied three times for a Chinese passport, but for now, he’s destined only for the
Xinjiang province where he was born: a region of over twenty million. Abdul’s never seen Beijing
or Hong Kong or Shanghai. “But, I think it will happen,” he says. “One day.  Insha’Allah.” His
optimism is quick; his faith firm. In the meantime, Abdul leads English-speaking tours through the
Kashgar Prefecture, which is closer to Baghdad than Beijing.

  Before finding the Karakoram Highway on the way towards Lake Karakul, a tourist-must-
do, we pass the statue of Chairman Mao at the People’s Square in Kashgar. The square is still and
cemented, a bit stoic even. A train of Chinese soldiers clad in black practice marching routines. At
night, a hundred or more Han Chinese fill the square and line dance to folk music.

“I hope,” Abdul says, “you won’t discuss what I tell  you with other people.” He pauses
when he speaks, but not to search for words. It’s as if he’s calculating consequence. I nod no, of
course not. Abdul’s Uyghur.

It’s October, but a late summer sun drapes the earth. Corn and wheat fields line the road
outside  Kashgar.  Sheep  and  goats  rustle  through  narrow  village  passageways.  Wild  jasmine
massages the air. Puffy, cloud-like cotton bolls float from their brown stems, ready for harvesting.
Abdul says most of the Uyghur people are farmers and that families are responsible for a plot of
land the government gives them. “We can’t own it,” he says, “but we can sell a portion of what we
grow for money.” An hour or so later and the elevation swallows the warmth and vegetation. Crater-
sized rocks tackle the scenery, and bulldozers, excavators and dump trucks pile and move, like it’s a
Caterpillar training camp.

    At the entrance of the Lake Karakul area there’s one main border post. Again, Chinese
armed guards clad in black. Saddling each side of the border, though, locals sell what they can with
a pitiful earnestness; dusty plastic bottles of Pepsi, packaged Ramen noodles, old coins, trinkets and
hard-boiled  eggs  from  roadside  shacks.  There’s  no  housing  development  in  sight,  only  road,
boulders and bulldozers. I ask Abdul where they live, where they come from, but he just points to
the shacks with the rocky backdrop. There. They’re the rock people and this is the modern day Silk
Road.

At the post, every traveler must register at either the Visitor or Resident office. Drivers may
remain in the vehicle, but passengers disembark and then, with attentive hands and eagle eyes, the
guards search – for what it’s not clear, but they know for certain. Abdul says he’ll meet me on the
other side. The Visitor’s queue is long, but moves casually. Inside, the linoleum is more stale than
white. Other Westerners and Han Chinese line in front and back of me, and when it’s my turn, I
present my passport to a soldier who records my name, nationality and visa number. Ni hao ma? I
say, but he doesn’t budge. Once through, I reunite with Abdul, and then we ascend the remaining
kilometers to the lake. The chilled air squeezes my head; breathing begins to shrink.

Lake Karakul’s waters are crystal  clear blue and coldly refreshing. The place,  though, is
plain compared to the flexing sapphire sky and surrounding snow-capped mountains. Pakistan is
some 150 kilometers away, while Muztagh Ata, Kongur Tagh and Kongur Tube – each over 7,500
meters high – stare aloof and unimpressed at the rolling hills and yurts that surround the lake. I
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envision mountaineers slugging their way to the top of Kongur Tagh, the highest of the heaven-
scrapping peaks. It seems so far from the dusty grassland where Abdul and I stand, and even farther
from the Hutongs of Beijing or the crab dumplings served along The Bund in Shanghai.

A few Kyrgyz families inhabit the yurts, and elders offer their cozy dwellings as picnicking
space.  Their  rosy-cheeked  grandchildren  play  unaffected  by  the  marvelous  scenery  and  sell
handmade arts and crafts. Abdul uses a translator to speak with them. He understands Kyrgyz, but
doesn’t have the vocabulary to converse confidently. “I speak Uyghur, some Arabic, some Kazak
and Tajik, and some Uzbek,” he says.

 “And Chinese,” I say.
“Of course. I must speak Chinese.”
Abdul says that the Kyrgyz families living by the lake come from nearby Kyrgyzstan, while

his Uyghur ancestors are from Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan.
“But, you’re all Chinese?” I say.
He looks to Kongur Tagh. “Well, yes,” he says. “Today. We are Chinese.”
A few more vehicles arrive to the lake. Most are visitors – some Western, some Han Chinese

– but then a man greets Abdul with some version of As-salamu alaykum. There’s some confusion
about my foreigner pass to visit the lake. Apparently, I was supposed to be at the lake two days
earlier, but it’s no bother. “It’s just a formality,” Abdul says. He takes out his cell phone, makes one
call, and hands it to the Kyrgyz translator, who exchanges words with one of the elders, perhaps the
leader. He’s short and thin. Face weathered from the sun. Hands worn too, like a pair of old work
gloves. He smiles. His posture sags a bit, as if the surrounding peaks have begun to settle on his
shoulders. He looks to Abdul, nods okay and then offers us yak milk.

“Do they still have family in Kyrgyzstan?” I say.
The yak milk is thick like buttermilk, but sweeter.
“Probably,” Abdul says.
“Is it far?”
“To Kyrgyzstan?”
I nod.
“By foot, of course it is.”
I can’t tell if Abdul is being sarcastic. Other Westerners must have tiptoed around the same

border-driven question with Abdul. “But can they go back to Kyrgyzstan?” I say.
Abdul’s lips curl, as if he’s trying to smile. “Probably not today.”
We have another cup of yak milk, and I give the old man a couple hundred Chinese Yuan.

The children come back to me, insistent that I buy something, but I just smile and say, bu yao. They
laugh and scatter, eager to play again.

On the way back to Kashgar, I ask Abdul if he’s been to Uzbekistan or Kazakhstan to see
family.

 “To be honest, I don’t know if we still have family there.”
 “But, if you did, could you visit them?”
 “I know what you mean,” he says. “You know, the Chinese want you in, so you can’t leave.”

The  next  day,  back  in  Kashgar,  we  walk  through  the  Old  Town,  an  ancient  Uyghur
settlement. The mud-brick homes are a part of the land. The place, dusty and tanned. Décor, deep
reds  and  blues  and  lasting.  Passageways,  maze-like.  Heavy  but  secretive  doors  mark  abode
entrances. The place is pleasant and warm and feels familiar, like a charming place visited in a
dream. I ask Abdul why there’s such an influx of armed guards throughout the region.

“It’s probably because of 2009,” Abdul says.
He passes quickly, though, when I ask him about that. We’re at the edge of the Old Town,

and across the street, the new Kashgar waits and a towering Ferris wheel grinds through the ancient
blue skies.

“You know by 2015 they will move over a million more Han here,” Abdul says.
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“Who’s they?”
 “China.”
 “Why?”
 “It’s their way to take over the region.”

***
Earlier that morning we visited the Abakh Hojam mausoleum. Abakh Hojam was a 1600

Sufi leader – and prophet to many – from the area today known as Uzbekistan. Abdul’s ancestors
followed Abakh Hojam and his teachings along the Silk Road to settle in Kashgar. As generations
passed, Sufism intertwined with Islam. Abdul said there are not as many Sufis in Kashgar today, but
the  tomb  is  still  the  most  popular  tourist  destination  outside  of  the  famous  Sunday  Market.  

Alongside Abakh Hojam is the tomb of Iparhan, the wife of one of Kashgar’s Islamic leaders
of the 18th century. Iparhan, revered for her beauty, was kidnapped by the Qing army and delivered
to the Qianlong Emperor. The fragrant concubine, as she was called, lived in the Forbidden City
until the other inhabitants of the harem murdered her. They were afraid of Iparhan. It was rumored
that the Emperor favored her over all the others. Moreover, Iparhan was thought to have wanted to
kill the Emperor, avenging for the seizure and occupation of her homeland. 120 men hauled her
body back to Kashgar by foot. The trip took three years. The carriage, still deep red and sturdy, sits
in the mausoleum hallway.
***

Outside the Id Kah Mosque, storeowners sell clay pottery, wool hats and coats and Dervish
garb,  old rugs and elaborate scarves  from the region. On the street,  vendors sell  the fruits  and
vegetables of the season. Uyghur script decorates the streets and store signs. We find a music store
lined with  rawaps – a five-string instrument resembling a guitar – and the longer,  two-stringed
dutars. There’s a workshop at the back of the store and a bearded man chisels the frame of a new
rawap.

“You know in 1990 they closed our Islamic schools,” Abdul says.
The clock on the wall reads 3 p.m. That’s Kashi time. My watch reads 5 p.m, China official

time.
“The madrasas?”
“Yes. And only a few mosques in town can make the daily calls to prayer.”
 Abdul and the man exchange a few words in Uyghur. The man laughs and gives me a quick

glance.  He stands and swaps his  chisel  for  a  sharper  tool.  The workshop smells  of  polish  and
burning incense.

“But, don’t worry,” Abdul says. “It’s not all bad. They filmed The Kite Runner in the Old
City.”

“Really? Great film.”
“Yes, but the book was much better.”
Later in the evening we eat Laghman noodles. I soak pita bread chips in the soup and eat the

lamb meat with chopsticks. Abdul says he’s the oldest of four and grew up in a small village outside
Kashgar. Adbul grew up picking cotton, but did well in school, and scored high enough on the
national tests to attend Urumqi University. I listen and then tell Abdul about my father’s modest
upbringing: grew up on sharecropping farm in Alabama, first in the family to attend college, now
owns his own cattle farm. I think my father’s story will somehow make Abdul say he knows, now, I
understand his life, but he just nods and gulps down the rest of his soup. Later, over tea, Abdul tells
me about what happened in 2009.

“We were protesting during that time. It was in Urumqi. First, it was peaceful, and then we
were terrorists. That’s what they say.”

Abdul doesn’t go into great detail, but I don’t ask. I just wonder. I can see the streets of
Kashgar, but I’ll never feel what it’s like for Abdul.  
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“You know, the good jobs go to the Chinese every time,” Abdul says. “That’s the problem.
They’re squeezing us.”

There’s much more. Abdul says only a handful of Uyghur Chinese are allowed to take the
pilgrimage to Mecca every year. There’s so much more.

“Even if you have money,” Abdul says, “you can’t live freely.”
I leave Abdul much the same way we meet. We shake hands.
I tell him it was a pleasure spending a few days with him. I try to tip him a substantial sum,

but he refuses profusely, and I give up.
“Abdul,” I say, “take it easy.”
“You, too, man.”
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THE BUS AND US
Anushka Sen

‘Beleghata Chingrighatai Science City Ruby Santoshpur Jadavpur’
The  little  placard  in  the  front  window has  long  given  way  to  an  electronic  signboard

displaying the names of bus stops. Yet the conductor’s voice, growing ever more erratic, still has its
sway. While weaving through jostling crowds, or darting between spurts of traffic, the ear wins over
the eye. This dependence on sound is not free of pitfalls. Running towards a moving bus, your first
instinct is to ask if it’s going where you’re headed. Someone always answers. But if you ask too
often, or board the bus and suspect you were misled, you are roundly abused for ignoring the text. 

‘Eto boro boro kore lekha achhe toh.’ (It’s written in such large letters!) 
The S9 takes off from the Karunamoyee bus depot in Salt Lake, travels down the highway named
EM Bypass, turns right at the meat-shop studded corner of Ajaynagar, snakes through the narrow,
bustling lanes of Santoshpur and finally comes to a halt at the 8B bus stand in Jadavpur. It is one of
the better known buses of Kolkata. Perhaps this claim will crumble on close inspection, but I can
recall numerous instances when someone, hearing that I live in Salt Lake, has said ‘So you must
take the S9.’ Or, a little further into the conversation: ‘S9 bhalo bus’ (the S9’s a good bus.) These
statements are usually uttered with the quiet conviction that creeps in when one refers to the tested
facts of life. And indeed, the S9 appears to have acquired a solid reputation. Perhaps it’s because a
lot of its population travels the whole distance, making the journey feel substantial. Then there’s the
fact that a large number of S9-ers study or work at Jadavpur University, creating the semblance of a
community despite the random nature of individual comings and goings. And of course Salt Lake
itself  is  partially  responsible  for  the  S9’s  fame.  A satellite  town  of  Kolkata,  Salt  Lake  was
envisioned  as  a  sanctuary  for  the  burgeoning  Bengali  middle  class,  but  its  relatively  modern,
planned structure has turned it into a desired haven for successful businessmen and professionals
who shrink at the sound and fury of regular life. Now no more in a rudimentary stage but still
somewhat lacking in flavour, Salt Lake has the aura of a posh village, remote and self-contained,
where buses like the S9 are a lifeline for long-distance commuters.  

That the S9 has acquired a reputation is a fairly abstract thing to say. A reputation for what
exactly, one might ask. Perhaps I am indeed hinting at something vague and diffused, but now that I
turn my thoughts to this issue, I can recall a few commonly held beliefs about this bus.

1) It has a ‘decent crowd’. Students, office-goers dominate… a respectable lot… Being a
state bus, the drivers and conductors are trustworthy… That is to say, the older ones are… Not so
much the cocky young ones hired in bulk without training… Just for the record, I’m not remotely
sure about all this, even though people say it. I’m too conscious, even self-conscious of elitism to be
at ease with these conclusionsii. But I do feel safe on this bus. The conductors are especially nice to
me. Is it because I’m a familiar face? Is it because I’m small, female and cheerful? Is their niceness
paternalistic? I don’t know, but it’s pleasant and it never gets in my way. 

Adding to the notion of a decent crowd: The seats reserved for senior citizens and physically
challenged people are the last to fill up in the absence of their intended occupants. There have been
no seats reserved for women on the S9 for a while now, but the signs from the old custom lasted
long after its disappearance. Most people found out about it over time, but there were frequently a
couple of men who would hover nervously around those seats, muttering ‘ladies seat na?’ A small
crowd of people, sometimes including women, eagerly reassured them that it was not so, although
there was the occasional gender feud over this very issue. I personally have mixed feelings about
the concept of ladies’ seats. On one hand, I know only too well the sly advances women have to
fend off in a crowded bus, and there is nothing illegitimate about escaping an unjust battle. On the
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other hand, the mere act of standing is hardly more taxing for a woman than for a man, and, and I
hate  giving  off  the  impression  of  a  delicate  flower.  For  this  reason  I’ve  often  turned  down
chivalrous offers of a seat, albeit with a twinge of regret. At the same time, I’ve also been accused
by a man of blocking his way in order to give free passage to a girl who had been eyeing the seat
next to mine for a while. At that point I flatly denied such motivations, but in retrospect I’m not
denying the possibility of unconscious empathy acting upon my motor movements. 
So much for choosing specific seats. On a broader scale, another social ritual revolves around the
strategic choice of a side. Light, as we know, is prone to playing tricks and it is our duty to be one
step ahead of it. By now we’ve figured out that to escape the unrelenting rays of summer, one must
choose the right-hand side before noon and the left after that. It’s not as obvious as one might think,
because while at the terminus, the cooler side is the one that will succumb to the sun once the bus
moves into its route. People are driven by a strange compulsion to warn passengers of this, even
though some will  eventually have to occupy the remaining seats and may be no more morally
deserving of this hell.  Such are the enigmatic impulses of charity that emanate from people on
public transport.

2) The S9 has contributed to numerous romances. This is probably true. But I have my
doubts about how long this will last. The old buses, the oldest that I have seen, had
muted yellow lights and soft  high-backed seats.  The seats  were  not  divided into
individual  chairs,  but  there  was  a  certain  ease  in  comfort  which  overwhelmed
problems of personal boundaries. Corner seats were all that a couple needed. Late
one winter evening, I had fallen asleep in a corner at the back of an old S9. I woke
up groggy but refreshed. The air was crisp and cool, and little yellow bulbs cast a
subdued, flame-like glow while a purple haze darkened at the windows. There were
barely any passengers left. For a moment I thought I had the back row all to myself,
when I realised that the other corner was occupied by a couple. Despite the shadows,
I could see that this couple was just as active as I had been slumberous. I looked
away discreetly (not that they were in a position to notice) and went back to sleep.

That was long ago. The next new range of S9s was greeted with mixed feelings. They were the first
to go electric, and this in combination with their smart new coats of paint—orange, green red—gave
them quite a snazzy appearance. This was also the first model of the S9 to have a section of seats
facing each other. Slightly awkward perhaps, but convenient for the garrulous Bengali stranger, or a
large, raucous group lucky enough to bag the entire space. We grew used to it. 
The latest S9 model is not very popular, with its sparse seating arrangement and sloppy handling of
space.  People rampantly skip a bus in order to get a seat, and I’ve noticed the second-in-line bus
brimming with passengers even before the first has left the terminus, while a third is starting to fill
up. They are all painted the same shade of blue, like each one of the new state buses, warding off
recognition at a distance. The entire bus is awash with harsh white light. A little camera blinks
sneakily at each end of the aisle. If romance blossoms on this bus, it’ll only be due to sheer will and
time. Which brings me to number three.

3) The S9 is a lot  slower these days. When the AC9—the S9’s more expensive air-
conditioned counterpart—first appeared, most people held out against what seemed
like a luxury, but more and more people succumbed to its lure till this year’s summer
left most of our spines too limp to put up a resistance.  The current mood around the
S9 is one of frustration. It’s cramped and the journey seems to take an eternity. No
one knows why exactly—whether it’s simply the terrible state of traffic, or if there
are fewer buses and longer waits. But everyone is sure that compared to even a few
years ago, travelling by the S9 is no longer a thing of pleasure.iii (Was it ever?) The
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journey down the Bypass, once considered a plus point, is now ruined by traffic and
pollution.  Most  of  the  adjacent  water  bodies  are  still  intact  and  some  tracts  of
neighbouring  land  are  a  rich  crop-green.  On  the  whole  though,  the  high-rise
construction projects are throttling the skyline. Earlier, the Bypass would offer an
expansive view of the dust-enkindled city sunset. Sadly, the sun sets on the side of
the new high-rises, and even pollution’s charms are now lost  on us.  Atmosphere,
Eternia, say the big bold billboards as traffic trudges on below. Tinted panes flash in
the sun; tractors stand parked beside fields. Even on this surreal landscape though,
there are wellsprings of joy. A memory comes to mind: a young man hanging by his
hands  from  the  hook  of  a  crane  while  another  cheers  him  on  in  a  frenzy  of
excitement and laughter.

One major blow to the Bypass in recent years has been the destruction of the Parama Statue
at the Science City crossing. Rising to at least 30 feet, this trim sculpture in the style of earthen
dolls had become one of Kolkata’s most familiar landmarks since its inception in 1987. Though it
was  designed  by  the  recognised  artist  Shanu  Lahiri,  it  would  be  wrong  to  say  that  everyone
perceived it as a significant work of art. It was not particularly striking, nor elaborate, and in the last
couple of decades, no party had done much to stir the city into alertness about public art. However,
even those most apathetic to the statue were taken by surprise when it simply disappeared overnight
to be replaced by an ill-formed, patchily painted globe showcasing brand Bengal in a juvenile font.
The fact that this structure comes alive in three different colours at night doesn’t really help. I’ve
heard my friends comparing it to a range of monstrosities, from a pulsating alien womb to a child’s
art project. Expectedly, the change from statue to globe has been accompanied by a change in name.
The liquid vowels of Parama Island have supposedly been replaced by the clinical consonants of
Pragati Maidan, although signs in the area still use the former name. Even if it sticks on, the old
name will soon lose its association with the central figure of the statue—Parama, who now survives
in a bare handful of photographs, with little doll-like arms outstretched, standing tall and serene
amid a chaotic circle of traffic.

~
The city, with the buses, is changing. Once upon a time, traffic lights in Salt Lake were unthinkable.
Now, Karunamoyee juggles at least three major signals and eight steady streams of traffic. The
skeleton of the sluggish metro project looms over the entire area, a reminder of what the state is
both aiming and failing at.  Businessmen don’t  like West Bengal and its supposedly proletarian
apathy to work. I curse both the capitalists and the unproductive government. But the other day,
aboard the AC9, I  met  a  man whose  position on this issue  was a  departure from the standard
indictments. He was from Hyderabad he said, and he had come to Kolkata after his business in
Bombay crashed disastrously. He was full of praise for the city, and spouted some clichés on the
strength of Bengali intellect and tradition. However, his views on development were subtler. He said
the usual markets in India were saturated, and that Kolkata was the place for new projects, new
investments. But, he added in the same breath, one couldn’t just walk over the local culture in the
process—people here were resistant to flashy, homogenising projects and rightly so. He said people
like the Ambanis have no idea how to do business here, that they’d be murdered if they tried. His
tone suggested that they’d be asking for it.

The future of Kolkata is a contentious subject. Some believe there is no future, some that it
will only get worse, some are anxious to transform the city into a high-tech global hub, and some
wince at the few glossy institutions that already exist. On one hand, I am greeted by the raucous
sprawl  of  Karunamoyee and on the  other,  the  unsettling  facelessness  of  the  IT sector  where  I
sometimes get off on the way home when I take an alternate route. Through all the confusion about
the  future  though,  my  thoughts  often  turn  to  a  certain  section  of  the  population  that  doesn’t
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participate visibly in the emergent debates. 
I always have my eye out for the elderly, some of them bony and bent, who climb onto the

bus at their own pace and make their halting way through the crowd. (The two senior citizens seats
are rarely enough.) They are not by and large a pathetic lot. Many are perfectly at ease, dressed with
care, capable of sliding charmingly into casual conversation. I recall with amusement this one time
a sprightly silver-haired man kept getting up from his seat and craning his neck to look out of the
window, while his wife chided him for behaving like a child. But I recall with a greater force of
feeling this old lady who told me sadly, but quite matter of factly that she lives alone with her sister,
and that these days, they are always in a state of panic about things they may or may not have done,
like leaving the gas on, or the front door unlocked. It’s a fact that Kolkata can’t retain much of its
youth these days. I wonder whether the discontents of its aspiring youngsters outweigh the daily
rigours of its old. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Once a poet-friend of mine from a different continent asked me what contemporary African 
poetry looked like. I did provide her with an answer, but the answer did not suffice. I knew this. 
I mean, I'm just one poet among hundreds or even thousands. Remember, a tree doesn't 
make a forest, my forbearers had said. To put it another way, I didn't know many contemporary 
African poets at that time, other than a couple of poets who I came across by chance. 

As a high school student very much in love with literature, I was fortunate to come across the 
fathers of African poetry, such as Wole Soyinka, JP Clark, Dennis Brutus, Kofi Awoonor, Kwesi 
Brew, Lenrie Peters, Syl Cheney Coker, Niyi Osundare, Tanure Ojaide, among others. For 
many years, I knew African poetry as what these masters wrote. I would later come across 
younger masters of African poetry, whose themes differ from those of the earlier generation, 
due partly to the currents of their time. These other poets include, Chris Abani, Kwame Dawes, 
Patricia Jabbeh Wesley, Uche Nduka and Abayomi Animashaun, who’s the youngest in the 
group. 

But even these “younger” poets are not of my generation. They are not the ones my poet-
friend from a different continent meant. By “Contemporary African Poetry” my friend wanted to 
know what the poems of the poets of my generation look like, what catches our attention and 
finds its way into our prosody. In other words, if Soyinka and his contemporaries focused on 
nationalism, Abani and his compatriots on being away from home, what do we, the emerging 
generation, write about? 

The poems in this portfolio, to some extent, respond to this question. From Clifton Gachagua’s 
poem which comes from the street to Dami Ajayi’s confident poem on sex, to Tsitsi Jaji, Inua 
Ellams and Safia Elhillo’s highly experimental texts. We have a wide array of aesthetic choices
that cannot be homogenized and categorized easily. Then there is Amaal Said, whose poems
exhibit serious confessional tendencies.  

Collectively, these poets ask us to consider a completely different way of thinking about 
poetics, hitherto absent on the continent’s poetic landscape. Yet some of them also demand 
that we reflect on the stylistics of African poetry before Soyinka. Adjei Agyei-Baah’s poems, for 
instance, read like a collection of oral poetry. Many more take us hundreds of years forward to 
an almost futuristic vision of Africa. Some of these issues are evident in the poems of Amira 
Hanafi, Nick Makoha, Vuyelwa Maluleke, among others.

It should be noted that the poets named above are just a few among so many other fantastic 
poets included in this amazing portfolio.  

Without further ado, then, I welcome you to this portfolio of younger African poets who are all 
40 years of age or younger. 

—D.M. Aderibigbe 
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TWO POEMS 
Tsitsi Jaji 

A Sign: “Wait Until the Leader Clears the Lunar”1 

/Wait. /Stop.// Wait until the Leadsheet?. ///Stop.///// STOP!!! 
/All clear. /Stop./ Let the moon through. /Stop./ 

:{Just Prognosticating} 
regarding the moon / della luna: 
–shine, shiny, ADJ. : illuminato dall luna.
–struck, ADJ. : lunatico, pazzo.
moor1, TR.: (nav.) gettare l’ancora ; dare

but this is just moonshine talk 
throw that[barnacled] anchor 

overboard. 

The underside of a torn 
meniscus. 

What is this thing called? :  Diagnostic  /https/  :  Diagnosis 
Tengo hambre. 
Tango, hombre, 
Tango africando—mayombé! 

What is this thing? :  Etiologic Let us discuss itin the 
waitingroom

Luna huyende. 
Meniscal loons 
Mayombe--bombe--mayombé! 

1

 Based on a sign in a train tunnel seen in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 



wailin’ 
wailin’ 

wailin’ over 
What is this? :   Symptom./ Sign|ifie(d/r) 

lost 

sisters, 
fools who take wing 

into that waveless world where 
nothing can breathe through its ribs. 

Stop./Wait./Think./ 
d/r feel good. 

daughtah. 

Clear your mind, colored gyal. 

Just think about it for a second…why would 
you toss your anchor skyward except to spend the rest of your rainbows 
fleeing gravity, as the moon does—month in, month out. 

Luminous Anthem, you electric flesh-fish: 
Why not spark your tentacles into a 

thousand stunted fingerstrands of light? Wait there, under the meniscus, 
and whisper the memo into my mouth. Underwaterwith. 

::Carcinogenic Episode:: 
May the Great Leader Always Illuminate 
the Upper Reaches of the Sunsquash Layercake, 
the Heaven-Bound Eggs, and 
the Cholesterol-Freed Golden Meringue. 
Let the people say blasé. 

Let the Great Leader Come Through. 
Blasé. 

Let the Great Leader motorcade his way, roughshod, 
across the navy swathes until they are completely  



worn through, bleached bright. 
Blasé. 

:----------Re-missive~~~~~~~*~~~~~~~^~~^^~^^^!!!!

What is this thing called, love? 
This funny thing called 

Then, il pazzo mio, il gran lunatico, il glorioso, furioso, e ludico, come through to me. 
After the leader. Until then…then, when it’s all clear…when all’s clear…then, why then 

pearl    your   voice   into   my   third,    most 
watery 

ear! 
Here, 
gather and gather 
your shine into a wad 
of spitfire light! Slalom 
down my tunnels towards 
the deep dark poetries of 
a blood wedding. Wait 
there. Wait 
Wait. No me 
Fuye! 
Stay. 

Stay, I say! 

Wait until the leader clears the lunar. 

Wait until, hip to hip, arm rod-like against arm, the eyes have it.

What is this thing called? 



A Prelude To A Kiss 

In the mind’s eye  
the mouth  
is a handkerchief 
sponging wet salts 
that wake wonder. 

Is this spilling eye 
despair, or just 
an answer  
to smoke, old age, 
a stray grain of sand? 

Anemone. Anemone. 

* 
The mouth  
is a fist 
full of fingers.  
Soft teeth drift 
in the deep.  

A sea-rose,  
licked pink,  
turns purple 
in the limpid 
cobalt blue. 

Below the meniscus, things float: 
fingers,  
hands, cheek  
bones.  
No push.No pull.No current. 

Only water  
brushing a herd of medusas. 
Thick things—soft things, 
smoothed 
by water.  

Smoother 
still,  
petals spread in 
wet, unmetered 
breath. 



Anemone. Anemone 

* 

Feeding on  
each other’s names, 
the mouth  
drowns, alleatoric,  
in the eye. 

Anonynominehmen’aimenescianomali, 
Neumannamnesiasinenomonemesistema, 

Stameneenenymphominimaliaminanemone, 
Moanimomaterailymitimimesimillenaria 

anemonstrosillypsistah, nomemataminemonomême 
simazisomyomendimensio.Dominamanimane 

monodimelomaniamudiwamnesimilitude. 
Anemonephylumcnidariacoelenteratantho 

zoanematocyst.Anonymanemono 
mi me nominanemone.  

Anemone.  
Anemone. 



diagnosis 
Clifton Gachagua 

we have to imagine the platform, and waiting, 
the lives there matter, every 820am., the big W signage; 
product of a couple of deaths. 
in nairobi we work after happenstance, after tragedy. 
you are in blue & purple & your head tilted to the direction 
of possible gain, variable sunbird, we sit here on the shells of sofas, 
waiting, waiting. you will not look back to where 
I am. I follow you through Moi Avenue 
& into Kasango’s, thinking you might, in your long nights,  
turned musician; but that’s not us, is it. & the thing you carry 
on your back is only in preparation for another attack. 
strange how silent a music shop can be, 
all the brass and ivory keys waiting for purchase, 
attendants smiling, glances, milk, duality –  
you slip into someone’s bathroom solo of Blue Rondo 
a la Turk – remember we shared the waiting –   
& I’m there with you, cleaning 
the blue off your skin. last time you 
locked the door & from safety, said: 
‘this is the latest diagnosis.’ & I thought: 
look this selfish bitch, so the windows shook.  
every day we play a game of inventing sickness; let’s see,  
don’t I have my abandonment issues too? 
did I not wear my mother’s underwear 
in my head? was I not the lazy child 
sitting through movies with my back 
turned to the Greatwall? – did I not get burnt for asking 
the house, why burn, and why today –  
O just to see the images turning in the walls.   

the big day comes in the morning color  
of your nightgown sleep still on the  
face blue and black quickly lifts 
in the space of a wink in the huge bed  
so that i cannot find you will never do 
see me helping with international time 
zones questions about blood donations 
like i care like i could ever 
be and do good – which is another  
continuous masque-parade of this 
thing we will not unname beer  
rings soaking into the soft Swahili  
wood where i am alone writing  



after three nights of uncaring 
being unkind to the thinning body 
dreaming up Mutu’s sea creatures and 
situations where we are possible.  



TWO POEMS 
Adjei Agyei-Baah 

The Call 

I was told they would come 
When the old priest had joined the sleepers; 
They would surely come for me 
Once my umbilical cord remained buried in their grove. 
For the gods always find their earthly voice 
And patiently, I waited for the call. 

I was told about the messengers’ visit 
With a voice 
Only the chosen could hear; 
These powerful midgets and their miraculous manifestations 
Feet back-to-front and sweeping beards. 

I honored their call with reverence 
Lest I chose madness over greatness 

And so they came 
Crossed my path where the rival streams paired up 
And ferried me across in their boat of whirlwinds 
They fed me on sisal leaves and made me sleep on grating boughs 
Till my tongue found a new song in the bitterness of their potion 
And I returned in dotted spots of clay with a cow tail in my hand 
Ready to lead my people down the uncrooked path of the gods. 



To The Widow 

You are the sleepless duck  
Who rests on a single leg  
Keeps vigil over a silent compound  
And waits upon the ancestral spirits  
To come for the last morsel of the day 

You are the abandoned lover  
Who plies the memory lane in acidic tears  
Walking the footpath that closes in with weeds  
And mulls over multiple mouths meowing to be muted 

Your resting place is a bed a bamboo  
Denied of warmth by the icy hands of fate  
Its discomfort turning you into an early morn bird 
That wakes to catch no worm  

You are the quivering lamb at the kangaroo court 
Around you the predatory pride prowl  
The ripe pawpaw by the roadside  
That the wayfarer chances upon with joy  

You whom tradition mocks with hyena’s laughter:  
The wicked witch who killed the breadwinner  
The half-dark moon that must be caged in the murky skies 
And forced to take an oath of innocence  
By gulping down bath water from your husband's corpse  

But you are now the desert cactus  
Who once nursed your seeds in the hooves of the passing caravan 
And prayed for the rains to water them anywhere they fell  
For now your children have returned through the stormy weathers  
With a tearful joy for your crackled lips 



THREE POEMS 
Samuel Ugbechie 

Sapphire 

All thin. Water is falling; you crisscross the paper,  
whiff it along, and wear your child like apron on your chest, 
and part the sheets like sea. Those evenings, the sun nudging, 
a child licks your cheeks, and insists you smile; you, a crumpled 
face, a bent metal, an alloy, hisses all through like geese, honks, 
your voice an amalgam, blending with years, rough as the paper. 

You are by the breeze, breathing as easy as it, pitching  
at a level; your tone a tone of stone, as flinty as your heart, packed, 
dispersed among sands, a whetstone or two, like punctuation, 
marked at the end of the line. Tomorrow, by noon, you’ll brush 
the rays, heading to the headstone, stiff, cawing like the raven 
you are; you’ll raise a voice back, with its body breaks, with its 

resonance, which you’ll still, and eat and swallow; the same  
lump of vowel you’ve learned to squeeze, a chunk you’ve learned 
to break, and digest even now. What you miss this sour morning,  
that smells milk, is the smell of the sweet pea, the exact  
incense of the fragrance she wears, expelled with each word,  
each broken love, loafed like bread, rising from the teacup, 

soaked with herb and spittle. You missed her hand  
like you missed the war, her palm a shield, same shape, and lines, 
soothing like the ice on your leg, same bone that was stone 
throughout the war, broken into grains as small as the sand,  
some parts chunking back again. The war is gone. And so is peace. 
Her name sniping out late, and peacefully from the barrel gums. 



Terrain

The path is potholed, paved as anything 
you could get in this terrain; my kids, 
shimmering in silk coveralls, dance 
on the landscape. I watch. Hoopoes— 
green, slender, swoop up and down, 
hop on the hills, fly off. My kid, with a hat, 
tilts. On the balls of her feet, stretching 
her neck, I could imagine her flying. 
I could find a ray of thought, inside 
her head, widening with white light, 

and breaking, patching up, breaking 
again. A longing, sort of, with 
a reflection and an angle and a surface. 
With a path I’d love to be on, 
inside the axis of her mind, 
where I’d cross and run, panting 
like an athlete, trailed by a tailwind, 
a shadow of himself. I love 
the landscape, its looks, its smell, 
and the things it’s refusing to say— 

over my body, the sky leaks like a roof, 
and my kids are happy to tip 
with their tongues, the lemony drops, 
as they look, not how they taste, 
and where I am, far from the rain 
like another trouble, loneliness 
warms me, and boils 
itself in, melting  
into wax, a small shape, 
of memory, forming,  
filling a distant void. 



Gambol 

Bending is an act of love, the way 
she does it, with a baby  

on her back, mopping the floor,  
the baby loving each move and nudge. She pokes it, and brushes 
it; her coiffure coins to different shapes, fifty days old,  
younger than her pain, older than her child;  
her breath is thick, the mop brushing  

the floor while it brushes the air, and pokes and plots 

holes, and paints the breath of her home, 
and leaves it moist. To mop, she plants  

her feet like a stem on the ground, and waits  
for rain; she goes gentle with the floor: with head and heart; with nod and sigh, 
like she’s been with her spouse, and the kids. She mops,  
as though mopping were art: the way she’d paint, and brush  

her life again. She knows the song she sings, 

like she knows the couch, where she holds him, 
to hear him hum the tune, as heavy  

as his heart, deflating with each breath.  
Mopping to her, like forgiveness, is how she resets the home 
like she resets her heart. She’s moving the couch,  

back to the spot it loves; she’s clearing the floor, 

so it could nap, and snore before he comes.  
By evening, they’ll fall on it like drumsticks, leaning, 

held by the arms of love drumming them through night. 





The Women I Loved 
Soonest. I. Nathaniel 

There was one, a black woman 
Who always sat like a man, 
Her legs wide open without fear  
For what the prying world will see. 
And she’ll often say; 
“let them bear witness 
That this lady is endowed 
With an elephant-size testicle. 

There was another, a weaver of baskets 
In Cameroon.  
For grass she used boy’s pubic hairs, 
And for rush the thicket of their eyelashes. 
The twines of her wicker baskets 
Were men’s beards and mustaches,  
She always stored in her womb, 
Beer, grains and the skulls of decapitated dreams. 

The other, my father’s wife 
Said the sentences of her life  
Kept missing their periods, 
Because a lecher suckled at nipples  
Before she grew breast. 
She’ll often sit me on her thighs and spit cobras into my eyes 
And she will say; “Blind men see the best,  
It doesn’t take a penis to impregnate a woman.” 

There was another, a full Indian. 
She knew the rope trick,  
Could turn water into wine, 
And like a true daughter of Babel, 
She believed in breaking the rules. 
The year the rice crop failed in my homeland, 
She wove her webs of silk and spurned her honey traps; 
I left my locks on her laps, and ate it whole with milk. 

The prophet’s whore always faked her orgasm, 
She won’t wean her son on her breast, 
She wont let her fawns fall; 
She’ll have it ever firm, ready to heed the swinger’s call. But 
that which the toddler’s tongue didn’t do, time did. 
Its hand fonddled her wilt,  
And the swinger her milkman 
Sought fresh udders in Sarajevo. 



Then i turned to my sister, but she had no breast. 
And there was nothing I could do 
On the day she was spoken of 
And given to a man who wears only skirts. 
I loved aunty too,  
But she never saw any pride in pissing up walls. 
So these days i have learnt to look elsewhere 
And there to live with the scars of light. 



TWO POEMS 
Liyou Libsekal 

Anhedonia 

I lay in this tussled bed of mine 
running up and up a chord 

a phantom kind of spine  
where words and memories live like  
bundles of surrendered conversation 

and this room, this bowl of 
rejected functions is mine 

the sewing machine, a table for  
empty bottles and tangles of string 
scattered pins and dust 

the drawers, exposed like five jaws where 
sleeves lie deflated as though their owner 
was digested into a wooden stomach  



Paper Nests 

fishing wasps from an arm  
they come humble 
stingers first like a filial sacrifice 

watch these ugly children find wings 
rattle into the light  
one by one  

an army from a vein  
black, crackling 
leaving no signs on the body 

building somewhere 
paper nests from nothing but 
gnawing and compulsion 



TWO POEMS 
Amaal Said 

You come undone 

The body mocks you, 
betrays you,      hurts you. 

A knot inside unwinds slowly. 
It is sometime towards the end of August 

and you are thinking about names 
for a baby girl or boy. 

You want to nurse it, 
            fill up its empty body. 

When the knot finally came loose, 
your husband carried you 

to the toilet. 

He thought you were both drowning 
in your bed. 

Pretend it to be jam spread over a loaf of bread. 
Blood went all the way into the mattress. 

How to contain it all, 
put it back  

inside the body? 

This is the fourth time you lost control. 
There is no crying towards sleep, 

or hours spent searching, 
or your head resting against the toilet seat, 

begging it 
back. 

The sponges and anti-bacterial sprays came out. 
You wanted nothing  

to do with dirt. 
You called all the children to the kitchen, 

said, ‘there’s so much fruit. Use your hands. 
Eat with me.’ 



This time it just happened. 
This small 
           small thing, 

too tired  
to hold on. 

Go up close to a mirror 
and pretend  

to not recognize yourself. 

Your hair becoming tight knots 
fleeing each other. 

It is the morning after and you understand. 
The space inside was tight.  

Maybe you made too much noise. 

You cannot trust your body now. 
It became the late night police raid, 
boots trampling over what you were 

trying to keep safe. 

It is always the end of august. 
The house is trying 

to forget 
how your mouth 

     opened 

as your legs spread apart 
over the toilet. 

You wished your visions had touched first, 
before the rope inside  

broke, 

and you had to throw away 
the bed sheets. 



Close the body down 

Mama says, change your name, get a new passport, and run 
when a man puts his hands on you, 

when he calls to tell you that he’ll burn the house down 
after you’ve kicked him out. 

Mama tells me that she wants to stick a knife 
into the center of her chest while I am folding the laundry. 

I watch her fall into sleep at night 
then hide the sharpest knives in another cupboard. 

She has folded cash in an old scarf, 
has stashed it at the back of my bookshelf. 

She says, read your books, get your degree, 
so you will never have to think about running. 

She told me once about a woman back home in the village, 
who adorned herself with all her jewellery 
and waited for the soldiers patiently. 

Surely they wouldn’t want her when they could take the gold 
and make themselves rich. 
But they took turns and laughed at her attempts. 

Mama whispers,  
‘don’t act brave when the men come. 

Don’t you dare open your door. 
Change your name. 

Get a new passport. 
Run.’ 



TWO POEMS 
Leyla Ahmed 

The Unseen / Ghayb 

Halima sees faces in walls.  
The last time anyone had the nerve to ask  
what they look like she said,  
they’re pale/ with no eyes/ there are five of them. 

She tells me, 
it feels like something is constantly scratching inside my head.  
Nails crusading down wall/ fork meeting plate and urging mouth to recoil/  
even the blind sheikh from Oman could not save her. 

Last Friday, after jum’ah prayer, girls pounded the masjid floor with their fists.  
The Friday before that grandmothers/ dressed in blue hijab's/ veins pulsating from frail hands. 
Surah al-Baqarah did not spill mercy for their older bones.
  
Maryam's best friend killed her own baby in Riyadh. 
The jinn came/ pestered her to begin life afresh/ 
forced her hands to hold the baby/ six months/ flat in the full tub of water.  



Five Questions For the Body 

1. You wear sadness like loss is the only thing you've ever known,
where did you learn this?
2. Why do you fold into yourself like that,
an aching memoir?
3. Didn't you learn from your mother
(or any other woman who carries grief under the tongue)
that hiding the body doesn't save you?
4. This body that goes back to your mother
and her mother
and her mother,
how much did you stretch it for people?
how much did you shrink it, contort it, split it for others?
5. How did sadness find the new body,
the body that you carved for yourself out of
loss and loss and loss?



TWO POEMS 
Safia Elhillo 

second quarantine with abdelhalim hafez 

the lyrics do not              translate     
arabic     is all verbs        for what 
stays still          in other languages 
 to morning     what the    تصبح
translation      to awake      cannot 
honor      cannot contain its rhyme   
with تسبح      to swim       to  make 
the night a body               of water 

i am here now & i cannot morning 
i am twenty-three          & always 
sick      small for my age & always 
translating                i  cannot sleep 
through the night    

no language       has given me the 
rhyme       between ocean & 
wound         that i know to be true 
sometimes          when the doctors 
draw my blood      i feel 
the word  at the edge of my tongue 

halim sings     أأغرقق     aghraq 
i am drowning   i am drowning  
the single word    for all the water  
in his throat       does not translate 

halim sings      teach me to kill the 
tear in its duct             halim sings 
i have no experience   in love 
nor have i a boat      & i know he  
cannot rest               cannot swim  
through the night 

i am looking     for a  voice    with  
a wound in it      a man who could 
only have died           by a form of 



drowning             let the song take 
its  time            let the ocean close 

back up 



first interview for the position of abdelhalim hafez’ girl 

i do not always survive 
across borders       i pull 
sweet blue smoke from a coiled 
hookah pipe i sometimes 
lay bleeding painted all in gold   
& you need not find me beautiful    
mixed with water my edges dull   
here i am   little dagger      ready  
to make home of your shirt pocket 
answer me answer 
me 



The Transition 
Ukwadinamor Gift 

In the waking of the new moon  
The journey began with a goodbye 
The things we said are held by memory  
For we do not know all the truth that gradually folds 
The clearing of the dusk  
Started with a welcome 
Hands widespread  
Hearts effusive and grey 
Gleaming the surface of love 

You come in with the fragments of our past  
Trailing the benign sunshine 
Hiccupping on old gist  
But if we hold up the mirror  
The faults is real  
It stares back with furtive glances  
The faults was ours to share  
But you abandoned the choices to one 
As the new moon sets  
The memory fails and that which we old dear 
Fades…  



My Other Country 
Amira Hanafi 

1 English 

My other country is a democracy 
My other country is available 

My other country is Honduras 
My other country is Australia 

My other country is a small island 
My other country is in the commonwealth 

My other country is broke 
My other country is a paradise 

My other country is doing quite well 
My other country is for the world 

My other country is Canada 
My other country is in South America 

My other country is right next door 
My other country is also stepping up 

My other country is a superpower 
My other country is Taiwan 

My other country is less than complimentary 
My other country is folded away 

My other country is Paraguay 
My other country is a blowtorch of capitalism 

My other country is eliminated  
My other country is a bit wrong-headed 



2 Translated from the Arabic 

The men of my other country kill my countrymen 
That's what's negative about my other country 

I thank the United States, my other country, for allowing demonstrations 
I will migrate to my other country 

I pray to God Almighty to protect my other country, Syria 
The best memories of childhood, my other country 

I no longer desire to return to my other country, where I no longer belong 
The other is no longer interested in me 

I cannot practice it here in my other country, Syria 
and like my other country 

I felt I was in my other country, the Emirates 
My other country is Iraq 

Love and respect to my other country, the state of Kuwait 
Free Arab Voice is my other country 

I'm talking about my other country, 
my home where I was born 



3 What would I say 

Maybe I’ll take the Pyramids  
back home because I am happy 
back home in the past, but the people, 
we were happening persons come ashore. 

We were just told that 
there never was a kind of world? And yet, I am safe. 

I’m here till the way it is important. 
I meant an easy city 
but, whatever. As if nothing were easier 
we’re staying inside you. 

I’m here till the end of the perishing. 
They taught us to kill them. 

This text is how they will do whatever it takes 
to make my right to participate in the West: 
the guy who volunteered to take politics altogether seriously, 
the guy who gave an accurate identification, 

yes, and artists. So I inwardly did nothing 
glad to know how to remain optimistic while living inside history. 





The Buried Dead 
Ejiofor Ugwu 

I opened my father's grave today 
in search of his bones 
and mother's long-gone love; 
such that a love buried in 
a makeshift wood box could still 
be recovered after a decade of 
familiarizing with the loneliness of 
graveworms and fetishizing absence 
I set out to reclaim this prized love for 
my mother: 
those now frequenting 
our housefront with snuff bottles 
and murmurings of kinship do not care  
whether there were once 
bones of earnest desires: 
they have come to help her bury you 
so that you will now be dead. 
I moved in, instead,  
daring ghosts and foul air and dumb foretellers dressed in remote gowns, 
killing the dawn at the cemetery 
I worked on the mound, upturning everything that  
has been keeping you deep down and mute since a decade or so ago, 
I saw that the bones are gone, 
except for the little-sized ones, fully-dressed up 
for what looked like a banquet 
they looked away 
in a cruel moment of silence, 
and for me, shock; they sized the way to 
their journey and left, 
leaving only me and the famished termites behind,  
the humming hunger almost 
making me lose the sand under my feet 
I am going home  
to meet Mother with absence 
and silences, 
and muddy sand; 
I am carrying the hunger of the graveworms 
with me, and their love. 



THREE POEMS 
Lena Bezawork Gronlund 

Untitled 

My father’s not yet wife put her son’s photo in my hand. What we think of as our own is 
never ours. My father in his velvet shirt, blue branches above him, said she saved his 
life when he was lost from the war, told me about her son who died 1973. What we used 
to think of as our own was never ours. Red machines, blue marches, How do I say 
peace? Blue machines. No photos in front of government buildings. No photos of my 
family. I fall asleep with a wedding band. The winter in the middle of it all, a house I visit 
on a hill, almost fading from the fog. Then the field, again. A place between peace and 
war, You’ve seen things, I’ll never see some in between place, a long line, a waiting 
room. People sitting there, their hands in their pockets. The window in the back, open, 
snow falling in, someone standing by the window, in the snow, looking in. Where’s my 
daughter? Which one of you, my oldest daughter? You wore your best clothes, in every 
photograph. Then the field, again.



Notes 

for Abate 

A book   
in his front pocket 
hauling 
him back, 

after the war. 
During the nights 
in his office 
two blocks 
from the piazza, 

two minutes 
from Bole Road— 
chords, old strings, 
new strings. 

Drums 
over the boulevard. 
The friends 
long gone. Food 

in the harari baskets. 
On the floor, 
tea, war medals 
that meant 

nothing to anyone 
passed around. 
Morning mist, 
then coarse rain. 

There is shelter 
here. We are 
our nation. 
We have 
our nation. 



Qey Shibir 

Ka hullum belay, Abiotu u 

Your father 
saved my life, 

his friend begins. 
We were all soldiers 

back then. We weren’t 
good soldiers, 

but we were soldiers. 
My family 

on my father’s side 
is circled 

around a table 
close to Lake Ziwai. 

A lake 
that has no end, 

no space 
between the sky 

and the lake, 
between a name 

and a thing. 
We used to wish 

we could keep 
the peace in that; 

just the sight 
and the peace in that. 

They talk of the spirits, 
of the people 

after and during 
Qey Shibir, 

how they saw them 
disappear 



in large flocks 
like crowds 

of birds. 
One of us 

is missing— 
Anteneh, 

stationed 
forever 

by the border.  

I’m lucky, 
I don’t know war. 

We had 
wooden soldiers. 

We had 
a wooden land. 

This whole 
country was 

a battlefield, 
a battlefield, 

my father says, 
leaning forward, 

whispering, 
I let the prisoners 

that I could, go. 



TWO POEMS 
Nick Makoha 

The Long Way Home 

Barefoot, he came up the road  
in civilian clothes pushing a bicycle:  
he was going to visit friends in a nearby village. 

None of us had ever seen him before. 
When Kalunga pulled up the man’s trousers,  
inked calluses showed where army boots had been. 

He had no tax card but denied he was a soldier. 
Wakili ripped off his shirt and there it was – 
the mark of a rifle strap.

When Daktari threw him to the ground, 
his olive underpants lifted above his waistline – 
Ugandan army issue. I am not a soldier! 

Gunshots from the wood disrupted the hour. 
Adamu shouted orders, Zakwani handed me a machete, 
Penzima boiled water on the stove. 

He raised his hands to his face. Powder burns. 
The heat and breath and sweat of the crowd closed in. 
And when I heard my name, I swung. 



Promise to My Unborn Son 

It used to be enough, to be my father’s son,  
until he was gone. Neither of my two languages  
could reach down the phone and ask him to stay. 

Even when we lived in the same city. His voice only 
ever spoke to me about the news. So when your mother 
told me, our second child will be a boy, I panicked.  

There were no memories to show me  
how to love you and I knew a day would come when 
I would stare back at you - without words 

like faces on the billboards of the Barking Road. 
This road will always lead you home.  
It is important to be from somewhere.  

I am Ugandan, living in the East End of London. 
At your birth, look for me. My voice will be a river  
flowing from my mouth, waiting to tell you - everything. 





TWO POEMS 
Dami Ajayi 
 

Hooke’s Law 

They say affection is clay and 
with my potter’s hands, 
I shall forge a miniature stool 
for you to sit on, while I am away 
in wait, for the days that don’t collapse 
into hours that render themselves into minutes 
minutes that trend counting seconds 
seconds that bite instead of ticking 
time is not elastic like my underpants 
bought off a Brooklyn street store 
no love is not elastic, does not obey Hooke’s law. 
 
I tried to measure the distance between 
devotion and practice; I split hairs trying 
to catch a speck of faith, a grain. 
 
I tried to conquer passion by wiping window panes 
clean of mist.  I buried angst and temptation 
in shallow graves with no epitaphs. 
 
They say affection is clay and  
kids always muddy their fingers. 
 



Twenty Years 
(For Yinka) 
 
They say twenty children cannot play together 
for twenty years. 
Time spools and foci shift away from the playground. 
 
Geography intervenes and ally forces disperse, 
Brownian motion of sapiens. 
 
They say people are fluid like water 
but people are not as clear. 
 
Clarity is but a bargaining chip; 
we sometimes forge hard decisions without it. 
 
We, humans, ours—to err, 
Raise hell and count casualties.  
 
Time is a currency, 
we may not have spent wisely 
but, oh, good times we had 
good times we banked with memories 
good times that pictures preserved 
good times that rouse fancy smiles. 
 
But fraternal cord, like filial ones, 
snap too, into two, sometimes more. 
 
Let it slide, 
debit memories 
 
There will time, like Eliot said, there will be time 
To frolic in each other’s hands and successes. 
 
There will be dinner parties and peals 
Of laughter and harvest of memories 
 
There will be toasts to long easy lives  
accompanying chants of Auld Lang Syne. 
 
For twenty children who played twenty years ago 
will bear twenty children who will play some more. 
 
 
 



The Children We Birthed 
Daniel Kojo Appiah (O'Zionn) 

They came one late morning. . . 

As we did what we knew best; 
with our farmerly brows set. 
With the palm of our hands 
caressing, 
spreading out seeds 
to sleep, 
for the sun to sing 
a silent luminous lullaby, 
calmly 
against their skin. 

They came one late morning. 
They said they had come home. 

But these children. . . 
"Can these be our children, Quarshie? 
Can they?" 

For when they stand too long 
in the sun 
this very one they claim they were birthed under 
they begin to melt! 
Yet they say, "We have come home." 
They say. . . 

So we accepted them home and 
night time came and 
night time draped us 
with the cool of its cloth. 

Then we set the bonfire; 
to light up our faces, 
to keep us warm, 
to tell them stories, 
to listen to their stories. 

But they refrained. . . 
They retracted from the fire! 

"Tetteh, can these be our children?

Can they?

Are they?"





 

windowpane 
Saddiq Dzukogi  
 
fallen windowpane  
is the face  
occupying a surface 
several desert-cracks 
drown as flaws 
--- light flows into 
the cracks where reflection is buried 
 
a paper carries the face of a mirror 
each rough line with the grief of a badly 
sketched curve  
forming many squares of loneliness  
the fine lines are short 
with no extension  
 
reprieve is a glass of vodka 
singing of intoxication in the ears 
whose owner’s hands 
become still on the wheel of a moving car 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



TWO POEMS 
TJ Dema 

Elope 

The determined have no sense 
not of preservation 
they ache and arch, reach 
I saw a boy stretch so far once 
that his father had to fall  
just to catch him 
I know the line between bravery 
and all manner of foolishness 
can only be seen after the fact 
Even the dull spoon’s scoop of flesh 
to build a pound, does not deter 

It’s like dying, you know? she said 
(when behind us was evening and shade 
and no one else)  

but who knows why we try 
why we sit before this altar 
and pine upon this long chair 
as that same self bus trudges onward 
to the punishments we call home 
Or why the spider builds his home in the air 
how long does it take to know your enemies’ 
broom has endless reach, one sweep to undo 
our legged web of mirrors 
And now light, everywhere morning 
except the corner from which we come 



 

Of Yearbooks and Proms 
 
Why should you care 
what the boys think 
when they do not 
think at all about you 
       Your mother was always philosophizing 
only one thinking she was cool 
she took you to see the monologues 
when you were ten and named hers after a city 
before she brought you back and left 
cigarette in hand  
with her constant difference 
      The neighbours frowning at the smoke 
a constant wisp around your growing head 
Remember that night 
when you and Mulligan pulled out the grass 
and ate it, green, because some boy dared you two to 
Remember too how they teased her  
mercilessly because she had a boy’s name 
and you skin the colour of something unwanted 
       Meanwhile mother was lying on the floor somewhere  
always crooning to Dolly, off key and slumped  
over some stranger thinking he was John Wayne 
Jesus you said, when the third one 
wouldn’t stop banging his hand 
against the neighbours’ doors 
dragging her fist first 
against every rock between here 
and Melville, screaming 
bloody knobs 
      You moved house four times that year 
uphill climb the whole sorry way 
and that’s when you said 
There’s nothing here, not for us 
but we couldn’t leave  
not if we still wanted 
something of ourselves to troll 
those corridors face first 
for another term 
and then another  
before we would be done with it 
this invisible mess of memory 
and you said, of yearbooks and proms 
 
 



Miss 
Gbenga Adeoba 
 
Doesn’t introversion deserve auction, 
brisk sale, say on EBay, Amazon, OLX? 
These mutual glances are portals of affections. 
 
Maslow’s pyramid excites me, 
so I let emotions slip into your playhouse; 
I am caught in a melodrama watching 
dimples converse in every scene of laughter. 
 
Similar names are memories of my browsers. 
Every typed alphabet sends  
search engines down web-streets  
In quest of all that suggest you... 
I recommend Google for Wannabes. 
 
I mean business. 
My proposal is the preface of 
an evolving narrative of passions. 
Let’s write. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Widows Peak 
Yasmin Belkhyr 
 
White-mouthed boy, water licking down his face. I burnt our names into the back of 
his knees. His tongue was my tongue once. On the peak, we watched nightjars drip 
from the clouds.  A wet, folding gasp. Mornings, I still feel glass in my thighs, smooth 
stones pressed into my back. Night, and the wasps. Night, and the honeybees with 
their song. On the peak, and my hair was longer than his miles of throat. On the 
peak, and the nightjars swell with stolen milk. My white-mouthed boy swallowed 
eggs of gold. He coughs up apologizes when I ask. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Disconnection 
Wale Owoade 

You closed up something, 
its internet: You are a 
black-and-white room 
without windows, 
doors or dogs, suffocating 
in your own dreams, 
wrote a poem, 
burnt and  
blew it. 

You are the mad man 
in your dreams,  
psychologically 
disconnected by 
the notifications  
and tweets 
you have not read. 
Life is a book, if 
you can read one  
without a tablet? 

Technology  
is the god of distraction, 
you know 

but  
you are thirty mad men 
when you are not 
sinking. 



Why Should You Drink Placebo?

What will you gain 
from drinking placebo? 

Someone told you the war 
will be over soon.  
You should shrug.  
You know the reason  
why 

podiatrists cannot 
cure pneumonia  

you have been bedless  
and sleepless dreaming  
about how you took 
your wound to a barber’s club

they become Shakespeare. 
you are petrified
by how they staged this play? 
You are still watching?  
Northeast is for 
coffins and curfews.  
Ghosts are ghosts.  
They are not martyrs! 



Binary Love  
Teniola Tonade 
 
Love based  
on two  
 
and two  
alone  
 
with no  
sordid  
 
conver-  
sions done:  
 
I the  
zero  
 
and you  
the one:  
 
the cast  
for bits  
 
and di-  
gits done.  
 
two bar-  
rels of  
 
the snee-  
zing gun:  
 
two eyes  
fixed up- 
 
on one  
vision:  
 
to shun  
the life  
 
of sin-  
gleness  
 
to don  
the garb 
 



of faith-  
fulness:  
 
I'd give  
an arm  
 
to have  
this dream  
 
if you  
would love  
 
an arm-  
less man. 
 



Considering Windows
Peter Akinlabi 

(for Esther  and Lydia) 

windows are no more vent 
than eyes that wish them so 

for you, I’d vary this perspective 

there is always a woman 
at a window, realigning shades 
as bits of time 

she might imagine shadows  
as heavy as tongue on the panes, and thereby 
become stiller in time,  
an image unlidded to  
tangles of space 

the eyes could open 
to nothing that affirms the  
illumination lost in the hedges 
of bidding, and, then, return  
sometimes to moments made 
intense by a simple trick 
of loving, or a wilful gaze 
beyond the pale 

I guess there is no magic  
to break these hooded eyes into place 
beyond the darkness on the ledge,  

unless it would prefigure the space 
in those flailing shadows where you sit, 
realigning a closure. 



PANTONE 360-c (After Margaret Walker) 
Vuyelwa Maluleke 
 
 
For the hands the colour of borrowed, poached, sold, displaced  
you backyard hands in your blue uniform,  
lined up Like loaves of bread inside 
the unfastened mouth of a white van, 
packed so close the wind bites your eyes, 
you never drool over into the moving road.  
 
  
You dragged up a tree and into a noose, 
you hanging like a dead clock, so ashamed.  
Eyes big big, startled by heaven,  
Scared big by being loved and hunted.  
You boat brown hands paddling river water  
 down the fire inside your lovers throat.    
You  comeherestayherediehere loves. 
 You inside a church. 
You  inside the alcohol foam of a tavern.  
 under a buckeye tree in ohio.  
 you giggling  hands down small street pants.    
You ghosts with your hoodies on, 
You walking down white white streets and black black nights    
You, nightmare with your hands up. 
 
You hands like soapy water,  
between bubbling delicates and armpit stains.  
You brown psalms lifting off a wash line.   
You  wiping yourself off an apron,  
scratching under a doek,   
at a sink chopping, washing, cooking, ironing, moping 
folding, wiping, dressing, combing, hugging, praying  
you, witch.  
You, hiding your love under a bucket in a room outside the Big house    
Loving, but with the back of your hands,  
raising your clay children with the back of your hands    
bending, twisting, readying  them with as much water as you can  
with as much God 
with as much as you have without a man.  
 
You  hands  like dessert sand,  
tearing the mountains loudly from her back 
you small home 
Thank you  
Thank you  
Thank you        
 
 



BIG SCHOOL: 
 
On the first day of big school, 
When the teacher lowers her glasses 
The old couple held together by a weary frame,  
Her shaky hands rocking the glasses along her crooked nose  
to sit their heels in the trench of skin dug for the times 
she needed to stand her eyes taller over them   
 so she could squint a scowl at the naughty boy with a hot dog on his shirt    
 
Today, her misty glasses are lowered for a scowl at you 
as she says ‘what is your name?’  
Her voice passes through the folds of cake and tea in her neck to you.  
But, you’ve practiced saying your name on a playground with friends,  
know the mermaids skin it was sown from,  
could pick out the sound of each vowel 
jumping on top of a zinc roof in a rainstorm.   
 Your name could play a game of hide and seek  
and you, who knows it as well as your mother does, would find it 
hear it giggle underneath the sofa  
spy the small body hold its breath between     
 the mist of leaves in your neighbours backyard. 
And since you don’t know how to hate your name 
Don’t know how to want it to be easy, a strippers nickname  
you answer proudly, ‘Vuyelwa, Boitumelo, Rhulani, Qhakaza. 
You answer through custard cheeks with your parents promise to you  
 
When they ask for something easier  
Remember, that promises worth making should dry your mouth  
And that you are a language without acronyms. 
   
To the child sitting in a classroom with tables that swallow you 
When she asks  ‘don’t you have a Christian name? ’  
you will learn later that there are 6800 languages in the world  
and each of them knows how to pray  
when she twists her eyes at your name 
looks at the name list for something her tongue can lift  
and reluctantly 
 Pushes.  
You.  
Out.  
In.  
syllables 
like a smelly meal eaten on a sweltering summer day  
in front of a garden boy she named Alex.     
This will be your first injury in big school 
 
But all your mother will remember of this day  
are your brave fingers,how they eventually found friends and let go of her 
the shiny polish of your feet 



she couldn’t tell if your smile was nervous or uncomfortable  
but she will remember it as a beginning.  
For you, it will not be the last time you 
repeat your name,  
to call it off a ledge 
built by a language, 
that only lets you rent it    
for public appearances  
and university applications 
and poems like this,  
but  it will never be yours. 
so to my children I will say  
in the language of their name 
every lump in your name 
is my demand on the world for you 
let those who can’t fulfill each letter choke on it  
for as long as your name holds a piece of  
your parents tribes in it, it’ll be too big for some mouths 
still make them say it!   
Because only the people who can say it can see you   
And baby, your soul has a face worth seeing.  
 
 
YOUR SISTER IS GOING TO EUROPE: 
 
Your sister is going to Europe  
your grandmother wants to know if  ‘they speak English there’ 
she means will they hear you ask for help? 
When she says ‘English’, she is a third language,    
her ‘they’- takes its breath   
and no sooner, it is an airplane broken in half, mid flight  
who knows how to guide it now?  
 a ‘d-e-y’ reports in its place      
 
‘do dey speak English der?’ 
 you hurt her when you mutter back 
you empty Europe into her ears  
she is proud that it is you causing her pain  
her face says come see my daughter speak  
come see how she makes me deaf  
come see how black girls can disappear  
 we will need a translator to say goodbye   
But she is going to Europe, it must be a grand place  
because I don’t know anybody there   
 
 
 
 
 



Clarity / Love Poem #26 
Inua Ellam 
 
Say 'Hope' and it's mountains around dwarves,  
one frail hobbit and a task through vast valleys. 
The choreographer thinks a dancer's last leap,  
toes tipped in flight and ribbons swimming air. 
The hunter sees deer staggering at a rifle's shot; 
its shadow cast on grass streaked with blood and 
isn't it astonishing: one word conjures so much  
from nothing at all? Take ‘Strength', aged six 
it was a round house kick, it’s muscular precision  
like fluid brick. At twelve: to strike a matchstick  
and hold - its flame to lick a finger tip and never 
once to scream. Eighteen, I watched one flattened 
stem fight a tyre tread, rise Lazarus-like, growth  
from the grave. These days my strength is a people  
battling bad governance, tongues raised against 
a parliament of swords. It is black-gloved fists 
in olympic stadiums and Funmi Ransome-Kuti 
are what gates are made of. My mother's back  
is the Brooklyn Bridge, my father’s, steam trains 
and bison breath. Rain forests of hymns, old kola 
nuts, bomb-proof jackets and Aso Rock gloves  
I wish for Baga’s orphaned young - 'Strength'  
I pray be tamed by 'Love', its singular clarity 
that only conjures you. 
 
 
 



THREE POEMS
David Ishaya Osu 

Defence 
(for Thuthu Ndlela) 

i could  
spot the dark star  
roaming in the night sky 
as fast as   
the eyes  
of tarsier, but  

i couldn’t   
understand   
why my skin   
was losing its brick hide 
the same hour  

the ice 
was turning 
to yellow  



 

In the darkroom 
 
 i came home           
  after the street          
   photo trance 
 i couldn’t pull           
  my feet out of          
   the soaked boots  
 i couldn’t even wear          
  another pants          
   nor a frown 
 the mirror didn’t           
 tell me something           
 neither did i  
 answer the clock nor          
  the raindrops reading my books;        
  only my eyes worked 
 in the darkroom           
 where i met a           
  firefly, and a   
 silhouette in a           
  salmon gown;         
   …who?! 
 
 
 



No need 

i need somebody   
to eat my navel   to   
remove the sea   
inside   
the sea   is a peephole 

can’t you see 
the grains dripping down the mouths of mating phoenixes 

friend, i am no 
claustrophobe 

neither does pharaoh 
have a room   
in my cunt   the last 

i can tell  
is that of a piano   
and a clock that stopped singing when Mary 

came in without a waistcoat with holy holy is the lamb 
written on her left moonlit    
butt    on her right   butt   
was a mountain forming fresh 
soils for altars  

night cannot plague 
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Music, Modernism and pan-African Solidarity (Oxford UP, 2014). She teaches English at Duke 
University.

Avrina Joslin, is a recent MA Writing graduate from The University of Warwick. She usually 
writes about her childhood memories, sexuality and the body as fiction, essays or poetry. She’s 
working on a novel which her best friend called ‘grossly erotic’. Her works have been published 
in The Four Quarters Magazine, The Miso Magazine, The Bird’s Thumb, Nefarious Magazine, The 
Cadaverine, Visual Verse, EQView, etc., She is from India and currently lives in Viscri, Romania. 
(@AvrinaJoslin).

Joy Ladin is the author of seven books of poetry, including just-published Impersonation and 
Lambda Literary Award finalist Transmigration. Her memoir of gender transition, Through the 
Door of Life, was a 2012 National Jewish Book Award finalist. She holds the David and Ruth 
Gottesman Chair in English at Stern College of Yeshiva University.

Lee Landau born in Raleigh, North Carolina settled in the Northeast at nine years old. She retired 
to Minnetonka,Minnesota, where cold, snowy winters sparked her imagination and creativity. In 
terms of education she has an M.L.S. from SUNY Albany and her MBA from Pace University in 
NY. She established the first multimedia poetry workshop for the NYS prison system funded by the 
department of Probation. She is an active member of The League of Minnesota Poets and AWP, plus 
a poetry performance member of Poets At Large. In 2015 she is a finalist for the Anna Rosenberg 
prize at Poetica Magazine, published in the following literary journals: The Monarch Review, 
Vending Machine Press, Rockhurst Review, Tipton Poetry Journal, Breath and Shadow with 
publication in October.  She has workshopped with Jude Nutter, Thomas Lux, Billy Collins and 
Dara Wier in the past year. Her poetry collection is currently in search of a publisher.

Liyou Libsekal is an Ethiopian poet living in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. She grew up traveling and
living mainly in East Africa. Liyou’s chapbook, Bearing Heavy Things is part of the 2015 African
Poetry Book Fund’s New Generation African Poets series. 

Nick Makoha represented Uganda at Poetry Parnassus as part of the Cultural Olympiad held in
London. A former Writer in Residence for Newham Libraries, his 1-man-Show My Father & Other
Superheroes debuted to sold-out performances at 2013 London Literature Festival and is currently
on tour.  He has been a panelist  at  both the inaugural  Being a Man Festival (Fatherhood:  Past,
Present & Future) and Women of the World Festival,(Bringing Up Boys). In 2005 award-winning
publisher Flippedeye launched its pamphlet series with his debut The Lost Collection of an Invisible
Man. Part of his soon to be published 1st full collection The Second Republic is in the anthology
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Seven New Generation African Poets (Slapering Hol Press). Nick recently won the Brunel African
Poetry  prize  and has  poems  that  appear in the  The  Poetry  Review,  Rialto,  The  Triquarterly
Review and the Boston Review.

Vuyelwa Maluleke is a Joburg based Spoken word Artist and actor. She describes herself explicitly
as a storyteller, “It is when I am most honest. It is also the hardest thing to do for me, to hand my
work over so publicly to audiences. I love being on stage, for me that sharing between audience and
performer, that immediacy is like church and communion. There is so much magic there.” Vuyelwa
says  this  about  her  poetry:  ‘I  owe  my poetry  to  the  township  I  spent  my  high  school  angst
commuting from. Seeing privilege and  poverty streets away from each other gives you perspective
and stories. It gives you characters too. Vuyelwa was shortlisted for the Brunel University African
Poetry Prize in 2014, and  has published a chapbook called Things We Lost in the Fire.  

Soonest .I. Nathaniel was the poet laureate for the Korea-Nigeria Poetry Festival 2014. He is a
scientist who believes Albert Einstein would have touched the world better as an artist. His works
have appeared in  various  publications,  including  Pedestal  magazine,  Sentinel  Nigeria,  Seaview
Poetry, Wikicolumn, Loudthots, Kalahari Review, EGC, WRRP, and Pearls Literary. His chapbook
‘Teaching My Father to Impregnate Women’ selected by APBF, is to be published in the spring of
2016 by Akashic books. In his spare time, you can find him listening to the music of the spheres,
reading the stars or trying to woo the moon.

David Ishaya Osu (b. 1991) is a Nigerian poet. His poetry has appeared in publications such as:
Atlas  Poetica:  A  Journal  of  World  Tanka,  Birmingham  Arts  Journal,  Tipton  Poetry  Journal,
Watershed  Review,  Acumen,  Ann  Arbor  Review,  Porter  Gulch  Review,  Akitsu  Quarterly,  A
Thousand Voices Rising: An Anthology of Contemporary African Poetry, among others. David is a
board member of the  Babishai Niwe Poetry Foundation, and he is currently polishing his debut
poetry book. 

Wale Owoade is a Nigerian poet. His works have appeared or forthcoming in publications like:
Radar  Poetry  Journal,  The  Lake  Poetry  Journal,  The  Bombay  Review,  Mapple  Tree  Literary
Supplement, Yellow Chair Review, Black Mirror Magazine, Eunoia Review, The Zoomoozophone
Review, The Kalahari Review, The New Black Magazine and many others.Wale is the Publisher and 
Managing Editor of EXPOUND: A Magazine of Arts and Aesthetics and is currently working on his 
debut manuscript.

Linda Tomol Pennisi’s chapbook, Minuscule Boxes in the Bird's Bright Throat, appears in A Good 
Wall, the 2014 Quartet Series collection by Toadlily Press.  She is the author of Seamless (Perugia, 
2003) and Suddenly, Fruit (Carolina Wren, 2006). Poems appear or will appear in journals such as 
Bitter Oleander, Calyx, Many Mountains Moving and The Cortland Review.

Bradford Philen has taught high school English since 2002. He's the author of the novel Autumn 
Falls (2011) and the short story collection Everything is Insha'Allah (2014). He currently teaches in 
Beijing, China and is an MFA candidate at the University of Alaska Anchorage. View more of his 
work at: www.bradfordphilen.com  .  

Sindhu Rajasekaran is a writer  and filmmaker. Her debut novel Kaleidoscopic Reflections was
longlisted for the Vodafone Crossword Book Award in 2010. Sindhu’s short fiction has appeared in
anthologies and literary magazines including the Asia Literary Review and Muse India. She has also
contributed articles on politics and culture to Bella Caledonia and Impact. Trained as an engineer,
Sindhu has a master's in creative writing from the University of Edinburgh.
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She co-founded Camphor Cinema in 2013 and produced an Indo-British feature film Ramanujan. It
was screened at various international film festivals and won the NTFF award for best production.

Darshi Ranmuthu is an early childhood educator, short story writer living in New Zealand.  Her 
educational background includes Bachelor of Teaching  and Postgraduate Diploma in Education 
both from New Zealand institutions. She has epublished one poetry book. She started her writing 
career in Sri Lanka, when she was ten. Since then her work appeared in Sri Lankan newspapers 
until her writing life went through a standstill for last ten years. She studied three papers of Diploma 
in Creative Writing with Whitireia New Zealand in 2014. Her short stories were published in the 4th 
floor journal New Zealand and New Asian Writing. 

Son of Dr. Rayaprolu Subba Rao, the “father of modern Telugu poetry,” Srinivas Rayaprol (aka 
R.S. Marthandam) was born in 1925 in Secunderabad.  He studied in Nizam College, Hyderabad 
and at the Banaras Hindu University before going to Stanford University from where he obtained a 
M.S. in Civil Engineering.  While in the U.S., he started writing poetry in English and interacted
closely with writers like William Carlos Williams, Yvor Winters, and James Laughlin.

 On his  return  to  India,  Rayaprol  joined  government  service  as  an  engineer.  He worked  with
distinction in various departments and rose to top positions in his chosen career.  However, like his
friend and mentor, William Carlos Williams, who was a doctor by profession, he spent considerable
time  on  his  literary  pursuits.  His  poems  were  published  in  Indian  and  foreign  magazines,
including The Atlantic Monthly, Quest, and The Illustrated Weekly.  Described by Dom Moraes as
“a  pioneer  of  modern  Indian  poetry  in  English,”  Rayaprol’s  poems  are  represented  in  six
anthologies, including Anthology of Indian Poems edited by Erik Stinus. He founded and edited a
lively literary journal, East and West in which some of the best writers in India as well as those
abroad  published  poetry  and  prose.  Three  anthologies  of  his  poetry, Bones  and
Distances (1968), Married  Love  and  Other  Poems(1972),  and Selected  Poems (1995)  were  all
published by the Writers’ Workshop, Calcutta.

For the last few years until his untimely death in 1998, Rayaprol was engaged in translating Telugu
poetry  and  short  fiction  into  English.  His  translations  have  appeared  in  various  anthologies,
including Women Writing in India (1993) edited by Susie Tharu and K.Lalitha. 

Amaal Said is a 19 year-old Danish-born Somali who currently resides in London, UK. She is a 
poet, photographer and a politics student at SOAS. She is a member of the Barbican Young Poets 
and Burn After Reading collectives. Her work explores the idea of home, identity and what war has 
meant for her family. She tweets at @amaalsaid.

Anushka Sen has done her B.A. and M.A. in English Literature and wishes to pursue a PhD in the 
same. She writes occasional poetry, and has only recently taken to translation and writing about her 
city. She is easily distracted by animals and debates on feminism. She enjoys sharing her passions 
with people and hopes to someday teach in varied settings. 

Ambika Sivadasan is a recent graduate of Curtin University, Western Australia. She discovered her 
love for writing when she studied a double major in Creative Writing & Professional Writing and 
Publishing. Mrs Mitra was written while she was in her final year of studies. Ambika lives in 
Singapore and is writing a novella at present. She works full-time and writes fiction and poetry in 
her free time. She also writes book reviews for her blog.  

Ronnie K. Stephens is a full-time English teacher and the father of identical twins. His first 
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collection, Universe in the Key of Matryoshka, was published by Timber Mouse Publishing in 2014. 
Individual poems have previously appeared or are forthcoming in Rattle, Paper Nautilus, SPRY and 
Union Station, among others.

Talin Tahajian grew up near Boston. Her poetry has appeared in Salt Hill Journal, Indiana Review, 
Kenyon Review Online, Best New Poets 2014, Columbia Poetry Review, PANK, and DIAGRAM. 
She's the author of half a split chapbook, Start with dead things (Midnight City Books, 2015), and 
recently co-edited Poets on Growth (Math Paper Press, 2015). She is currently an undergraduate 
student at the University of Cambridge, where she studies English literature.

Teniola Tonade  holds a B.A in Philosophy from the University of Lagos, Nigeria, and will soon
resume as a Graduate Assistant at the same university. His poems have appeared or are forthcoming
in Word Riot and More Than a Number: Poems and Prose for Baga, an anthology that addresses the
menace of terrorism (particularly Boko Haram) in Nigeria.  He is the co-founder and managing
editor of the burgeoning multi-purpose website Afrikana.ng. 

Samuel Ugbechie works as a software engineer and writes from Benin City, Nigeria. His works 
have appeared in Sentinel UK, Wikicolumn and elsewhere. In 2012, he won the Sentinel All-Africa 
Poetry Competition, was a finalist in the 2014 RL Poetry Award (International), and longlisted for 
the 2014 National Poetry Competition. He is currently working on his debut poetry collection.

Ejiofor Ugwu lives in Nsukka, Nigeria. His poetry and short fiction have been published in 
Guernica, African American Review, Drumtide Magazine, The New Black Magazine, Sentinel 
Nigeria, The Kalahari Review and The Muse, a journal of creative and critical writings at the 
University of Nigeria.

Laura Madeline Wiseman is the author of over twenty books and chapbooks and the editor of 
Women Write Resistance: Poets Resist Gender Violence (Hyacinth Girl Press). Her recent books are 
Drink (BlazeVOX Books), Wake (Aldrich Press), and the collaborative book The Hunger of the 
Cheeky Sisters (Les Femmes Folles) with artist Lauren Rinaldi. Her work has appeared in Prairie 
Schooner, Margie, Mid-American Review, Ploughshares, and Calyx. Currently, she teaches at the 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln. www.lauramadelinewiseman.com
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i� To this day, I’m unsure if it’s ‘Chingrihata’ or ‘Chingrighata’. The meanings of ‘haat’ (bazaar) and ‘ghat’ (a kind of 
waterfront) both seem appropriate. I’ve clarified this on multiple occasions but never seem to remember the right 
answer. 

ii� An example of this self-consciousness: For the longest time, I never took out my tab on the bus because I hated the 
idea of flashing fancy gadgets in people’s faces. I soon noticed that a number of people were using their tabs openly, 
and most of them didn’t look like the pampered kids I feared I would resemble. Since then, I sometimes read on my tab 
in the bus.

iii� On the subject of pleasure, a companion on the bus once denounced the first traffic jam of that journey as the start of 
foreplay.
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